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UNIT:1 

INTRODUCTION TO EVENT AND EVENT MANAGMENT 

 

In the event planning profession, the job titles are as diverse and numerous as the services offered, and 

it can often be difficult to differentiate one from another. It can be challenging when preparing an event 

planning portfolio, looking for work, or working with a client who does not have the correct 

understanding of your job function and responsibilities. Learn more about what event management 

involves and whether it's right for you. 

What Is Event Management? 

Event management includes a variety of functions for executing large-scale events, which might include 

conferences, conventions, concerts, trade shows, festivals, and ceremonies. It involves handling the 

overall logistics of the event, working with staff, and conducting project management of the event as a 

whole. 

Additional duties might include managing the budget and the teams of people responsible for each 

function, as well as overseeing the execution of the event. Event managers also supervise the services of 

all outside vendors and professionals, including event planners. 

How Event Management Works 

Specific responsibilities of an event manager might include: 

Selecting and reserving venues 

Coordinating outside vendors 

Engaging speakers or entertainment 

Arranging for transportation and parking 

Obtaining necessary permits and appropriate insurance 

Compliance with health and safety standards 

Developing emergency contingency plans 

Crisis and situation management at the event 

Designing a security plan 

Monitoring the event 
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This list is by no means exhaustive. Depending on the scope of the event and the other hired 

professionals, the job responsibilities may vary. Essentially, the event manager is responsible for 

coordinating all logistics needed for an event. 

 

The Role of Event Management Services 

Event management firms are frequently hired to plan and execute large-scale company meetings and 

special events. While weddings and concerts are common events for an event management 

professional, sporting events, reunions, and large parties are also occasions that can benefit from event 

management. 

 

Government entities, nonprofits, associations, and corporations all utilize event management 

companies to coordinate important events and meetings. The event management function can often be 

found within a corporate marketing or public relations department or as part of their special events 

staffing. 

 

Skills to Succeed 

As with most event planning functions, event management requires excellent organizational skills to 

succeed. The ability to multitask and juggle many moving parts is essential and, along with that top-

notch organization comes the need for efficient time-management skills. 

 

Being able to prioritize and stay on task is what leads to a successful event. Event management requires 

seeing the vision for the event through to execution, which calls for persistence, creativity, and 

flexibility. 

 

Because project management is a key element and involves managing not only functions but teams of 

people, interpersonal skills are also important. Interaction with individuals at all levels of an organization 

is part of the job, so being comfortable, personable, and a strong communicator will go a long way in 

developing those relationships. 
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Event Management vs. Event Planning 

While very closely related, event management and event planning serve two different functions. In 

straightforward terms, event planners create the vision and many of the preliminary plans for an event, 

while managers execute the details before and during it. 

 

That being said, event managers may also plan aspects of events, and event planners may manage 

certain components of the event planning process. The two work side by side, and their responsibilities 

may overlap. Many individuals may fulfill both roles, especially if they run their own business or work in 

a small event planning company. Still, the training and skills needed for each position is somewhat 

distinct. 

 

Here are a few examples of some of the key differences: 

Event Managers Event Planners 

Making location reservations Choosing event theme and concept 

Coordinating with vendors Selecting a venue 

Hiring and managing staff Menu planning 

On-site management during the event Arranging entertainment or guest speakers 

Event management is the oversight of many administrative details for events such as conferences, 

festivals, or weddings. 

An event manager works with staff and vendors to make sure the event is executed according to plan. 

While event planners tend to work on the overall event concept, event managers deal with the details of 

its execution. 

Event managers need to be organized, skilled with people, and flexible, among other things. 
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DEFINATIONS 

1. Event management is the application of project management to this process. (Wikipedia) 

2. Event management is the process beyond planning, executing and evaluating corporate, association, 

nonprofit, government and social events. (about.com) 

3. Event Management is the coordination, running and planning of all the people, teams and features 

that come together to create every kind of event. (eventbusinessacademy.com) 

4. Event management is the process by which an event is planned, prepared, and produced. As with any 

other form of management, it encompasses the assessment, definition, acquisition, allocation, direction, 

control, and analysis of time, finances, people, products, services, and other resources to achieve 

objectives. An event manager’s job is to oversee and arrange every aspect of an event, including 

researching, planning, organizing, implementing, controlling, and evaluating an event’s design, activities, 

and production. (juliasilvers.com) 

5. Event Management is a the science of planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, motivating and 

rewarding people or staff to attain the visionary objectives of the event producer or client. (Explements - 

event management Philippines) 

5CS OF EVENTS. USES  OF 5 CS IN EVENT DESIGNING 

1.. Concept 

The first step for planning a successful event is the event concept. Think about what the event will be 

held for. One of the best ways is to think about the greatest concerts ever held. Even if your event is not 

a concert, this gives you an idea of how you want your event to make attendees feel. 

There is bound to be an event that you have attended that has created everlasting memories in your 

mind. This is what you want to do with your event.Think about why you are planning this event. What is 

the purpose of the event? 

You may wish to host an event to entertain others. Maybe the event is a fundraiser for a charitable 

cause. Or maybe this is a seminar to teach a particular subject. 

Once you have figured out the ‘why’ you want to figure out who the event is targeted to. You want to 

find your target audience who will enjoy and benefit the most from your event. This will help you 

determine the ‘what’ of the event. This means that you will be able to determine what the event should 

consist of – speakers, performances, activities, catering, etc. 
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Finally, you have to determine when the event will take place and what the best venue is for it. 

2. Coordination 

We hope you know how to properly plan a schedule. The next step once you’ve conceptualized your 

event is to coordinate it. 

 

This will include coming up with a theme or general idea for the event. Once you find a theme, you will 

have a better idea for the venue, decorations (if appropriate), and any additional needs for the event – 

whether it is hiring a speaker, using audio/visual equipment, etc. 

 

You need to make sure you reserve the date(s) and venue much in advance. Make sure you have 

flexibility with the date(s) and venue if you aren’t able to find the perfect time and location at first. Once 

these are confirmed, you can start advertising the event to your potential attendees. 

 

This is also the step when you delegate tasks to your team members. Among these tasks will include 

reaching out to speakers/performers. Other tasks will include purchasing or renting the required 

technology and equipment. You may wish to ask your team members to coordinate transportation, 

catering, and marketing. 

 

You also want to sit down with an accountant/bookkeeper to decide the event budget. Make sure to 

check with the accountant/bookkeeper that no one is exceeding their budget. 

 

3. Control 

This is one of the most overlooked and often neglected stages of event management. This is best 

managed if you do a run-through of the event. 

 

You want to make sure everything is on track. Show up to the venue and see if there is ample space for 

all of the confirmed attendees. You also need to see if there is ample space for the catering company to 

lay out the food. 
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You also want to be on top of everything and plan for possible changes. For example, if a speaker were 

to cancel, do you have an alternate speaker? If the caterers have an issue, have you prepared a list of 

other options? 

 

Have you considered what to do if the budget is running low? Make sure to always consider what the 

worst-case scenario will be so that you can always be on top of your event. 

 

4. Culmination 

This is the ‘D-Day’ so to speak. This is when the event takes place. On this day, you and your team need 

to be on top of everything. 

 

You want to develop an itinerary for everyone involved with the event. You want to make sure that the 

team has access to the venue before the event begins – so that you can set up and possibly ‘rehearse’ 

the event before it begins. 

 

As the event is progressing, you have to make sure the itinerary is continuously being followed. If one 

speaker is speaking, you have to make sure the second speaker is ready for their speech. 

 

As the reception is checking in guests, you want to make sure that the caterers are preparing the food 

and that it will be ready at the allotted time. In short, you need to always be alert at all times during the 

event. 

 

5. Closeout 

Once the event successfully ends, there is still work to be done. You want to make sure that all 

payments and termination of contracts with the vendors, caterers, speakers, etc. are completed. 

 

You also want to give feedback to your team. If they did a great job, let them know. If there were any 

issues, make sure they are addressed right away so that they can do a better job for your next event. 

Make sure you also ask them for feedback on how you fared as an event manager. 
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Finally, make sure you reach out to the speakers/performers, vendors, and caterers. Ask them if they 

enjoyed the event and what could be done better. You should also reach out to your attendees and ask 

them for feedback on the event. 

USES OF CS IN EVENT DESIGING 

1. Conceptualisation: This is the first step in event planning. It refers to the main idea of the event. In 

this phase of event management, there five important questions one should ask: 

WHY is the event taking place (is there something in particular you want the audience to get acquainted 

with)? 

WHO are the people involved in this event? 

WHEN is the event taking place? 

WHERE is the event happening? 

WHAT exactly is the event all about? 

It will be a colossal event, if these questions are carefully considered while planning an event. 

 

2. Cost: Costing is the preparation of budget for the event, keeping in mind the cost limit set by the 

clients. It is necessary to know the fund available and the estimated expenses for the event. The budget 

must include detailed information and cost of each component of the event. 

 

3. Canvassing: It is important to inform the guests ahead of time about the event so they can make out 

time from their busy schedule to participate in the event. Canvassing in event management also usually 

involves obtaining sponsorships, raising funds and advertising. 

 

4. Customizing: In customization, great attention is given to the client’s request to deliver an event that 

matches their requirements. This phase focuses on tastes of clients, client satisfaction and making the 

necessary changes in the event as per the requirements of the client. 

 

5. Carrying out: This phase involves the execution of the entire plan. It brings all planning into action. 

The plan is revised and evaluated with respect to client requirements, budget limit and external 

conditions before the plan is executed. 
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At T & T event planning company, we have the creative prowess and expertise to deliver a unique 

ceremony to match your requirements and to give your event the wow effect you desire. 

 

The Disadvantages 

Television advertisement may be a good tool to reach millions of people but the cost for an 

advertisement is high. High cost probably comes from the production cost because commercials usually 

need more time, idea and resources to produce it. Therefore, creating a commercial is expensive. 

 

1.0.2 Radio 

Radio is not as effective as television and it is more difficult to attract more potential consumers 

because mostly people only focus on listening to the music rather than advertisement. Meanwhile, the 

most effective way to transmit the message from an advertisement is when a driver stuck in the middle 

of the traffic. At the same time, many smaller local companies use radio advertising because the cost of 

creating a radio advertisement are less costly compare to television. 

 

The Advantages 

Mostly radio advertisers help the listener to store the message easily. Method such as repeating the 

advertisement can successfully helps the listener to remember it. From time to time, the more the 

listener stay on the radio, the message will goes deeply into the person mindset and soon from short-

term to become long-term memory. Adding sound effect in the advertisement may effectively help 

consumers to well so every time they heard the sound they may recall back to the advertisement. 

 

The Disadvantages 

Radio advertisements have few chances to reach national audience because there is only a short 

exposure time of transmitting the message. Usually an advertisement is about 15 to 30 seconds. Most of 

the times listener involved in other activities such as working, paying attention on driving or just using 

radio as a restaurant or shops background music to provide their customers a nice and comfortable 

environment. Therefore, most of them will not pay much attention or skip the advertisement part. 

 

1.0.3 Outdoor Advertising 
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Commonly some companies will use billboards to advertise along the side of the highway in Malaysia. 

Other than that, banners outside a restaurant, on public transportation and even hanging on the pillars 

under the flyover also an example of outdoor advertising. 

 

The Advantages 

An outdoor advertisement is an effective way to transmit message towards large group of people. For 

local companies, these advertisement is an efficient way to transmit the message to their local target 

because usually local audience able to see them everywhere. The location of setting up these 

advertisements will affect the outcome such as placing nearby a restaurant, inside cities area, hanging 

on tall buildings, railway station and amusement park. 

 

The Disadvantages 

The major drawback of an outdoor advertising is short exposure of time. When the advertisement is set 

by the road side, drivers may only have a quick look on it. They cannot get the full message from the 

advertisement unless they stop their car. 

 

1.0.4 Magazines 

In old days, advertise in magazines is also a best way to transmit information towards target audience. 

Advertise in different magazine allow to target to different consumers according to demographic and 

lifestyles. 

 

The Advantages 

Magazines advertisements often provide high-quality color on the pictures. Colors and images can 

attract attention because mostly people love to look at colorful things instead all with words. Besides 

that, the main function of magazines is to allow readers to read it during leisure time. With viewing 

colors and images, it can benefit in relaxing themselves like reducing stress after a working day yet they 

may have longer time to go through with advertisement. 

 

The Disadvantages 
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Due to high-quality color in every magazine, the cost of production and printing is way higher compare 

to newspaper. Therefore, the magazine advertisement prices are also expensive because advertiser 

needs to generate more idea and time to advertise it in different magazine and different target. If some 

advertisement target to two consumer, it may effectively target to children in child magazines but if the 

same idea advertise in adult magazine, the outcome will be different and that’s why advertiser need to 

create another advertisement to focus on their parents. 

 

1.0.5 Newspapers 

Newspaper has been centuries as a role of transmitting local, nation and global news to the public. 

Newspaper is a best tool to advertise because the price greatly cheaper compare to others and it is 

distributed on daily basis. 

 

The Advantages 

Local sellers rely heavily on newspaper advertisement because this is the only tool that targets more on 

locals. The key factor that advertises in newspaper is that you can list our all your information like 

promoting sales, business retail hours, and physical store location in a single page yet the price is 

cheaper than magazine. 

 

The Disadvantages 

Newspapers advertisement also have a shorten lifespan like as outdoor advertising. Normally a person 

will set the newspaper aside once they finish reading it. Normally a person will not re-read second time 

on any information unless the object or article able to attract the reader. 

 

Therefore, pass by advertisement will remain unnoticeable if it fails to attract the reader. 

 

1.1 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Non-Traditional Media Tools 

1.1.1 E-Mail Newsletters 
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E-mail newsletters can be an excellent way to build brand awareness to the public. Newsletters can be 

subscribed in some branded company web site. The newsletter must be in a form of addressing offers 

value to the subscribers. Besides that, some company will corporate together so they can share the 

newsletter by adding in their own advertisement together with their partner’s advertisement. 

 

The Advantages 

E-mail newsletter is near instant delivery compare to printing newspaper and magazine. The company 

can share and send the e-mail to their customers at any time they want. Meanwhile, the company may 

also send the newsletter to multiple customers just in few clicks time. Hence, recipient can forward the 

news easily to their friends and family if the offer given by the company is beneficial. 

 

The Disadvantages 

The actual deliverability to the recipients can be low due to SPAM filters or e-mail address changes. 

Nowadays, there are many potential hackers in the web. To prevent and protect customer’s privacy, 

many e-mail browsers using advance filter technology to filter incoming message. So whenever the mail 

browsers detect something suspicious inside the newsletter, it will automatically direct it into the junk 

box. 

 

1.1.2 Blogs 

Some company use web logs to promote their products. A blog advertise can be effective when 

spreading positive work-of-mouth communications. Meanwhile, using a blog is easier to check the 

company’s news or process and the content mostly will be updated regularly compare to a weekly or 

monthly e-mail newsletters. 

 

The Advantages 

Company blogs provide an easy access to company news. By doing so, they encourage their customers 

to view their blogs frequently because some company will regularly update their latest product, 

upcoming events and latest promotions. Hence, a company that shows their latest detail will gain loyalty 

from existing customers. 
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The Disadvantages 

When a blog that dealing with transaction, small local business company may face difficulties with it. If 

the company is branded, customers will spend more time on the blogs page to browse what they 

looking for and they can make payment securely because usually well-know company allow people to 

feel more reliable and secure. In other words, when a small local business company with a least well-

know brand, customer’s confidence level towards the company will not as much as branded company. 

 

Find out how UKEssays.com can help you! 

Our academic experts are ready and waiting to assist with any writing project you may have. From 

simple essay plans, through to full dissertations, you can guarantee we have a service perfectly matched 

to your needs. 

 

1.1.3 Online Advertising 

Since 1990s, online advertising have increased steadily. Due to the power of internet, marketers think 

that online advertising is the newest and highly effective method to reach consumers. Types of online 

advertising are popup, web banner, media feed or video advertisement. 

 

The Advantages 

Online advertising can allow advertisers to reach significantly more people than traditional advertising 

media in a shorter time. Advertisement can be more targeted than some traditional media because 

there are variety of people with different age, race and culture surfing the web daily. 

 

The Disadvantages 

Heavy online advertising will cause web users to slowly immune to advertisement. When user are 

immune to advertisement, the number of people who respond to advertisement will steadily decrease 

and those advertisements will become not important to everyone anymore. 

 

1.1.4 Online Social Networks 
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Recent years, online social networks have become extremely popular among people. Some company will 

use social networking site to communicate with consumers. The most well-known social networking site 

is Facebook, MySpace, Google+ and Twitter. Instead of communicate with consumers, companies also 

making product and event announcement. 

 

The Advantages 

Since the network is unlimited, advertising in social networking sites are great for attracting more 

customers. When a customer is connected to your company, your company profile and information will 

spread among their family and friends too. The speed on spreading news in social sites is getting faster 

so the network can soon grow wider and even more when the advertisement has successfully build 

awareness in public. 

 

The Disadvantages 

Despite of building brand awareness, social sites are not that effective because it need to depend on 

how a user remembers a company brand. When your company brand is not as famous in the market, 

people will not aware of your product. Meanwhile, brand awareness is usually created from big 

advertisement on TV, banners, billboards, newspapers, magazines and other repeated advertisement 

tools. However, social sites may attack from bad comment when a product dissatisfied the customers 

and since everyone able to comment on something easily. So, this may pull down the company’s image 

easily. 

 

1.1.5 Couponing 

Coupon can be found in newspaper, magazines, or online advertisement. At most company will 

encourage consumer to cut or print out these entire coupon and collect for certain amount so that you 

can redeem the offer. Some companies like McDonald will request consumers to print out the coupon 

from their webpage so they can enjoy the rebate. 

 

The Advantages 

Heavy Couponing user will save up their monthly expenses effectively. When a smart spender collected 

lots of coupon, they may get the amount of offer goods in lower price. During the period of collecting 
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coupons, collectors may request their friends and family together for help out in collecting it. By doing 

so, the promotion news will spread to others by word-of-mouth. 

 

The Disadvantages 

Some people will feel embarrassing due to self-respect. They might feel that why I need to spend time 

to collect the entire coupon and use it to save just a few ringgit which they may afford to pay. It is 

wasting time to collect it and sometimes some coupon occurs in magazines so consumer will need to 

purchase the magazine every week to collect it. 

 

http://wiki.answers.com/Q/Different_types_of_non_traditional_market 

 

1.2 Promotional Mixes Used by Proton Company 

Advertisement is important to every company. Effectively using advertisement will not just creating 

awareness to the public but also potentially increase market sales. The Proton Company is using this 

method to gain profit and increase market share. The company has used five ways to advertise their 

product such as television, banner, newspaper, social media networks and sales promotion. 

 

First of all, many company still believing advertise in television is the most successful way to reach the 

audience. Since every household own a television, the percentage of people watching television 

everyday will remain at an upper rate. Proton normally advertises their product during some peak hours 

like during 6p.m. to 10p.m. Every family will start to watch television during that period because 

everyone already back to house from working and having dinner with families. By that time, each of 

them may come across with the advertisement. Protons even pick some festive seasons to promote 

their product like the recent Chinese New Year. Proton has purposely create a commercial for 

celebrating Chinese New Year by showing a German engineer driving the Proton Preve safely back to his 

wife’s hometown. 

 

Secondly, Proton is also heavily using banner to advertise. By placing banner in certain heavy traffic, 

cities such as Kuala Lumpur and even fly over in highways. Catching eye banner normally the best way to 

transmit message into viewer mind even there is only a short time exposure. The best banner that 

Proton has created is advising drivers to drive safely on the road. Once the driver read the message, the 
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next day when they pass by again they will check which company is concerning the public safety. By 

doing so, Proton has already create a brand awareness to the public. 

 

Thirdly, in knowing most of the consumers will be reading newspaper in the morning or anytime in a 

day. Proton’s advertisement sometime will be seen in a newspaper. They usually will used up whole 

page to advertise their product or service. Normally they will not choose front or second page but they 

will choose middle part of the newspaper so that can easily capture the reader’s mind with colors and 

pictures after reading tones of words in the previous page. Besides that, Proton also advertises their 

service center location so readers may find their service center easily. 

 

By grabbing the golden opportunity of using web in this 21st century, advertise in social media networks 

is as simple as effective. The large audience in the web has brought Proton to find more potential 

customers to promote their services and products. Simple steps like sharing in Facebook, Twitter and 

Youtube will efficiently transmit all the information to its audience. No matter they accept it or not, 

once they view the message already transmit into their mind. Proton owns a Facebook and Youtube 

page. On Facebook page, they often use to upload recent promotions photos and reply consumers 

comment. While on Youtube channel, they are posting their products commercial or videos during their 

recent event. 

 

Lastly, sales promotion is a value adding activities designed to boost short term sales and usually include 

point of sales activities such as in-store and event displays, product trial and distributing leaflets in 

public. Before launching the new Proton Preve, the company has organized a huge event named Power 

of 1 at Stadium Bukit Jalil Kuala Lumpur. The purpose of creating that event is to raise the awareness of 

their Proton brand and to show the public how well their product perform, demonstration is provided 

on the spot. At the same time, the Preve also shown up but is covering up by stripe form cover so that 

can maintain at a mysterious stage. Every time after the launch of their products, they will conduct a 

road show too by issuing brochure to allow consumer to know more about the product. 

Therefore based on all of these promotion strategies from Proton, the chances to convince a viewer to 

buy the product is largely depend on the buyer expectation on the product, level of brand loyalty or 

brands reputation and how great is the quality of the product. Even though sometimes it might not 

convince a viewer but at least they’re aware of your brand, product and services. So when times goes on 

follow by the enhancement of a company product, the chances to convince a buyer will also increase. In 

conclusion, Proton Company should continue to advertise their upcoming product so it may show the 
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growth and improvement of the company. With these reasons, the chances of people to buy their 

product is higher. 

 

1.3 Effectiveness of Advertisement 

There are two concepts that ensure the times of advertise to reach target audience is the effective reach 

and effective frequency. Effective reach is the percentage of an audience that must be exposed to a 

particular message to achieve a specific objective. While the effective frequency refers to the number of 

times a target audience must be exposed to a message to achieve a particular objective. (Clow, 2011) 

Effective frequency and effective reach are crucial as when too few exposures will cause the advertiser 

fail to gain its intended objectives. Whereas if too much exposures will occur in the way of wasting 

resources. The most effective in advertising is achieving the intended objective successfully without 

experiencing wastage or marginal return from extra advertisement. 

 

Effective reach can be used under situation like a company wants to increase brand recognition. Then 

the advertisers will emphasis on the visual presentation on the product or the company logo. In this way 

may allow a person to recognize easily on the brand name together with the company’s logo. The main 

objective of using this method is to nearer a gap in a person’s knowledge with the brands. Therefore, if 

an advertiser wants to increase reach then they have to advertise to a large group of target audience 

and keep mentioning the brand’s name and logo as a selling point. Media tools that can cause this 

happen effectively are by advertising in television, outdoor advertising, magazines, internet, and direct 

mail. 

 

On the other hand, the objective of effective frequency is to increase brand recall. Usually repetition in 

advertising method is needed so that consumer can remember well of the brand in their mind or 

memory. Besides that, repetition can increase the times that particular brands will automatically popup 

in your mind. The more time the audience sees or heard about the advertisement is more easily to 

remember than he or she heard once in a life time. Examples of media tools that can be used are by 

television, radio, newspapers and Youtube advertisement that’s play first before showing the actual 

video content. 
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Identifying and determining corresponding control measures 

The first objective is identifying events and determining corresponding control measures. There can be 

several updates or changes in a service or configuration item. Some of these changes can be critical 

while some changes can be minor without impacting other aspects of the IT services. The categorization 

of these events and defining appropriate control measures for these different events is an objective of 

the Event Management Process. 

 

Programming events in such a way that operational information is transferred 

The second objective of the Event Management Process is that events can be programmed in such a way 

that operational information is transferred. For instance, logging into an application is an event or 

starting a service is an event from IT service management point of view. These actions indicate changes 

in a configuration item or in a service i.e. they are classified as events. These are all operational 

information to manage the service operation in an IT Service Provider and the Event Management 

Process aims to program the flow and management of these kinds of operational information in an IT 

Service Provider. 

 

Forming the base of many routine activities in operations management 

Another objective of the Event Management Process forms the basis of many routine activities of 

Operation Management. Password change requests every three months is an example of a routine 

activity for instance. Some companies force employees to change their password every month while 

some companies force a password change three months etc. Password changes is a routine activity of 

operation management and these kinds of routine activities are formed by the Event Management 

Process. 

 

Providing the entry point for many process and activities of Service Operation 

The fourth objective is providing the entry point for many processes and activities of Service Operation. 

A problem, an issue or an indication in ITIL service management is the start point for investigation, 

monitoring and analyzing to find an appropriate solution for the event. Therefore, the Event 

Management Process is the entry point for many processes and activities of service operation. 
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Providing a basis for service assurance, reporting and service improvement 

The fifth and the last objective of the Event Management Process is providing a basis for service 

assurance, reporting and service improvement. IT service providers aim for service improvement to 

improve the provided services consistently to increase the value provided to the customers. The Event 

Management Process helps to increase this value delivered to the customers. 

 

What is the difference between an alert and an event in the Event Management Process? 

Alert and Event are the concepts related to the Event Management Process. 

 

Event Management: Alerts 

An alert is a warning that a threshold has been reached, something has changed, or a failure has 

occurred that is managed in this process. For instance, a disk of a server might have reached its full 

capacity, or an application might have gone down, or a user might have entered his password incorrectly 

three times causing his account to become locked. These are all examples of alerts. 

 

Alerts are often created and managed by System Management tools and are managed by the Event 

Management Process. To take immediate action for the alerts, system monitoring tools are used by IT 

service providers during this process. These tools monitor the IT services and configuration items to 

check whether there are any alerts. For instance,  these tools check whether there is any critical failure 

in an application or whether there is any exceeded threshold for a pre-determined level. These alerts 

are monitored by system administrators and proper actions are taken immediately before these turn 

into further problems in the service delivery. 

801 The 5 Objectives of Event Management Process 

Event Management: Events 

An event is a change of state that has significance for the management of a configuration item or IT 

service. An event covers any kind of minor and major changes in an IT Service provider and is managed 

by the Event Management Process. Failure of an application is an event and a wrong password entry of a 

user is an event as well. The term Event is also used to mean an alert or notification created by any IT 

Service, configuration item or monitoring tool in this process. So, an alert is a type of an event. Events 

typically require IT Operations personnel to take action and often lead to incidents being logged. For 

instance, we have given reaching full capacity in a disk as an example of alert and locking the account of 
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a user after three incorrect login attempts as an example of an event. Both of these examples require 

the action of IT Operations personnel to take action. A disk that reached its full capacity must be 

emptied and locked user account must be fixed as well. 

Types of events in the Event Management Process 

There are three types of events that are managed in the Event Management Process. fundamentally: 

regular operations, exception, and unusual operation. 

The 5 Objectives of Event Management Process 

Regular operations 

Regular, frequent and known activities in an IT Service provider are characterized as regular operations. 

These are managed in this process. For instance, a user login to use an application is characterized as a 

regular operation. Similarly, a user logout from the system, using an application in the system, and using 

a service etc. are all regular operations for an IT service provider. 

 

Exceptions 

The second type of event that is managed is an exception. Exceptions refer to an unexpected pattern of 

an activity in an IT Service provider. For instance, if a user enters an incorrect password while 

attempting to log into an application or if a PC scan shows that unauthorized software is installed, these 

are examples of exceptions. We expect a user to log on an application correctly with the correct 

password or we expect that a PC runs without a virus. Therefore, these are examples of an exception 

event type. 

 

Unusual Operation 

The third and last type of event that is managed in the Event Management Process is unusual operation. 

Unusual operations refer to an unexpected situation but not an extreme operation. For instance, while 

monitoring an application server, it is noticed that there is a high level of CPU usage or the disk of the 

server fills in too fast. These are examples of unusual operations and the root cause of these unusual 

operations must be identified to fix to get back into usual and expected operation. Therefore, an 

unusual operation is a sign that the situation requires monitoring with greater precision. 
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When a service is operational, the Event Management Process is an important process for keeping on 

top of any events or alerts which may influence the quality of the service. Therefore, the Event 

Management Process is key to successful Service Operation. 

CLASSIFIED OF EVENT MANAGEMENT 

Classification according to the size of the events: 

Mega events 

Generally mega event is termed for the event where the audience or attendees are massive in size. The 

numbers are in some thousands or millions. These types of events are organized for targeting 

international audience & markets. Here the purpose of these events can be festival, parties, 

international sports tournaments, international trade fairs etc.  

 

Some of the examples can be "Federation Internationale de Football Association" FIFA world cup, 

Olympic games, sunburn festivals, mega concerts, common wealth games etc. the best that can be 

quoted here is of the Maha Kumba Mela, the largest religious gathering in history.  

 

During the 2001 event, approximately 70 million Hindu pilgrims converged on the Ganges and Yamuna 

Rivers in Allahabad, India for sacred bathing rituals that devotees believe will purify and break the cycle 

of reincarnation.  

 

The gathering takes place every 12 years. Here not only the crowd but also the funding, investments & 

manpower are huge. These are organized by some organizations or by event companies because an 

individual can’t manage this mammoth solely. 

Local events 

The purpose of local events is to get audience from local areas that are within 50-80 square miles of the 

location.  This type of event attracts crowd more of local markets.  

 

Overnight accommodation and logistics for event participants is not a barrier in these events. Around 

80% attendees are from local markets. Some of the best examples are workshops, exhibitions, seminars, 

parties, educational fairs, local festivals etc.  
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The investment is also not so immense. Here the crowd are in hundreds to thousands.  

Major events 

This type of event ranges in between mega and local events. Here the gathering of crowd are in 

thousands but not in millions. This requires a good amount of investment and manpower to handle and 

manage crowd.  

Overnight accommodations and logistics are required for the people who are not from local areas.  

This can be a religious festival, concert, weddings, exhibitions, grand parties, business summits, business 

expo etc. 

(Also read: Top 10 benefits of hiring event management companies) 

Types of the events can be broadly classified into 3 main categories. 

Private events 

Types of events | Infinite event 

Private events are mostly hosted by individuals. The event mainly depends on the purpose of the 

organizer or the host of the event. Investments& gatherings are also limited to the size of the events.  

Here, Private events are used for individuals who want specific guests to arrive at the venue. Private 

events will have a guest list to ensure the venue is not open to the public. Some of the social events can 

also fall under the category of private events. 

Examples: Wedding, parties, get together, festival celebrations, musical night etc. 

Corporate events 

As the word corporate suggests, these events are also organized for some official purposes. Corporates, 

professionals and businessman uses corporate events to help build professional relationships with their 

clients to expand their business or to appreciate or motivate their employees.  

Type of events | Infinite event 

Amount spend on these events are moderate.  Especially corporate event companies are being hired by 

the corporate clients. 
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Example: AGMs, conferences, 

seminars, training programs, welfare programs, annual day celebrations, trade fairs, expo, inaugurations 

etc. 

Sponsored or fund raising events 

This is a special type of event which focuses on the fund raising activities and sponsored activities. The 

purpose of these events can be an upliftment of the society or to provide charity to the needy. This 

event does not aim to earn profits.  

Types of events | Infini event 

Unconditionally it is organized by some organizations, foundations and also by event managers for 

special cause. Since past one decade, this type of event is getting more popular among cities to raise the 

funds and to provide support to the needy people.  

Sometimes this event is also organized to spread the awareness regarding public welfare. 

Example: Cyclotron, marathon, concerts, paintathon, charity activities, run for nation etc. 

Educational events 

The operations of this type of event is to promote education and learning. This education can be in any 

context or any sector. 

These events are not restricted to specific caste, religion, age, community. It can include events such as, 

Example: school and colleges events, educational fairs, educational workshops, motivational speech, 

annual sports etc. 

(Also read: what are the future scope of event management and skills of event managers) 

The above classification of events clearly narrates that this field has no limit of socializing, investment, 

concepts and also the people hosting the same. Organizing an event is a great art. Many people think 

that it is not a hard nut to crack but the truth is it’s not everyone’s cup to tea to successfully organize  
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UNIT 2 

FACTS OF EVENT MANAGEMENT 

 

1. Event Infrastructure 

As the name indicates, event infrastructure includes those essential elements without which there 

cannot be any event. These essential elements are core concept, core people, core talent, and core 

structure. The nature of this infrastructure varies with the event categories and variations in events. 

 

2. Core Concept 

Core concept is a term that can be used to define the fundamental underlying ethos and evolution of 

the various major categories of events. That is, what differentiates and demarcates the boundaries 

between the various categories amongst themselves. 

 

The core concept of an event is like a root of a tree that generates the energy and lays down the base 

for the type of tree that shall grow. 

Understand the purpose of the Event: 

Every event should have a primary purpose and goals and objectives, which give the measurements of 

success. Understanding the purpose of the event leads to better planning and proper allocation of time 

and money. 

 

In order achieve the success you need to set a realistic goal and in particular a realistic attendance 

target. That leads to the next point… 

 

2. Know Your Audience: 

Depending on your organization’s goal, you need to identify your target audience and their needs. Once 

you selected your target audience, figure out where to find them and determine how you will reach 

them. Do you have a long enough list of prospects or you need to search outside? 

 

There are many ways to reach to your prospects and generate more audience and potential clients. 

Email marketing, telemarketing, social media, Search Engine Organic and Pay Per Click are the things to 

consider, again depending on your target audience some will be more effective than others. 

 

Having all information about your audience will also help you determine the type of events you need to 

host. 

3. Selection of right Venue is vital: 

Depending on the type of event and targeted audience and choosing right venue is vital to your event 

success. There should be a connection between organization’s expectation from the event, the venue 

selected and the audience being served. 
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We have written a detailed article dedicated to online meetings for attendees to participate events from 

multiple locations all around the world. 

 

4. Suitable Timing: 

Much like right venue, right timing is also vital to organize a successful event. To determine the right 

timing, there are many factors to be considered, such as days of a week, months of a year, holidays or 

other events in the calendar, type of event, location and many local factors. 

 

5. Draft a plan and follow the timeline: 

As now you have a definite goal and you know your target audience, it is time to have a plan to execute 

the tasks and achieve the goal. Depending on the size and complexity of an event start planning early 

enough so that you have time to understand every aspect of the event, its requirements, necessary 

actions and so on. You should determine the major milestones and deadlines before you begin. 

 

Making event planning plan is not enough, you have to follow the timeline and keep track of the work 

being done. 

 

6. Create content that attracts your target audience: 

One of the most important factors to consider is what value event is gonna provide to attendees. Create 

compelling content that attracts your targeted audience, serve the information that your audience 

wants or solve their problems. Add some value, don’t just use blatant sales pitches for your business. 

 

Be creative while creating content to increase engagement. Check out some of the best new techniques 

that event organizers, exhibitors are using to increase attendee engagement and generating better ROI. 

 

7. Design the message you want to share through the event: 

Well, creating content and having your audience to consume it is actually a boon to your event 

objective. It provides you the opportunity to design the message a way that attendees agrees with or 

accept easily. You don’t just throw events to cheer up the participant; events should achieve its mission, 

which is to provide information that helps the audiences understand the organization and its 

contribution and impact. That makes the attendees to trust the organization. 

 

8. Lead capture mechanism: 

This is very likely that for B2B events capturing leads of potential prospects is the primary goal. If taken 

care of all of the above things, it will make generating leads easier but you need to plan how you are 

going to capture your leads. Think of some creative methods or mechanism that you think will work best 

for your events. 
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Look at your past attendees 

If you’ve organised a similar event in the past, you’re already several steps ahead. You can now have a 

closer look at your past attendees to understand your target demographic. 

 

If you’ve been following our blog, then you will have collected feedback after your event. That feedback 

will help you determine if you’ve brought the right people to your event. 

 

How to Find the Target Audience for an Event: Look at your past attendees. 

Look at your past attendees. 

The event itself could’ve been great, but you simply had the wrong crowd attend it. Use your ticketing 

platform to help you dig into the data of your past event attendees. 

 

2. Look at your competition 

If you don’t have access to previous event attendee data—or you haven’t put on an event before—you 

can simply look at who is attending events similar to yours. 

 

Go into full stalker mode and look at everything they do: 

 

What does their website look like? 

What tone of voice do they write in? 

How do they promote on social media (and which platforms)? 

What kind of content are they using (blogs, images, video, or audio)? 

What kind of comments and engagement are they receiving? 

Write everything you find down and look at it closely. You should now have a much better idea of what 

kind of audience to promote your event to. 

 

3. Ask colleagues in the event industry 

If you’re lucky enough to know someone who has arranged events similar to yours, then reach out to 

them. 

 

Buy them a coffee and pick their brains about who their audience is, where to find them, and what kind 

of marketing they respond to. 

 

You should of course not ask someone in the process of arranging a similar event at the same time as 

you. Friendly competition is fine, but that’s stretching it a bit. 

 

Don’t happen to know other event organisers? Check out some of the following LinkedIn groups: 
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Event Planners and Coordinators 

Event Planning & Event Management 

Event Pros 

4. Send a survey to your mailing list 

If you’ve created a mailing list, use it to find out more about the people who’ve subscribed and their 

motivations. 

 

You can create a pre-event survey and ask them about their background, interests, and anything else 

you think might help you better identify your target audience. 

 

How to Find the Target Audience for an Event: Email a survey to your mailing list. 

Email a survey to your mailing list. 

Here are some questions you can ask them: 

 

What makes you excited about this event? 

Who would you like to see perform or speak? 

What kind of food or drinks would you be interested in? 

Where do you Create an attendee persona profile 

A buyer persona (sometimes called a customer avatar) is a useful tool in event promotion. 

 

It’s essentially an example of the typical event attendee. You can create such a persona from the 

information you’ve collected from past attendees or competitor events. 

 

For example, if you know that roughly 70% of people attending events like yours work in finance, then 

your buyer persona will work in finance. 

 

If you know that your kind of event is typically attended by men aged 30–50, then your buyer persona 

should be a 40-year old man working in finance. 

 

Tip: Read more about how to create a buyer persona for your event. 

 

6. Find out what your event does for the attendees 

It’s useful to dig a bit deeper to find out the exact reasons your ideal event attendee is interested in your 

event. 

 

es and no. If you find out why they are interested in your cooking class, you’ll be in a much better 

position to appeal to their interests…and have them attend your event. 
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1. Location 

You’ve probably already considered this. For a local event, you may be looking for a venue within a 

reasonable distance from most attendees’ homes or places of work. If many attendees will be traveling 

from out of town, a venue near the airport or their hotels will be beneficial. In whichever case, don't 

forget to consider traffic, transportation, and parking option. Also, "get an official contract with the 

venue provider just in case, because having to change the event venue is the probably the last thing you 

want to see." says the founder of SoftwareHow, who organizerd an industry conference with 300 

attendees. 

 

If you want to reduce the chance for your attendees to be late, provide them with a mobile event app, 

which is essentially a standard these days. With GPS maps, driving directions, and parking/shuttle 

information at their fingertips, your attendees will feel relieved. If the venue is within a large campus or 

institute, maps with pins especially help a lot. For events with exhibitions, posters, or parallel sessions, 

interactive indoor maps will help attendees conveniently navigate. 

 

Take a look at Whova as an example. Whova won multiple awards including the People's Choice Award 

in the Event Technology Awards ('Oscars' of event technology). 

 

2. Parking 

Does the venue have a parking lot or valet parking? A venue with a parking lot is what dreams are made 

of. If that’s not the case, are there parking lots nearby which attendees can access and use? If there is no 

parking available, you’re not completely out of luck as you have a few alternatives: 

 

You can reserve nearby parking lots for your attendees and either include the cost in the ticket prices, or 

have attendees pay when they park. 

Take a look at Uber and Lyft discounts offered for events. You can negotiate with them to set this up and 

distribute the promo code to your attendees. 

Provide a way for attendees to share a ride or a cab with each other. It would also be a good chance for 

them to interact with each other. A conference app like Whova provides a Community Board and a 

group chat feature to help on this. Get more information here. 

You could offer valet parking for the event, even if the venue doesn’t. Providing a valet may be essential 

if the event is an upscale event such as a gala. 

Related Tips: The Beginner’s Guide to Event Communication: Strategy, Plan & Tools 
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3. Capacity and Minimums 

What’s the capacity? You’ll need to know the room capacity of the venues for a few reasons. First, 500 

people (if it is your estimated event size) can’t comfortably fit into a room with a 250-person capacity. 

And second, there are fire and safety codes that the venue has to abide by. 

What are the F&B Minimums? If your venue offers food and/or beverages and sets a minimum food and 

beverage spending amount (known as an F&B minimum), ensure that the past F&B records from the 

previous events are in line with the minimum. If you estimate much more F&B spending than what the 

venue requires, it means you would be a good customer to them. Negotiate whether they can provide 

complimentary service (e.g. upgrade Wi-Fi or A/V support) in return if your spending reaches a certain 

level. 

How to make adjustment based on attendee feedback? It is important to be able to make an informed 

adjustment for a size of a room or F&B right before or during your event. You can easily headcount or 

collect instant feedback through live polling on an event app, which save you time and money. Here are 

85 event survey questions and live poll examples in ready-to-use templates. 

 

4. Services and Amenities 

Does the venue have a kitchen and can it provide catering to your event? If so, often a venue will waive 

the facility fee and only charge a down payment along with the cost of food for each attendee. Those 

venues without kitchen facilities may have a partnership with a food provider that you’re required to 

use. You may want to check their food in advance. If it is not good enough, it can create a negative 

impact on your attendees’ experiences. So, either go with a venue that serves great food or allows you 

to bring in outside food vendors. 

Does it have tables, chairs and linens you can use? If a venue has these items, you can save a great deal 

of money and effort by using what they have, assuming it matches your theme and ambiance. 

Does it have a setup/clean up crew? If you’ve found a venue which provides a setup and clean up crew, 

rejoice! This isn’t always the case. If these services aren’t available you’ll need to build your event team 

or find volunteers. 

Does it have AV capabilities? Some venues have a built in audio-visual equipment for you to use, and 

others will require you to bring that in yourself. 

Related Tips: Not a Tech Geek? Create and Manage Event Agenda on Web & Mobile without Any Tech 

Skills 

 

5. Layout 

Even though you’ll be finding your venue early in the event planning process, you’ll still want to have a 

rough idea of what types of activities you’ll be including, the amenities you’ll require, and the needs of 

your team and the attendees. 
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While narrowing down your selection, get an illustrated floor plan of each venue, and walk through your 

favorites at least once, making note of important things such as where the outlets are and where AV 

equipment is or can be located. 

 

The layout and floor plan will greatly affect a few different aspects of your event: 

 

Flow of traffic Think about the flow of traffic through your event. The kind of flow you’ll want will be 

different for each event. What areas will be high traffic at the event? Registration? The auditorium 

doors? Keep this in mind when choosing your venue, realizing that how you setup the tables and decor 

will greatly affect this as well. 

Event activities If you want to have keynote speakers at your event, you’ll either need a stage, or a spot 

to place a rented stage. Will you need a demo area? Will there be a bar? 

Related Tips: How to Create Attendee Name Badges in 5 Minutes 

 

6. Ambiance 

Pay special attention to the existing decor inside the venue. What style is the architecture and what 

does the building’s interior convey? If you’re holding a gala, you’ll likely need different venue 

accommodations than you would for an expo. The less the ambiance matches the desired feeling of your 

event (upscale, high tech, etc.) the more decorating you’ll need to do to make up for it. 

 

7. Insurance 

According to BizBash, some venues won’t even do business with you if you don’t have insurance. Amy 

Hallquist-Hamric, president of Hallquist Insurance Agency agrees with BizBash. “There are several 

venues that require a certain amount of liability as well as them named as additional insured for the 

event,” states Hallquist. “Typically you can ask your general liability insurance agent for this 

endorsement for your event. It is also a great idea to START EARLY in planning to have this added as well 

as to have all of the wording required, address, etc., prior to contacting your agent.” 

 

8. Accessibility 

Accessibility refers to the possibility that everyone, especially those with special needs, can access the 

building and its amenities. Before you can answer this question, you’ll need to understand who your 

attendees are and what their needs are. 

 

You’ll probably know whether there will be children at your venue, but you may not know if there will 

be individuals with other special needs. In this situation, reviewing recent events hosted by your 

organization may give you a sense of this. 

 

9. Acoustics 
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Have you ever attended an event at a venue that was so loud, it was hard to hear others, causing you to 

strain your hearing and lose your voice, all in one night? That’s caused by poor acoustics. Acoustics is 

just a fancy word for how sound travels through the venue. A low ceiling will make the venue seem cozy, 

but it will make it louder if it’s packed. Alternatively, a large warehouse-style venue will result in echoes, 

or what architects refer to as “reverberation” 

. 

 

10. Cost and Flexibility on Event Date 

Being flexible on the event date can be a great way to negotiate with venues. They may have open dates 

on their calendar that they want to fill. By providing 2-3 date options, you are more likely to get 

discounted pricing. 

 

Although, acoustics aren’t the be-all end-all of your event, there are things you can do to improve them 

such as making good use of patios outside the venue or, as Armstrong Ceilings states in their article 

written for the American Institute for Architects’ website, you can use acoustical clouds or canopies. 

 

How to Search for a Venue 

Finding the right venue for your event can take up quite a bit of your time. Thankfully there are a few 

shortcuts to help you save time: 

 

Contact the area’s local Convention & Visitor’s Bureau to inquire about venues that best suit your needs. 

On event listing websites, such as 10 times, eventful, etc., find similar local events to yours and see 

where they host events. 

Use an online tool, such as Peer space, Unique Venues, Event Up. They help you parse through the many 

venues to find the one right for you. 

 

As you can see, there’s a lot to consider when choosing your event’s venue. However, if you take the 

above into consideration when doing your research, you’ll find the perfect venue for your event. 

 

After the event date and venue is set in stone, now it’s time to create event websites and agendas, 

promote your event, sell the tickets and start engaging attendees. Would you like to see how to make 

your attendees happy while saving your time from those tedious event management tasks?  
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ELEMENTS OF EVENT MANAGEMENT: 

 

 

1. Understand the purpose of the Event: 

Every event should have a primary purpose and goals and objectives, which give the measurements of 

success. Understanding the purpose of the event leads to better planning and proper allocation of time 

and money. 

 

In order achieve the success you need to set a realistic goal and in particular a realistic attendance 

target. That leads to the next point… 

 

 

 

2. Know Your Audience: 

Depending on your organization’s goal, you need to identify your target audience and their needs. Once 

you selected your target audience, figure out where to find them and determine how you will reach 

them. Do you have a long enough list of prospects or you need to search outside? 

 

There are many ways to reach to your prospects and generate more audience and potential clients. 

Email marketing, telemarketing, social media, Search Engine Organic and Pay Per Click are the things to 

consider, again depending on your target audience some will be more effective than others. 

 

Having all information about your audience will also help you determine the type of events you need to 

host. 

 

3. Selection of right Venue is vital: 

Depending on the type of event and targeted audience and choosing right venue is vital to your event 

success. There should be a connection between organization’s expectation from the event, the venue 

selected and the audience being served. 

 

We have written a detailed article dedicated to online meetings for attendees to participate events from 

multiple locations all around the world. 

 

4. Suitable Timing: 

Much like right venue, right timing is also vital to organize a successful event. To determine the right 

timing, there are many factors to be considered, such as days of a week, months of a year, holidays or 

other events in the calendar, type of event, location and many local factors. 
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5. Draft a plan and follow the timeline: 

As now you have a definite goal and you know your target audience, it is time to have a plan to execute 

the tasks and achieve the goal. Depending on the size and complexity of an event start planning early 

enough so that you have time to understand every aspect of the event, its requirements, necessary 

actions and so on. You should determine the major milestones and deadlines before you begin. 

 

Making event planning plan is not enough, you have to follow the timeline and keep track of the work 

being done. 

 

6. Create content that attracts your target audience: 

One of the most important factors to consider is what value event is gonna provide to attendees. Create 

compelling content that attracts your targeted audience, serve the information that your audience 

wants or solve their problems. Add some value, don’t just use blatant sales pitches for your business. 

 

Be creative while creating content to increase engagement. Check out some of the best new techniques 

that event organizers, exhibitors are using to increase attendee engagement and generating better ROI. 

 

7. Design the message you want to share through the event: 

Well, creating content and having your audience to consume it is actually a boon to your event 

objective. It provides you the opportunity to design the message a way that attendees agrees with or 

accept easily. You don’t just throw events to cheer up the participant; events should achieve its mission, 

which is to provide information that helps the audiences understand the organization and its 

contribution and impact. That makes the attendees to trust the organization. 

 

8. Lead capture mechanism: 

This is very likely that for B2B events capturing leads of potential prospects is the primary goal. If taken 

care of all of the above things, it will make generating leads easier but you need to plan how you are 

going to capture your leads. Think of some creative methods or mechanism that you think will work best 

for your events. 

 

ROLE OF EVENT MANAGER 

 

Pre-event organisation 

Planning an event that meets the stated objectives 

Working out event budget, and logistics (venue, catering, etc) 

Managing an effective event marketing campaign 

Managing registrants 
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On-the-day management 

Ensuring that on the day logistics are running smoothly (catering, venue, equipment) 

Managing event staff to help mark attendance, run speeches, provide attendee support, collect sign ups 

etc. 

Sending SMS communications to attendees when needed (last minute venue changes, parking notices 

etc) 

Post-event communication, reporting & analysis 

Managing post-event marketing/communications (‘thank you for coming’ email, feedback surveys, etc) 

Reviewing reports 

Analysing feedback and report data to measure whether event goal was achieved 

What Are The Most Important Event Management Responsibilities of An Event Manager? 

The above list may sound like a lot of work for one role (the role of Event Manager). However, an Event 

Manager will have the event management responsibilities to be able to delegate tasks to other 

teammates. 

 

An Event Manager should – ideally – be left with enough room to oversee an event’s journey to success. 

An Event Manager’s most important event management responsibilities are about keeping an event on 

track, according to its predetermined goal and strategy. 

 

The most important, overarching event management responsibilities of an Event Manager are: 

Ensuring that all aspects of event planning have strategic value in reaching the event’s goal. 

Making sure an event is on track to reach its objectives by monitoring results as they come in. 

Measuring whether an event was successful by reviewing results post-event. 

The Role of Event Manager: How Do You Organise An Event? 

If your wanting a top to bottom guide on organising an event then check out our Event Management 

Handbook. 

 

In a nutshell, here are the steps to take when organising an event: 

Define a clear event goal 

Know your event’s audience 

Figure out your event budget (and find event sponsors if needed) 

Set a date, and book an event venue 

Design an event brand 

Develop an event marketing strategy 

Pre-schedule your event communications ahead of time 

Gather registrations (a branded online registration form makes this a breeze) 

Measure success: analyse event report data 

What Does An Event Manager Job Description Look Like? 
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IMPORTANCE OF EVAUATION: 

he importance of evaluation 

Evaluating EIS is an essential part of the library planning cycle for a number of reasons, including: 

 

helping to ensure that objectives are met 

identifying successes 

identifying problems and weakness so they can be rectified 

providing information to aid further development 

providing evidence of the benefits and impacts of EIS 

contributing to securing funding for further EIS development 

identifying staff training and development needs 

gaining the support of institutional managers 

guiding future plans 

providing information for stakeholders 

 

developing guidelines which may be useful for other library services 

devising strategies to develop projects into services 

positioning the library in relation to current learning and research environment. 

The evaluation process is likely to be driven by a number of forces, for example: 

 

institutional or library strategic and financial planning 

user needs 

institutional requirements and constraints in terms of evaluation 

library targets 

funding requirements 

inspection requirements (eg QAA). 

 

POST-EVENT-FOLLOW-UP 

 

1. Thank everyone involved 

 

Remember: Your event wouldn’t amount to much if it wasn’t for the people behind making it happen 

and---of course---all the guests who bought tickets and showed up. Your first order of business is to 

reach out and thank them all. 

 

Let’s start with the guests. Understandably, you won’t be contacting each of them individually. But 

that’s no excuse. Your best bet is to make a “Thank you for attending” post on the social media channels 

you’ve used for your event. 
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You can also consider sending out an email. If you do that, see if you can bundle it together with other 

useful info; ---perhaps an announcement of upcoming events or a link to a photo / video gallery of the 

event. (We’ll get to that in a moment.) You don’t want to be spamming your attendees with too many 

separate emails, do you? 

 

 

Then come your speakers and performers. If you think it’s manageable, you should always strive to send 

out an individual “Thank you” card for a bit of a personal touch. Sure, it takes more effort than sending 

out a generic email, but a physical thank you card will leave a more memorable impression. People like 

being appreciated. 

 

 

The same goes for your sponsors and vendors, especially if the latter have done a phenomenal job. 

You’re very likely to require their services again in the future, so taking the time to send them a personal 

thanks goes a long way toward building a long-lasting relationship. 

 

 

As for your core team and volunteers---well---we’d say nothing short of an in-person thanks will do. 

These people have likely been involved from the very early stages and have gone through all the 

roadblocks, stress, and frustrations along the way. 

 

 

In fact, in addition to simply thanking them, you might want to... 

 

 

2. Have a post-event review 

 

Sit down with your team for a debrief session where you discuss how the event went. Consider inviting 

at least some of the volunteers. First, these volunteers are bound to have valuable input. Second, you’ll 

likely want to ask them for help in the future. 

 

The main purpose of this meeting is to talk about how things went and what could be improved. Your 

three main goals are to: 

 

Evaluate whether the event was a success according to whatever goals you’ve set. 

Have an open discussion about what worked well and what could be done better the next time around. 

If things worked - why did they work and what made them a success? If something failed - what was the 
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main reason behind that and how can it be fixed? What would you have done differently if you had the 

chance? 

Leave everyone full of ideas and pumped for your next event. 

Even if you’re not happy with how your event went, this review meeting can give you and your team 

renewed energy and a lot of new ideas to test out in the future. 

 

3. Ask for feedback 

 

While the event is still fresh in everyone’s mind, get their feedback about it. This will give you a treasure 

trove of information about what worked and how you can plan even better events. 

 

 

Even if you don’t intend to organise similar events in the near future, knowing exactly what your guests 

and participants think will let you better evaluate whether it succeeded. (In fact, customer satisfaction 

may well be one of your explicitly stated goals.) 

 

 

Don’t be afraid of asking, by the way. Most attendees will be more than thrilled give their feedback and 

input. After all, they’d like to attend better events, so why not help you improve the ones you organise? 

 

 

One of the most straightforward ways to collect input is to send out an email link to a survey that people 

can fill out online. There are tons of free, handy tools that let you create online surveys. Pick the one you 

like. If you can, add an incentive (free tickets to your next events, chance to win a gift card, and the 

like.). 

 

 

Having everyone fill out the same survey makes it easy to compare their input and spot trends and areas 

that need improvement. Your questions can include a rating of different aspects of the event, so you can 

even quantify these. (See the “Want more?” links at the bottom of this article.) 

 

 

You may also consider getting feedback from your sponsors and speakers in a similar manner, especially 

if they’re likely to be a part of your future events. 

 

 

While a formalised survey may be the best way to structure feedback, there’s always room for getting 

some “soft” feedback in a more informal manner. 
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Speaking of which... 

 

4. Follow up on social media 

 

Online chatter about your event won’t immediately quiet down after the event is over. People will be 

discussing the event and sharing their impressions for days to come. If you’ve encouraged people to ask 

questions and participate using your hashtags during the event, take some time to check the hashtag 

and discover what’s being discussed and shared. 

 

 

Follow the conversation and jump in where it make sense to chip in with your input, thank the guests, or 

answer questions. If you have a social media competition going, make sure to pick winners and 

distribute prizes as promised. If you notice some especially positive feedback, reach out to these guests 

to request a more formal testimonial or endorsement. These could be a great marketing tool for future 

events, as they come from real people who’ve experienced the event for themselves. 

 

 

Engaging in post-event social media chatter and keeping the buzz going will also help you build audience 

for your next event. Not to mention that it could be an invaluable source of marketing material - real-life 

photos, videos, and even catchy phrases that people use to describe your event. 

 

 

And this brings us to.. 

 

5. Collect marketing & media material 

 

There’s bound to be a whole lot of visual material related to your event floating around the web. First 

off, you may have had official photographers and videographers capturing the event. Second, you may 

have had competitions or photo booths that encouraged people to snap pictures. Finally, there are of 

course the many selfies and other pictures attendees have taken on their own. 

 

 

Put all of these together into a common gallery, so you have a pool of material to pick from for all your 

marketing needs. Share the most flattering photos and videos on your social media profiles and official 

event websites or pages. (Make sure that you ask people for permission to use their materials, unless 

you’re using the ones made by official photographers.) 
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Attendees tend to enjoy finding themselves in the pictures and videos, so it’s a great way to generate 

more buzz. 

 

 

In the case of conferences and events that rely on speakers and presentations, you may want to 

distribute the speakers’ slides using sites like SlideShare. 

 

 

Once you have all material in a single place, it may be time to... 

 

 

6. Create a highlight reel 

 

Having a ton of material is only the first step. To turn it into an effective marketing tool, you’ll want to 

sift through the raw footage to pick out the best photos, videos, and other highlights of the event. 

 

 

Mind you, there’s rarely a need to do this on your own. The same professional videographer may be 

able to edit their own footage into a post-event montage. Alternatively, you can hire a professional to 

spend a week or so after the event going through everything you’ve collected and putting together a 

highlight reel that showcases the event’s best moments. 

 

 

Your volunteers can also curate the photo and video content during the event itself and sort it into 

categories based on “highlight reel” potential. This should speed up the post-event process of finding 

the best parts to use. 

 

 

While it takes time and skill to turn a mishmash of photos and videos into a coherent piece that captures 

the event’s highlights, it’ll prove invaluable in promoting future events. 

 

 

7. Arrange an after-party 

 

An after-party is a great way to help your team, volunteers, and other service providers feel appreciated 

and celebrate the conclusion of a successful event. 

 

“Wait. You want me to plan another event after I’d just wrapped one up?” 
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We hear you. But note that an after-party doesn’t require anywhere near the same amount of effort and 

advance planning. You can invite people to a restaurant, book a party venue, or buy a preset package 

with activities, food, and drinks included. The after-party event is someone else’s headache, not yours. 

 

 

If it makes sense and you’re feeling up to it, you can even consider extending the invitation to your 

event attendees and inviting them to a post-event meetup in a public space, like a park. Here, they can 

hang out and network. An after-party doesn’t have to a be a “party” in the strictest sense of the word. 

 

 

An after-party is yet another opportunity to strengthen your brand, network, and nurture your 

relationships with those who might be helping you in the future. 

 

 

8. Close the books 

 

Granted, this isn’t the most thrilling part of organising events. It’s not very fun to deal with payments, 

receipts, and numbers in your budget. But it has to be done, right? 

 

 

So unless you’ve got a person taking care of finances and settling accounts, it’s time to roll up your 

sleeves and take care of closing the books. This will include: 

 

Tallying up income from ticket proceeds, food & drink vouchers, merchandise sales, and so on. 

Paying your vendors, speakers, performers, and other service providers of e.g. tech equipment. 

Comparing your final revenue and costs to those in your initial budget. 

Sharing the financial figures with your sponsors and other stakeholders (if any). 

Once you’ve balanced the books, you’ll finally be able to tell whether you turned a profit or broke even 

on your investment of money and time. Even if your event wasn’t about making money, it’s great to 

have the full picture of your profit or loss. 

 

 

Having this overview lets you pinpoint what went well and what needs adjusting. Did you spend too 

much on food? Can you afford to buy better audio equipment for your future events? Will you need 

more sponsors if you’re to make your events profitable? 
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By answering these types of questions, you’ll be better prepared when putting together the budget for 

your next event. 

 

 

9. Adjust your “ideal guest” profile 

 

Hey, remember that “Ideal guest” persona you’ve put together when you were planning your event? 

Back then, it probably involved a degree of guesswork on your part. 

 

 

Guess what? You now know a lot more about who’s actually showing up to your events. 

 

 

You’ve seen and maybe met many of your guests 

You’ve seen and maybe met many of your guests. You know whether they’re mostly men or women, 

young or elderly, and so on. In addition to that, your feedback survey may have included some explicit 

demographic questions. 

 

 

In addition to that, if you’ve been good about collecting feedback during and after your event, you have 

a wealth of information about your guests’ interests, their likes and dislikes, and expectations for future 

events. 

 

 

With all of that information at your fingertips, you can now make a much more accurate “ideal guest” 

profile and reap the benefits of a more targeted marketing strategy when planning your next event. 

 

 

And about that... 

 

10. Start planning your next event 

 

You have now come full circle in the event management cycle. 

 

 

Hopefully, the experience left you with new insights, better understanding of what works, more 

knowledge about your attendees, and great ideas about what to do next. 
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Start putting all of that to good use and begin jotting down ideas for your next fantastic event. You can 

fix what was broken, do more of what worked well, finetune your promotional efforts, and try out new 

things. 

 

 

Send out a teaser to your past attendees to hint at the future event. This will help you gauge the mood 

and test your new marketing messages. 
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UNIT 3 

EXECUTION OF EVENT 

COMPONENTS OF PROMOTION OF EVENTS 

1. Share your event with the media 

A press release is a great way to get the attention of the people who can help you further your event 

goals. With a formal press release, you invite local media to be a part of your event. You can also spark 

the attention of influencers, new supporters, and brand ambassadors. This is especially great when the 

goal of your event is to spread awareness and invite influential people. 

 

2. Socialize 

With social media being one of the top places to connect with local influencers and people with a strong 

presence, this tactic can help you get the right attention. Look for influencers who work within your 

industry and have a great following on various social networks. Never underestimate the power of 

word-of-mouth marketing! 

 

A survey conducted by Collective Bias shows that a whopping 70% of today’s generation depends on 

influencer or peer recommendations to make buying decisions. For example, if you are hosting an event 

to recruit more volunteers, the influencers could talk about how this event is going to be amazing, why 

one should volunteer or just why they would personally attend the event. 

 

3. Go live to promote your event 

Yes, it’s going social again! Facebook is a huge space and a great platform to get the word out about 

your event. A Live Stream is a new trend in event marketing where you have a direct interaction with 

your target audience and invite them in. Use this opportunity to give your audience a peek into what lies 

ahead and make a compelling pitch about why attending the actual event is something they don’t want 

to miss. Bizzabo studied that almost 30% of marketing professionals believe that broadcasting live 

events impact an event the most 

 

. 
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4. Dedicate pop-ups and landing pages 

Create a pop-up form on your event website to direct potential event attendees to a dedicated event 

page. Pop-ups may be annoying but one cannot overlook their effectiveness. The content you use on the 

landing page and the pop-up is a key factor that will determine if people will get pulled in. 

 

5. Market your event to your audience using email 

Email Marketing campaigns continue to be the most effective means to reach out to your consumers 

and invite them to an event. At 70%, email marketing is known to be the most popular event marketing 

strategy among people who regularly host events. 

 

6. Spark FOMO (Fear Of Missing Out) 

Create the “Fear Of Missing Out” among your audience. Use content like video or imagery to show them 

how they will be at a loss if they don’t attend. Contrary to popular belief, people are more interested in 

an event when they feel they will lose out on something valuable if they don’t attend. “You don’t want 

to miss this event” is a simple but effective email marketing subject line, social media campaign or blog 

post to generate curiosity about your event. 

 

7. Promise a good time (and deliver!) 

Use multiple mediums and channels to show people what a great time they’ll have at your event. A 

promotional video, images, user-generated content, and other details that will immediately spark 

interest are all great resources to excite your audience. It’s like any movie; when the trailer comes out 

people start talking about it and can’t wait to go see the full movie. A sneak peek–visual or text–will 

show them that you have taken all the efforts to make this a memorable, fun and rewarding event for all 

your attendees- it’s an incentive you offer in exchange of their attendance. 

 

Each of these event marketing ideas is tried, tested and highly recommended to use as part of your 

event marketing campaign when promoting your next event. 
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Bonus video: How to run great virtual events 

Virtual events soared in popularity during the coranavirus pandemic, while people distanced from each 

other and quarantined at home. Even as vaccines become increasingly available in many countries and 

certain types of in-person events are becoming a possibility in some areas, virtual events remain a 

popular option. When you go virtual, you increase the size of your potential audience to anyone with 

access to internet, rather than being restricted locally to those who can physically attend your event. 

 

Check out our on-demand webinar below to learn how you can run great virtual events! 

 

Ready to create a buzz with these event marketing strategies? 

You know your event is going to be exceptional. You have planned amazing things for your attendees- 

it’s time to create a buzz about it. 

 

Event marketing strategies allow you to make an impact building up to the event, and continue the 

momentum for your business or nonprofit even after. 

 

Use this opportunity to show people that their needs and priorities are at the top of your mind and you 

will ensure no stone is left unturned in giving them what you offer. Start planning your next event and 

use these event promotion strategies to make it highly successful. 

 IMPORTANCE OF PR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS INCREASES BRAND CREDIBILITY 

Whatever the industry, trust plays a monumental role when it comes to determining the success of a 

business. Without trust, a business leaves potential sales on the table. To bridge that trust-gap between 

a business and its would-be clients or customers, the business can hire someone in public relations. 

 

The expert works on increasing their credibility within their given industry and increasing their overall 

reputation. This is often done through thought leadership pieces, influencer connections and 

networking strategies. 
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INCREASE PROFITS, SALES AND LEADS WITH PR 

PR isn’t complete without marketing.  A company that enhances its reputation through a range of 

unique PR practices makes it likely that new potential customers will find their way right to its door. 

Customers and clients will have more options to connect with the company through its business stories 

and press releases. 

 

PR agencies make that possible by helping organizations to craft the right messages to resonate with 

their target customers in impactful ways. In the end, that means bigger profits. 

 

PR CHANGES THE WAY PEOPLE THINK ABOUT A BUSINESS 

The online world allows people to say whatever they want about a business, true or not, with the 

business being able to do very little about it. A large number of businesses get a bad reputation without 

doing anything to deserve it, while other businesses are not within easy online reach of their intended 

markets. Both circumstances are hardly ideal. 

 

The most effective way to fix that is through PR campaigns. PR support and the right campaigns increase 

awareness for a brand while maintaining a positive and consumer-resonant image. 

 

Audiences are also more likely to listen to a message coming from an objective source, as opposed to 

paid-for advertising. By leveraging their connections with influencers, PR agencies can gain trust for a 

company. 

 

PR ENHANCES ONLINE PRESENCE 

Everyone is digitally connected in today’s world, and PR helps companies to create a strong online 

presence that is highly visible to their target audience. PR agencies provide businesses with support and 

guidance to help them market themselves online while being constantly ready to step in when a disaster 

occurs or something threatens to damage the image the company has been building. 
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PR experts can identify the best channels and influencers to spread a company’s message to the right 

people, and they can use their experience and industry connections to maximize reach. 

 

Press releases, social media and influencer connections with promotional content-publishing sites are 

some of the tools that PR companies use to help their clients to strengthen their brand image and 

increase their profitability. Plus, they are tools that can also be used to overcome challenges that may 

threaten a company’s success. 

 

With the right PR company assisting them, the brands of today have a much higher chance of reaching 

the right audience effectively. 

 HOW ACTIVTITES ARE CLASSIFED IN EVENT MANAGMNET? 

How to Define and Measure Marketing Objectives: A Start-to-Finish Guide 

At the core of any great marketing plan is a list of strategic and clear marketing objectives. 

 

Marketing objectives are a brand’s defined goals. They outline the intentions of the marketing team, 

provide clear direction for team members to follow, and offer information for executives to review and 

support. 

 

Marketing objectives are a pivotal part of a marketing strategy. Without defined goals, a brand will 

struggle with achieving its plans because it won’t be clear on what it wants to do.  A straightforward 

plan is required to know what you hope to do and how you plan on doing it. 

 

So if you’re developing a marketing strategy that has a vision but lacks a concrete list of marketing 

objectives – use this guide to improve and upgrade your plans. 

 

You will be far more likely to reach your goals when they are defined, outlined, and compiled into a clear 

list of measurable marketing objectives. 
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We also created a marketing objectives checklist to make the process even easier. Download the 

checklist now and follow along to create plan for executing on your marketing objectives. 

 

How to Choose Marketing Objectives 

The first step in creating a useful list of marketing objectives is reviewing the options you have for your 

strategy. 

 

While there are many goals you can outline in your marketing plans, some of the most frequently used 

marketing objectives examples include the following goals. Consider the stage and position of your 

brand, and select two or three marketing objectives to focus on. 

STRATEGIC MARKET PLANNING? CRITERIA FOR SETTING OBJECTIVES FOR STRATGIC MARKET PLANNING 

Strategic Marketing Planning – “Without a strategy, the organisation is like a ship without a rudder” – 

Joel Ross and Michael Kami 

 

In a hyper competitive marketplace, companies can operate successfully by creating and delivering 

superior value to target customers and also learning how to adapt to a continuously changing market 

place. So to meet changing conditions in their industries, companies need to be farsighted and visionary, 

and must develop long-term strategies. 

  

Strategic planning involves developing a strategy to meet competition and ensure long-term survival and 

growth. The marketing function plays an important role in this process and it provides information and 

other inputs to help in the preparation of the organisation’s strategic plan. 

 

The overall objective of strategic planning is twofold: 

 

(i) To guide the company successfully through all changes in the environment. 
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(ii) To create competitive advantage, so that the company can outperform the competitors in order to 

have dominance over the market. 

  

Strategic planning consists of developing a company mission (to give it direction), objectives and goals 

(to give it means and methods for accomplishing its mission), business portfolio (to allow management 

to utilise all facets of the organisation), and functional plans (plans to carry out daily operations from the 

different functional disciplines). 

 

No matter how well the strategic planning process has been designed and implemented, success 

depends on how well each department performs its customer-value-adding activities and how well the 

departments work together to serve the customer. 

 

Value chains and value delivery networks have become popular with organizations that are sensitive to 

the wants and needs of consumers. The marketing department (because of its ability to stress the 

customer’s view) has become central in the implementation of most strategic plans. 

 

Ultimately, the aim of strategic planning is to serve the company’s business products, services and 

communications so that they achieve targeted profits and growth. 

 

Strategic Marketing Planning – Characteristics 

Strategic planning provides a broad framework according to which all future organisational activities will 

be conducted. Thus, it is a very essential to do strategic planning for any organisation very prudently. 

  

Strategic Marketing planning is said to have the following characteristics: 

 

1. Top Management Involvement – Strategic planning or formulation of strategy is directly involved in 

building up the future of the company. Strategic decisions primarily involve development of long-term 

objectives and policy formulation of the organisation. Thus, it becomes imperative that these decisions 
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are taken by the top level management of an organisation as it requires a lot of wisdom and insight on 

the part of decision-makers. 

 

2. Involves Huge Allocation of Resources – Strategic decisions involve commitment of the firm for a long 

period of time and on major issues related to overall organisation. Thus, it requires deployment of 

resources in huge volumes in terms of men, material, money, machines and time. 

  

3. Impact on Long-Term Survival and Success of the Firm – Strategic planning, having a long- term 

commitment in terms of organisational objectives, are usually said to have a strong impact on the 

success of the firm. A good strategy formulation may bring company to new heights whereas a weak 

strategy formulation may ruin the company. 

 

4. Future-Oriented – Strategic planning is done for the purpose of implementation in future. It is shaping 

of the future today. Strategies are proactive plan of actions developed for future execution. Strategic 

planning aims at reducing the total uncertainty of the future by devising goals and objectives and 

methodologies to attain them. 

 

5. Irreversible – Strategic planning due to its complexity, huge investment involvement and long-term 

commitment is generally said to be irreversible. Such decisions if required to be reversed or changed, 

requires a huge cost. That is the reason why strategic planning is to be done very carefully after detailed 

analysis of both internal and external factors. 

 

6. Sensitive to the Environment – Strategic planning in order to be effective requires maintaining a 

balance between internal strengths and weaknesses of an organisation with the external opportunities 

and threats stemming from the environment. The main prerequisite of strategic planning is that it 

should be responsive to the environmental factors and be capable of adapting the changes. 

 

Strategic Marketing Planning – Importance 

Imagine starting college and just randomly taking classes because they are interesting, easy, or you 

have friends enrolled in a particular section. You could be a full-time student each semester, get good 
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grades, and at the end of four years what would you have? Not much of anything except student loan 

debt.  

Most of you have a checklist of courses you must complete to graduate in your selected field. Selecting 

your major as a freshman or sophomore and determining when you will take the required courses is a 

strategic plan you set for yourself. 

 

Without the specific objectives of your degree program and a strategy for balancing your classes with 

the personal and professional demands on your time, you likely will not succeed in achieving your 

desired result – a college diploma. 

 

Whether you are marketing yourself or some other product, strategic planning can greatly increase the 

likelihood of success. Strategic planning is the process of thoughtfully defining a firm’s objectives and 

developing a method for achieving those objectives. Firms must continually undertake the task of 

strategic planning. 

Shifting conditions, including changing customer needs and competitive threats, ensure that what 

worked in the past will not always work in the future, thus requiring firms to modify their strategy. 

Strategic planning helps to ensure that marketers will select and execute the right marketing mix 

strategies to maximize success. The primary strategic planning tool for directing and coordinating the 

marketing effort is the marketing plan. 

1. The Marketing Plan: 

 

A marketing plan is part of an organization’s overall strategic plan, which typically captures other 

strategic areas such as – human resources, operations, equity structure, and a host of other non-

marketing items. The marketing plan is an action- oriented document or playbook that guides the 

analysis, implementation, and control of the firm’s marketing strategy. 

 

Creating a marketing plan requires the input, guidance, and review of employees throughout the various 

departments of a firm, not just the marketing department, so it is important that every future business 

professional understand the plan’s components. 
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The specific format of the marketing plan differs from organization to organization, but most plans 

include an executive summary, situation analysis, marketing strategy, financials section, and controls 

section. These five components communicate what the organization desires to accomplish and how it 

plans to achieve its goals. 

 

Each of the components should be grounded in the firm’s overall mission, which is ideally defined in a 

clear and succinct mission statement. We’ll discuss the characteristics of an effective mission statement 

that follows before turning to a more in-depth discussion of each of the marketing plan componen  

2. Mission Statement: 

 

The first step in creating a quality marketing plan is to develop an effective mission statement. A mission 

statement is a concise affirmation of the firm’s long-term purpose. An effective mission statement 

provides employees with a shared sense of ambition, direction, and opportunity. 

 

A firm should begin the process of developing a mission statement by considering the following classic 

questions posed by Peter Drucker, who is considered the father of modern management – 

 

i. What is our business? 

 

ii. Who is our customer? 

 

iii. What is our value to the customer? 

  

iv. What will our business be? 

 

v. What should our business be? 
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These basic questions are often the most challenging and important that a firm will ever have to answer. 

 

From there, the firm should focus on instilling the three primary characteristics of a good mission 

statement: 

 

i. The mission statement should focus on a limited number of goals: 

 

Companies whose mission statements contain 10 or more goals are typically focusing too much on 

small, less meaningful objectives, rather than creating a broader statement that provides purpose and 

direction to the entire organization.  

ii. The mission statement should be customer oriented and focused on satisfying basic customer needs 

and wants: 

 

Advanced technological products of just a generation ago, such as the VCR or Polaroid camera, are 

outdated technologies today. Still, consumers’ desire to watch movies in their home and to take and 

share pictures with friends and family is stronger than ever. 

 

Apple has been one of the most successful companies of the past decade because it has designed 

innovative new products like the iPod, iPhone, and iPad. Since it is quite possible that consumers 20 

years from now will think of these products the same way you think about VCRs and Atari game 

systems today, Apple’s mission statement should reflect the firm’s customer orientation and focus on 

meeting customer needs. 

 

iii. Mission statements should capture a shared purpose and provide motivation for the employees of 

the firm: 

 

They should emphasize the firm’s strengths, as Google’s does – “Google’s mission is to organize the 

world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful.” 
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The following mission statements of other leading companies illustrate these three characteristics: 

  

i. Amazon – We seek to be Earth’s most customer-centric company for four primary customer sets – 

consumers, sellers, enterprises, and content creators. 

 

ii. Citigroup – Citi works tirelessly to serve individuals, communities, institutions and nations. With 200 

years of experience meeting the world’s toughest challenges and seizing its greatest opportunities, we 

strive to create the best outcomes for our clients and customers with financial solutions that are simple, 

creative and responsible. An institution connecting over 1,000 cities, 160 countries and millions of 

people, we are your global bank; we are Citi. 

 

iii. CarMax – To provide our customers great quality cars at great prices with exceptional customer 

service. 

 

iv. Xerox – Through the world’s leading technology and services in business process and document 

management, we’re at the heart of enterprises small to large, giving our clients the freedom to focus on 

what matters most – their real business. 

 

v. Microsoft – Microsoft’s mission is to help people and businesses throughout the world realize their 

full potential. 

 

vi. Ford – An exciting viable Ford delivering profitable growth for all.  

A firm’s mission statement drives many of the other decisions it makes, including how best to market 

its goods and services to consumers. A sound mission statement provides a basis for developing the 

marketing plan and, as the firm continues to modify its marketing plan to fit changing times, the 

mission statement provides a standard to ensure that the business never strays too far from its core 

goals and values. 
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Once the firm has established its mission statement, it can begin to develop the five main components 

of its marketing plan. 

 

3. Executive Summary: 

 

Once you have graduated and begun your career, you will likely come into contact with senior level 

executives at your firm in casual places, such as – the break room or elevator. When they ask what you 

are working on, you won’t have 20 minutes to discuss yourself and your projects. 

 

More likely, you will have time for only a short elevator pitch, which is a one- to two-minute opportunity 

to market yourself and share the main points of the work you are doing. 

 

The executive summary serves as the elevator pitch for the marketing plan. It provides a one- to two-

page synopsis of the marketing plan’s main points. In the same way that you should put great effort into 

making sure that every second of your elevator pitch counts, every line of an executive summary should 

convey the most valuable information of the marketing plan. 

 

Depending on your organization’s size and objectives, the marketing plan you create may be viewed by 

dozens or even hundreds of people. Some will take the time to read each line, but most are looking for a 

way to quickly understand the basic ideas and strategies behind your plan. The executive summary 

provides this resource. While the executive summary is listed first, firms should complete this part of the 

marketing plan last. 

 

4. Situation Analysis: 

 

The situation analysis section is often considered the foundation of a marketing plan because 

organizations must clearly understand their current situation to make strategic decisions about how to 

best move forward. A situation analysis is the systematic collection of data to identify the trends, 

conditions, and competitive forces that have the potential to influence the performance of the firm and 

the choice of appropriate strategies. 
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The situation analysis comprises three subsections: 

 

i. Market summary, 

 

ii. SWOT analysis, and 

 

iii. Competition. 

 

i. Market Summary: 

 

The market summary sets the stage for the situation analysis section by focusing on the market to which 

the firm will sell its products. A market is the group of consumers or organizations that is interested in 

and able to buy a particular product. The market summary describes the current state of the market. 

 

For example, a market summary for McDonald’s might look at the size of the fast food market in the 

United States and how rapidly its numbers are growing or declining. A quality market summary should 

provide a perspective on important marketplace trends. For example, the residential home phone 

market is a multibillion-dollar-a- year industry. 

 

However, a market summary for this service should also point out that the number of traditional 

landline customers for AT&T, Verizon, and other carriers shrinks every year as more people decide to 

use only a cell phone. Understanding where a market is and where it might be going gives organizations 

a much better view of what resources to invest where, and what a firm can achieve through a specific 

marketing plan. 
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The market summary would also consider the growth opportunities internationally and potential sales 

through international expansion. 

 

BCG Matrix: 

 

One of the most popular analysis tools to describe the current market is The Boston Consulting Group 

(BCG) matrix. The tool is a two-by-two matrix that graphically describes the strength and attractiveness 

of a market. The vertical axis measures market growth while the horizontal axis measures relative 

market share, which is defined as the sales volume of a product divided by the sales volume of the 

largest competitor. 

 

The BCG matrix combines the two elements of market growth and relative market share to produce four 

unique product categories—stars, cash cows, question marks, and dogs—each of which requires a 

different marketing strategy. 

 

a. Star: 

 

Star products combine large market share with a high growth rate. Apple’s iPad falls under this category. 

Firms with star products generally have to invest heavily in marketing to communicate and deliver value 

as the industry continues to grow. Marketing efforts around star products focus on maintaining the 

product’s market position as a leader in a growing industry for as long as possible. 

 

b. Cash Cows: 

 

Cash cows are products that have a large market share in an industry with low growth rates. An example 

of a cash cow product is the Apple iPod. The market growth rate for MP3 type players has slowed in 

recent years, but the iPod still retains a large share of the market. 
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As a result, Apple marketers may decide to allocate only enough marketing resources (e.g., television 

commercials, special pricing discounts) to keep sales strong without increasing costs or negatively 

affecting profits. 

 

c. Question Marks: 

 

Question marks have small market share in a high-growth industry. Products in this quadrant are 

typically new to the market and require significant marketing investment in promotion, product 

management, and distribution. A new iPhone application would be a question mark product. 

 

Marketers for the new app must move quickly and creatively to reach Apple product users before 

competitors develop comparable apps. Question marks have an uncertain future and marketers must 

monitor the product’s position in the matrix to determine whether or not they should continue 

allocating resources to it. 

 

d. Dogs: 

 

Dogs are products that have small market share in industries with low growth rates. Products that fall 

into this category typically should be discontinued so the firm can reallocate marketing resources to 

products with more profit potential. An example of a dog product might be compact discs, an industry in 

which no firm has large market share and the growth rate is declining. 

 

As part of the market summary, The BCG matrix allows a company to determine where its product will 

fall in the marketplace and serves as a starting point for developing marketing strategies to address that 

market position. 

 

ii. SWOT Analysis: 
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The evaluation of a firm’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats is called a SWOT analysis. A 

SWOT analysis can be a valuable tool in the development of a marketing plan, but only if it’s executed 

well. Perhaps the most common mistake a firm makes when conducting a SWOT analysis is failing to 

separate internal issues from external issues. Consider how a firm like McDonald’s might conduct a 

SWOT analysis. 

 

Internal Considerations: 

 

The strengths and the weaknesses aspects of the analysis focus on McDonald’s internal characteristics. 

Strengths are internal capabilities that help the company achieve its objectives. 

 

McDonald’s strengths include its strong brand recognition with consumers of all ages and backgrounds; 

a system that ties individual store owners’ profits to company profits; and the fact that it’s a profitable 

company, which gives it the financial strength to consistently develop new products, further promote 

its brand, and make strategic acquisitions when opportunities present themselves. 

 

Weaknesses are internal limitations that may prevent or disrupt the firm’s ability to meet its stated 

objectives. One major weakness for a firm like McDonald’s is the challenge of finding and retaining 

quality employees. 

 

Another weakness is the perception that McDonald’s drives profits by selling unhealthy foods to 

consumers, especially children. Marketers must be honest with themselves when identifying 

weaknesses because developing strategies to overcome them begins with recognizing them as 

problems. 

 

External Considerations: 

 

The opportunities and threats aspects of the SWOT analysis focus on the external environment. 

Opportunities are external factors that the firm may be able to capitalize on to meet or exceed its stated 

objectives. Opportunities for McDonald’s in the years ahead include increased international expansion. 
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McDonald’s currently serves approximately 68 million customers each day in 119 countries. 

International growth, especially in Europe and Asia, has exceeded earnings growth at domestic 

McDonald’s restaurants in recent years. 

 

Threats are current and potential external factors that may challenge the firm’s short- and long-term 

performance. McDonald’s faces a number of potential external threats, including a declining global 

economy and the domestic consumer trend of eating healthier and consuming less fast food. 

 

External factors can be both opportunities and threats. For example, the sluggish economy following 

the global recession that began in December 2007 has made it harder for many firms to expand their 

businesses, secure loans, and hire new employees. Restaurants as an industry have faced additional 

challenges as consumers attempt to reduce the amount of money they spend on luxuries like going out 

to eat. 

 

This reality threatens McDonald’s as well. However, the slow economy has also prompted consumers to 

look for cheaper food alternatives, and, as the world’s leading choice for discounted dining, McDonald’s 

has an opportunity to take advantage of this trend. Firms must understand and analyse environmental 

factors—both internal and external—to develop a quality marketing plan. 

 

iii. Competition: 

 

Many firms struggle to successfully compile the competition section of the market summary. The 

section should begin by clearly stating the organization’s direct competitors. Continuing with our 

McDonald’s example, direct competitors would include Burger King and Wendy’s. The section should 

briefly describe how Burger King and Wendy’s position their products relative to McDonald’s. 

 

It should also indicate where McDonald’s is most vulnerable to Burger King and Wendy’s on important 

customer metrics such as – taste, value, pricing, convenience, and customer satisfaction. 
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While most marketing plans examine direct competitors thoroughly, indirect competitors typically 

receive far less attention or are overlooked entirely. Indirect competitors can take market share away 

from a firm as macro trends or consumer preferences change. 

 

McDonald’s must worry not only about other burger chains but also about the consumer trend of eating 

healthier, which has translated into massive expansion for chains like Subway. In 2011, Subway 

surpassed McDonald’s as the largest restaurant chain in the world, with almost 34,000 stores worldwide 

compared to less than 33,000 for McDonald’s. 

 

Consumers choosing to eat at home rather than purchase fast food in a slow economy also compete 

indirectly with McDonald’s. A good study of the competition provides a thoughtful analysis of both the 

direct and indirect competitors. 

 

Strategic Marketing Planning – Need 

In a changed setting described above, it is interesting to know how the companies compete in a global 

marketplace. Philip Kotler found that one part of the answer is 9 – commitment to creating and 

retaining satisfied customers. He added a second part to this answer- Successful Company and high-

performance businesses know how to adapt to a continuously changing marketplace. 

 

They practice the art of market-oriented strategic planning. According to Philip Kotler, “Market-oriented 

strategic planning is the managerial process of developing and maintaining a viable fit between the 

organisation’s objectives, skills, and resources and its changing market opportunities. The aim of 

strategic planning is to shape and reshape the company’s businesses and products so that they yield 

target profits and growth.” Strategic planning takes place at four levels- Corporate, division business unit 

and product. 

 

Strategic marketing planning calls for action in three key areas: 

 

1. The first-calls for managing a company’s businesses as an investment portfolio. Each business has a 

different profit potential, and the company’s resources should be allocated accordingly. 
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2. The second key area involves assessing accurately each business by considering the market’s growth 

rate and the company’s position and fit 111 that market. It is not sufficient to use current sales or profits 

as a guide. For example – if the Ford Motor Company had used current profits as a guide to investment 

in the 1970s, it would have continued to pour money into large cars, since that was where it made its 

money at that time. 

 

But Ford’s analysis showed that the profits on large cars would dry up. Therefore, Ford needed to 

reallocate its funds to improving its compact cars, even though the company was losing money on 

compact cars at that time. 

 

3. The third key area of strategic planning is strategy. For each of its businesses, the company must 

develop a game plan for achieving its long-run objectives. Because there is no one strategy that is 

optimal for all companies in that business, each company must determine what makes the most sense in 

the light of its industry position and its objectives, opportunities, skills and resources. 

 

Strategic Linkages: 

 

Marketing plays a critical role in the company’s strategic planning process. In the words of a strategic 

planning manager of General Electric, “The marketing manager is the most significant functional 

contributor to the strategic planning process, with leadership roles in defining the business mission – 

analysis of the environmental, competitive, and business situations; developing objectives, goals and 

strategies; and defining product, market, distribution, and quality plans to implement the business’ 

strategies. This involvement extends to the development of programmes and operating plans that are 

fully linked with the strategic plan.” 

 

Thus, the chief marketing executive’s strategic planning responsibility includes: 

 

1. Participating in corporate strategy formulation, and 
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2. Developing business unit marketing strategies in accordance with corporate priorities. 

 

Since these two areas are closely interrelated, it is important to examine marketing’s role and functions 

in both areas to gain more insight into marketing’s responsibilities and contributions. 

 

Peter Drucker describes this role, “Marketing is so basic that it cannot be considered a separate function 

(i.e., a separate skill or work) within the business, on a par with others such as – manufacturing or 

personnel. Marketing requires separate work, and distinct group activities. But it is, first, a central 

dimension of the entire business. It is whole business seen from the point of view of its final result, that 

is, from the customer’s point of view.” 

 

Some more needs for Strategic Planning are as follows: 

 

Many companies operate without formal plans. 

 

However, formal planning can provide many benefits: 

 

i. It encourages management to think ahead systematically. 

 

ii. It forces managers to clarify objectives and policies. 

 

iii. It leads to better coordination of company efforts. 

 

iv. It provides clearer performance standards for control. 
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v. It is useful for a fast-changing environment since sound planning helps the company anticipates and 

respond quickly to environmental changes and sudden developments. 

 

There are three different types of plans that companies might use: 

 

i. Annual plans (deal with the company’s current businesses and determine how to keep them going). 

 

ii. Long-range plans (also deal with company’s current businesses and determine how to keep them 

prosperous). 

 

iii. Strategic plans involve adapting the firm to take advantage of opportunities in its constantly changing 

environment. 

 

Strategic Marketing Planning – Practical Approach to Develop Strategic Marketing Plan 

A Practical Approach to Developing a Strategic Marketing Plan: 

 

Making spur of the moment strategic decisions reduces the likelihood that these decisions are the best 

marketing is an exciting process and one that lends itself to creativity, enthusiasm and innovation. 

Preparation of a marketing plan requires information that is available within the organization (e.g. sales 

data) and information that is external to the organization (e.g. demographic trends). 

 

Development of a marketing plan can be approached in a variety of ways and, of course, is impacted by 

the size of the organization, the number of products and services offered and the number and size of 

the target market segments. 

A better approach is to perform an annual comprehensive review of markets and opportunities, then 

make long-term strategic decisions without the distractions of day-to-day marketing and sales activities. 

Daily decisions then fit into the company’s overall strategic marketing goals. 
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It’s important for a strategic marketing planning process to look at the company from the customer’s 

point of view by asking questions that have a long time horizon, such as: 

 

(i) What needs or problems cause customers to consider buying from our company? 

 

(ii) What improvements in the customer’s personal or business life can we enable or improve? 

 

(iii) Which customer market segments are attracted to our company or products? 

 

(iv) Which customer motivations or values lead people to decide to purchase our products? 

 

(v) What changes or trends in our customer base are affecting their general interest or attraction to 

products like ours? 

 

Other Aspects: 

 

Freewheeling Opportunism: 

 

Under this approach, a business will not have any formal system of strategic planning, and will exploit 

the opportunities as and when they arise. The firm will not operate within the rigid structure of an 

overall corporate strategy. The opportunities are judged by their individual merits and not evaluated by 

preplanned strategy. 

 

This approach is more appropriate in the following situations: 
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(a) Turbulent environment – where change is impossible to predict and the organization is in some 

respect vulnerable to change. 

 

(b) Size of the firm – Small firms need to establish a market niche. 

 

(c) Type of industry – Especially the industries in which the consumer tastes and habits change very 

frequently. 

 

(d) Exploitation of synergies. 

 

Advantages: 

 

(a) It is flexible and adaptable. 

 

(b) It encourages a more creative attitude among lower level managers. 

 

(c) The environmental opportunities can be availed as and when they arise. 

 

(d) Rigid planning framework is eliminated. 

 

Disadvantages: 

 

(a) It fails to provide a coordinating framework for the organization, as a whole. 
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(b) It cannot guarantee that all opportunities are identified and appraised. 

 

(c) It emphasizes the profit motive to the exclusion of other considerations. 

 

Milking Policy: 

 

The management of some companies exploit their business by squeezing as much as possible from the 

operations of the firm and its profits. This is generally done through improper practices like by not 

transferring profits to reserves for expansion and modernization; declaration of liberal dividend; paying 

very high salaries than prevailed in the industry; insufficient provision of depreciation; improper 

methods of accounting; insufficient provisioning for estimated risks; losses and damages etc. Such 

financial practices will enrich the stakeholders at the expense of the company. The above situation is 

termed as ‘milking policy’. Such policy is adopted through management rather than mismanagement. 

 

Position Audit: 

 

It examines the current state of the entity in respect of resources of tangible and intangible assets and 

finance, products, brands and markets, operating systems such as production and distribution; internal 

organization; current results; return to stakeholders. 

 

Miles and Snow’s Organization Typology: 

 

Raymond Miles and Charles Snow have developed a typology of organizations that describes the 

relationship between an organization’s culture, strategy and mission. A firm’s culture shapes the internal 

strategies, policies and plans which guide the organization in its relationship to its environment. 

 

Miles and Snow classify organizations as follows: 
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1. Defenders: 

 

Defenders choose a position in the environment and attempt to maintain (or defend) that position. 

Defenders strive towards a stable form of organization in a stable market niche. Defenders focus on 

stability and maintaining their markets. 

 

They defend their markets aggressively; compete through maintaining their internal efficiencies and 

produce reliable, high-quality products at low prices. Defenders are efficiency oriented, achieving high 

employee productivity and low direct costs through high capital intensity. 

 

2. Prospectors: 

 

These organizations are with fairly broad product lines, and they focus on product innovation and 

market opportunities. These are likely to adopt an offensive strategy by identifying weaknesses of the 

leader and attacking it. 

 

Prospectors are organizations in a constant state of change and constantly seek new product and 

market opportunities, striving to pioneer in product-market development while avoiding becoming 

locking into any single product, market, technology or facility. These firms seek to innovate, take risks 

and aggressively seek new opportunities for growth. High product R&D expenses and marketing 

expenses deter the competitors from entering into the industry. 

 

3. Analyzers: 

 

These firms try to balance efficiency and innovation by maintaining core in established markets and look 

for expansion into new areas. Analyzers fall between the defenders and prospectors in their orientation 

toward efficiency, stability and product-market changes. 
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4. Reactors: 

 

These firms do not have consistent strategy, but they are interested in Guerrilla warfare and consistently 

perform poorly. Reactors don’t have clear strategies and respond to whatever is happening in their 

environment. 

 

They will not attempt to strategies and plans to meet the changing environment and to meet new 

opportunities. They maintain an existing strategy and structure when environmental changes require a 

major reorientation by the organization. 

 

Sustainability: 

 

The term ‘sustainability’ refers to a development process that improves economy, society and ecology, 

to meet the needs and wants of the current generation, while maintaining or increasing the resources 

and productive capacities that are passed along to future generations. 

 

Sustainable Growth: 

 

Sustainable growth is the term used to describe a view on growth which advocates that growth be 

limited to a relatively slow rate so that growth does not jeopardize the carrying capacity of the 

immediate physical environment. Organizations must recognize changes in the environment that will 

limit the organization’s growth. Specifically, population, resources, pollution and technology are 

important environment parameters. 

 

For e.g. the slower population growth in a country will lead to fewer people to consume products and a 

smaller workforce and limited growth opportunities for some organizations in such countries. Another 

environmental constraint on growth is resources availability. Technology is another factor in the 

environment that may limit the growth of some firms. The control of pollution is another constraint 

limiting growth prospects of some firms. 
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Sustainable Competitive Advantage: 

 

A business strategy is powerful if it is capable of producing sustainable competitive advantage. 

Normally, a firm can sustain a competitive advantage for only a certain period due to rival firms 

imitating and undermining that advantage. 

 

A firm must strive to achieve sustained competitive advantage by: 

 

(a) Continually adapting the changes in external trends and events and internal capabilities, 

competencies and resources; and 

 

(b) Effectively formulating, implementing and evaluating strategies that capitalize on those factors. 

 

The organization has to develop its resources so that they reflect the uniqueness of the organization and 

they continue to remain within the organization. For a business unit’s competitive advantage to be 

sustainable, its resources must be valuable, scarce and difficult to imitate or substitute. 

 

The advantage that results from generating core competencies can be sustained due to the lack of 

substitution and imitation capacities by the organization’s competitors. The generic building blocks of 

competitive advantage help the firm in charging premium price thereby it can improve sustainable 

competitive advantage. 

 

Normally, imbalance between various dimensions of competitive advantage such as efficiency, quality, 

innovation and customer responsiveness are to be considered to be the basic causes for failure of a 

business firm. The new organizational structure, appropriate leadership style, proper control systems in 

response to the changed environment will help in maintaining competitive advantage. 
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Situation Audit: 

 

In relation to strategic planning, the concept of situation audit is to break the business into its 

component parts and functions and then to evaluate them separately in relation to each other, in 

relation to the whole, and in relation to the environment that affects them. The concept tries to break 

the business into its component parts and functions, and then evaluates those parts and functions in 

relation to the environment that affects them. 

 

The basic purposes of situation audit are: 

 

(a) To identify and analyze the key trends and forces that has a political impact on strategy formulation. 

 

(b) To emphasize on the systematic assessment of environment impacts. 

 

(c) To analyze divergent views about relevant environmental changes. 

 

(d) All such information collected provide a base for the strategic planning process – from evaluating 

missions to strategy formulation or implementation. 

 

(e) A critical assessment of key market forces and its impact. 

 

The situation audit refers to the analysis and appraisal of basic planning premises and covers some of 

the following issues: 

 

(a) Expectations of major inside and outside interests in relation to customers, competitors, business 

community, managerial staff. 
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(b) Data base with respect to past performance, current conditions. 

 

(c) Evaluation of the key forces of the market environment. 

 

With these data, strategists will be in a position to define the basic mission of the organization, purpose, 

strategies and the various policies. 

 

Strategic Marketing Planning – Process 

Strategic marketing planning process consists of following steps: 

 

1. Conduct a situation analysis 

 

2. Determine marketing objectives 

 

3. Select target markets and measure the market demand 

 

4. Design a strategic marketing mix 

 

5. Prepare an annual marketing plan. 

 

Process # 1. Situation Analysis: 

 

It is review of company’s marketing programme. By analysis where the programme has been and where 

it is now, management can determine where the programme should go in the future. A situation 
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analysis normally includes an analysis of the external environmental forces and the non-marketing 

resources that surrounds the organization’s marketing programme. 

 

A situation analysis also includes a detailed review of the company’s present marketing mix – its product 

and pricing situation, its distribution system and its promotional programme. 

 

Process # 2. Determine the Marketing Objectives: 

 

The next step in the marketing planning process is to determine the marketing objectives. As with 

organizational objectives, the marketing goals should be realistic, specific, measurable and mutually 

consistent. And they should be clearly stated in writing. 

 

The goals at the marketing level are closely related to the company wide goals and strategies. In fact a 

company strategy often translates into a marketing goal. 

 

Process # 3. Selection of Target Markets: 

 

Selections of target markets is obviously the key step in marketing planning. Management should 

analyse existing markets in detail and identify potential markets. At this point, management also should 

decide to what extent and in what manner, it want to segment its markets. As part of this step in the 

planning process, management also should forecast its sales in its various markets. 

 

Process # 4. Designing a Strategic Marketing Mix: 

 

Management next must design a strategic marketing mix that enables the company to satisfy the wants 

of its target markets and to achieve its marketing goals. The design and later the operation of the 

marketing mix components, constitute the bulk of a company’s marketing effort. 
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Process # 5. Preparing Annual Marketing Plan: 

 

Periodically, the ongoing strategic marketing planning process in an organization culminates with the 

preparation of a series of short term marketing plans. These plans usually cover a period of a year. In 

some industries, it is necessary to prepare these plans for even shorter time periods because of the 

nature of the product or market. A separate annual plan should be prepared for each product line, 

major product, brand or market. 

 

An annual marketing plan is the master guide covering a year’s marketing activity for the given business 

unit or product. The plan then becomes, the how-to do it document that guides executives in each 

phase of their marketing operations. 

 

The plan includes: 

 

(i) A statement of objectives 

 

(ii) The identification of target markets 

 

(iii) The strategies and tactics pertaining to the marketing mix and 

 

(iv) Information regarding the budgetary support for the marketing activity. 

 

Strategic Marketing Planning – Techniques 

SWOT Analysis is a simple framework generating strategic alternatives from a situation analysis. A scan 

of the internal and external environment is an important part of the strategic planning process. 

Environmental factors internal to the firm usually can be classified as Strengths (S) or Weaknesses (W), 

and those external to the firm can be classified as Opportunities (O) or Threats (T), such an analysis of 

the strategic environment is referred to as a SWOT Analysis. 
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SWOT Analysis is applicable to either the corporate level or the business unit level and frequently 

appears in Marketing Plans. SWOT (sometimes referred to as TOWS) stands for strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats. The SWOT framework was described in the late 1960’s by Edmund P. 

Learned, (Ronald Christiansen, Kenneth Andrews, and William). 

 

The SWOT Analysis is useful when a very limited amount of time is available to address a complex 

strategic situation. It provides information that is helpful in matching the firm’s resources and 

capabilities to the competitive environment in which it operates. As such, it is instrumental in strategy 

formulation and selection. 

 

SWOT Analysis Framework: 

 

By understanding these four aspects (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) of its 

situations, a firm can better leverage its strengths, correct its weaknesses, capitalize on golden 

opportunities, and deter potentially devastating threats. 

 

Technique # 1. Internal Analysis: 

 

The internal analysis is a comprehensive evaluation of the internal environment’s potential strengths 

and weaknesses. 

 

i. Strengths: 

 

A firm’s strengths are its resources and capabilities that can be used as a basis for developing a 

competitive advantage. 

 

Example of such strengths include: 
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a. Your specialist marketing expertise 

 

b. A new, innovative product or service 

 

c. Location of your business 

 

d. Quality processes and procedures. 

 

e. Patents 

 

f. Strong brand names 

 

g. Goodwill among customers etc. 

 

ii. Weaknesses: 

 

The absence of certain strengths may be viewed as a weakness for example. 

 

Weakness could be: 

 

a. Lack of marketing expertise 
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b. ii. Undifferentiated products or services 

 

c. Damaged reputation 

 

d. Lack of patent protection 

 

e. Weak brand name 

 

f. Poor reputation among customers. 

 

Technique # 2. External Analysis: 

 

External Analysis refers to analysis of various opportunities and threats prevailing in the external 

environment i.e., outside the company. 

 

i. Opportunities: 

 

The external environmental analysis may reveal certain new opportunities for profit and growth. 

 

Some examples of such opportunities include: 

 

a. A developing market such as the internet. 

 

b. ii. Mergers, joint ventures or strategic alliances. 
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c. Moving into new market segments that offer improved profits. 

 

d. A new international market. 

 

e. A market vacated by an ineffective competitors. 

 

f. Arrival of new technologies 

 

g. Loosening of regulations etc. 

 

ii. Threats: 

 

Changes in the external environmental also may present threats to the firm. 

 

For example, a threat could be: 

 

a. A new competitor in your home market. 

 

b. Price wars with competitors. 

 

c. A competitor with new, innovative product or service. 

 

d. Competitors have superior access to channels of distribution. 
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e. Shifts in consumer tastes. 

 

f. Emergency of substitute products. 

 

g. New regulations. 

 

h. Increased trade barriers etc. 

 

The SWOT Matrix: 

 

A firm should not necessarily pursue the more lucrative opportunities. Rather, it may have a better 

chance at developing a competitive advantage by identifying a fit between the firm’s strengths and 

upcoming opportunities. In some cases, the firm can overcome a weakness in order to prepare itself to 

pursue a compelling opportunity. Once the analysis has been complete, a SWOT profile can be 

generated and used as the basis of goal setting, strategy formulation and implementation. 

 

The completed SWOT profile are sometimes arranged as follows: 

 

When formulating strategy, the interaction of the quadrants in the SWOT profile- To develop strategies 

that take into account the SWOT profile, a matrix of these factors can be constructed. 

 

i. S – O Strategies pursue opportunities that are a good fit to the company’s strengths. 

 

ii. W – O Strategies overcome weaknesses to pursue opportunities. 
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iii. S – T Strategies identify ways that the firm can use its strengths to reduce its vulnerability to external 

threats. 

 

iv. W – T Strategies establish a defensive plan to prevent the firm’s weaknesses from making it highly 

susceptible to external threats. 

 

Rules for Successful SWOT Analysis: 

 

i. Be realistic about the strengths and weaknesses of your organization when conducting SWOT analysis. 

 

ii. SWOT analysis should distinction between where your organization is today and where it could be in 

the future. 

 

iii. SWOT should always be specific. Avoid grey areas. 

 

iv. Always apply SWOT in relation to your competition i.e., better than or worse than your competition. 

 

v. Keep your SWOT short and simple. Avoid complexity. 

 

vi. SWOT is subjective. 

 

SWOT Analysis Limitations: 

 

While useful for reducing a large quantity of situational factors into a more manageable profile, the 

SWOT frame work has a tendency to oversimplify the situation by classifying the firm’s environmental 
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factors into categories in which they may not always fit the classification of some factors as strengths or 

weaknesses, or as opportunities or threats is some that arbitrary. 

 

For example, a particular company culture can be either a strength or a weakness. A technological 

change can be a either a threat or an opportunity. Perhaps what is more important that the superficial 

classification of these factors is the firm’s awareness of them and its development of a strategic plan to 

use them to its advantage. 

 

Strategic Marketing Planning – 3 Main Levels 

A business plan should always have a strategic face. Strategy gives a specific focus to the plan. It throws 

light on how the plan gets into action. This is the reason why an organization dwells on strategic 

planning. Without strategic planning, the organization cannot cope with the vagaries of the market 

situation, insulate it from competitive thrust and attain targeted sales and profits. It aims to equilibrate 

corporate objectives and resources in perfect synchronization. 

 

Kotler (1988) defined strategic planning as the managerial process of developing and maintaining a 

viable fit between the objectives and resources of an organization. The aim of strategic planning is to 

shape and reshape the businesses and products of a company so that they combine to produce 

satisfactory profits and growth. 

 

Strategic marketing planning finds development at three levels. 

 

These are as follows: 

 

1. Corporate level. 

 

2. Business level. 
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3. Product/Functional level. 

 

1. Corporate Level Strategic Plans: 

 

These strategic plans are the ones that are chalked out at the helm of the organizational ladder where 

the top brass of management is entitled to decide about – 

 

i. Corporate mission, 

 

ii. Strategic business units (SBUs), 

 

iii. Allocating resources to SBUs, and 

 

iv. Filling up strategic planning gaps for existing and new businesses. 

 

These issues are discussed briefly as follows: 

 

i. A mission is a stated sense of purpose for an organization. 

 

It answers the following questions: 

 

a. Who are the organization’s stakeholders? 

 

b. Why and how does the organization serve them? 
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c. Where does the organization intend to reach by serving its stake holders? 

 

Through mission statements, a workforce can understand the shared sense of purpose, scope, values, 

direction, opportunity, and achievements of the business. Both sales managers and salespeople operate 

within the framework of corporate mission statements. Moreover, these statements are the bases of 

corporate guidelines that are observed by sales management. 

 

ii. Most organizations are multi-business centres, manufacturing more than one product or service. Each 

of these businesses deals with at least one product or service and serves a definite customer group. So 

each business unit has a specific product/service-market combination with a definite strategic purpose. 

Each unit is called SBU. 

 

Each SBU has its own objectives, strategies, profit motives, budgetary allocation because each unit is an 

independent business centre having its own target markets, customer groups, competitors, modalities 

of serving customer needs, and capacity to contribute profits to the organization. 

 

So, the principle underlying the business-level planning is that all related products or services are 

grouped under one SBU. For example, the BPL group with more than one hundred products in its 

portfolio constituted six SBUs. These are entertainment electronics and appliances, components, 

telecom, power, soft energy, and financial services. 

 

iii. The third activity of allocating resources to various SBUs is based on the business potentials and 

market demands. Resources add strength to the unit to become equal to or to surpass the competitors. 

Resources are needed to make further development (Build), maintain current position (Hold), reap 

short-term benefits regardless of long-term effects (Harvest), as well as, sell or liquidate the business 

because of no attractiveness (Divest). 

 

Sales managers under the ‘Build’ strategy advise their subordinates to increase their efforts to increase 

sales volume and distribution network. The objective here is to increase market share of SBU and 
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consolidate the business on financial fundamentals. ‘Hold’ makes sense when sales managers want to 

maintain their sales volume by securing the present sales force and distribution network. 

 

The objective is to concentrate on the present target market(s). Maintenance of a steady cash flow is 

the smart way to stay uncluttered in the ‘Hold’ strategy. ‘Harvest’ involves the efforts of the sales 

managers to target profitable accounts and reduce selling costs. So, limiting ties with customers where 

business prospect is dim and shift attention to profit-making customers under the ‘Harvest’ approach is 

the strategy used by managers. 

 

Fourthly, when an SBU finds no hope, both in short- or long-term business accruals, the company decide 

to sell it off or terminate the operation. Sales managers in the ‘Divest’ strategy suggest stopping all the 

selling activities except making desperate bids to clear off inventories. The ‘Divest Strategy’ also 

recommends expansion of present business in new geographical areas, if possible or establishment of 

new businesses to fill the strategic planning gap. 

 

iv. In selling parlance, sales managers call for greater market expansion, penetration or development 

(intensive growth) or suggest ways to strengthen the supply chain by forward integration (e.g., pursuing 

exclusive distribution network to firm up customer service), backward integration (e.g., acquiring one or 

more businesses of the suppliers) or horizontal integration (e.g., acquiring one or more competitors). 

 

The company, as an alternative move can also choose the diversification strategy that entails where and 

how it should venture out to explore other business opportunities not akin to the existing businesses. 

Sales managers need to bother more about intensive growth because they are to operate under varied 

product-market situations. Each situation evolves an opportunity for improving the performance of the 

organization. 

 

2. Business Level Strategic Plans: 

 

An organization consists of a number of SBUs. Each SBU develops its own missions, objectives, and 

strategies to achieve. Each SBU explores its marketing opportunities separately and analyses its external 

threats as well. It lays down its own strategic plans which must not contradict the overall corporate plan. 
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The components of the SBU’s strategic plan, in general, are: 

 

i. Defining the business mission. 

 

ii. Analysing the external environment for identifying opportunities and threats. 

 

iii. Analysing the internal environment for introspecting strengths and weaknesses. 

 

iv. Developing business objectives and goals. 

 

v. Developing business strategies. 

 

vi. Preparing programmes or action plans. 

 

vii. Implementing action plans. 

 

viii. Monitoring feedbacks and take corrective actions. 

 

These are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. 

 

Each business unit within the organization has its own mission to develop. The mission statements for 

the business covers up the market segment and the target market for a company that they will serve. 

For example, mission for a pharmaceutical business that manufactures paediatric medicines is to 

spread goodwill amongst parents by taking care of their children’s health. 
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How better an organization can fulfil its mission depends on how better it can manage its resources and 

control its impediments in its way to success. This means the ability of the organization to capitalize on 

strengths by keeping weaknesses at bay and exploit business opportunities by thwarting threats 

convincingly. SWOT (strength, weakness, opportunity, and threat) analysis is an important strategic 

planning tool that helps the organization to do a critical review and compare its strengths and 

weaknesses with opportunities and threats. 

 

SWOT analysis can be separately undertaken by the sales managers to review and identify the strategic 

advantages that they can use as promotional weapons. At the same time, the analysis will signal 

cautions on disadvantaged areas of the organization that the sales managers should take care of in the 

strategic planning process. 

 

After the business mission is defined and the SWOT analysis is over, the sales manager decides on the 

objectives of the business dealing with specific product(s) or product line. Multiple objectives are set to 

cover up the major points of destination. Kotler (1988) viewed that most business units should pursue a 

mix of objectives including profitability, sales growth, market share improvement, risk containment, 

innovativeness, reputation, and so on. 

 

Strategies lay down the activities and distribute resources with a long-term plan of how to compete with 

the designated products and markets zeroing in on business objectives and goals. A business strategy, 

in the same lines, suggests the plan of action which should be pursued by a business unit to accomplish 

objectives in a cost-effective manner. 

 

In this regard, Porter’s strategic thinking is worthy of discussion because, according to him all strategic 

routes are condensed into three generic strategies. According to Porter, these generics provide food for 

strategic thoughts for managers to steer businesses towards accomplishment of objectives. 

 

3. Product/Functional Level Strategic Plan: 
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A strategic plan provides the framework for preparing marketing strategies for a specific product or 

service. These product/functional level strategies should be consistent with the business strategies. 

 

Marketing Mix Decision: 

 

Marketing mix development is the central part of a marketing programme. A marketing programme 

should be designed in a manner that always surpasses that of competitors, which is termed as the 

competitive advantage. The development of marketing mix takes place basically in its four components, 

namely product, price, place, and promotion. Information on market potential, market size, growth, 

level of competitor’s activity, level of tastes and preferences of the customers, economic behaviour of 

customers, key buying influencers, cost factors for market entry, etc., are other factors to be studied 

before taking entry decisions. 

 

Marketing mix decision is geared towards developing the marketing mix elements product, price, place, 

and promotion in a way that meets the needs and preferences of specific target market. Kumar and 

Meenakshi (2006) advocated that competitive advantage can be built in the marketing programme by 

the following – 

 

i. Being better – Superior quality or service. 

 

ii. Being faster – Anticipate and respond to customer needs faster than the competitors. 

 

iii. Being closer – Establishing close long-term relationships with the customers. 

 

The objective is to create a clear competitive advantage over rivals. A higher fit amongst the dimensions 

of the marketing programme, as compared to other competitors, can bring competitive advantage to 

the organization. 

 

Levels of Strategic Management: 
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Before we could discuss the various levels of strategy, we need to understand two terms: 

 

1. Enterprise Strategy: 

 

Enterprise Strategy seeks to answer the question “what do we stand for?” Enterprise strategy is the 

organization’s plan for establishing the desired relationship with other social institutions and stock 

holder group by maintaining the overall character of the organization. 

 

2. Strategic Business Unit (SBU): 

 

“A strategic business unit (SBU) is an operative division of a firm which serves a distinct product/market 

segment or a well-defined set of customers or a geographic area. The SBU is given authority to make its 

own strategic decisions within corporate guidelines as long as it meets corporate objectives.” 

 

In a multi-business enterprise having several SBUs there would be three levels of strategy, viz: 

 

i. Corporate strategy, 

 

ii. SBU strategy and 

 

iii. Functional strategy. 

 

i. Corporate Strategy: 
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Corporate strategy is the long term strategy encompassing the entire organization. Corporate strategy 

addresses fundamental questions such as – 

 

a. What is the purpose of the enterprise? 

 

b. What business it wants to be in? 

 

c. How to expand? etc. 

 

Corporate strategy is formulated by the top-level corporate management. Corporate level strategic 

planning is the planning of activities, which define the overall character, and mission of the organization, 

the product/service segments it will enter and leave, and allocation of resources and management of 

synergy among its SBUs. 

 

ii. SBU Strategy: 

 

SBU level strategy, sometimes called business strategy or competitive strategy is concerned with 

decisions pertaining to the product mix, market segments and measuring competitive advantages for 

the SBU. 

 

The responsibility for SBU strategy is with the top executives of SBU who are normally 2nd tier 

executives in the corporate hierarchy. In single SBU organization, senior executives have both corporate 

and SBU level responsibility. 

 

iii. Functional Strategy: 
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Functional level strategies are strategies for different functional areas like production, finance, 

personnel, marketing etc. Functional level strategy is the responsibility of functional area head. 

 

Strategic Marketing Planning – Top 3 Models of SMP 

Over the past few decades, a number of frameworks or tools – known as models have been designed to 

assist the strategic planning exercise. Most of these models can be used with both strategic company 

planning and strategic marketing planning. 

 

A few other models are being discussed below: 

 

1. Life-Cycle Portfolio Matrix: 

 

The Arthur D Little model which is illustrated below uses two dimensions – the firm’s competitive 

position and the stages of industry maturity. 

 

a. Dominant – This is a comparatively rare position and in many cases is attributable either to a 

monopoly or a strong and protected technological leadership. 

 

b. Strong – By virtue of this position, the firm has a considerable degree of freedom over its choice of 

strategies and is often able to act without its market position being unduly threatened by the 

competition. 

 

c. Favourable – This position, which generally comes about when the industry is fragmented and no one 

competitor stands out clearly, results in the giving market leaders a reasonable degree of freedom. 

 

d. Tenable – Although the firms within this category are able to perform satisfactorily and can justify 

staying in the industry, they are generally vulnerable in the face of increased competition from stronger 

and more proactive companies in the market. 
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e. Weak – the performance of firms in this category is generally unsatisfactory although opportunities 

for improvement do exist. 

 

2. The General Electric Model: 

 

The General Electric Model (developed by GE with the assistance of the consulting firm McKinsey & 

Company) is similar to the BCG growth-share matrix. This also uses two factors in a matrix/grid situation. 

 

The criteria used to rate market attractiveness and business position are assigned in different ways 

because some criteria are more important than others. Then each SBU is rated with respect to all 

criteria. Finally overall ratings for both factors are calculated for each SBU. Based on these ratings, each 

SBU is labelled as high, medium or low with respect to (a) market attractiveness, and (b) business 

position. 

 

Every organisation has to make decisions about how to use its limited resources most effectively. That’s 

where these planning models can help in determining which SBU should be stimulated for growth, 

which ones maintained in their present market position and which one eliminated. 

 

3. Porter’s Generic Strategic Model: 

 

Michel Porter, a Harvard business professor proposed the following generic strategic models based on 

product market scope and competitive advantages. 

 

Three generic strategies proposed by Michel Porter are: 

 

a. Overall cost leadership – A company or an SBU, typically large, seeks to satisfy a broad market by 

producing a standard product at a low cost and then under-pricing competitors. The battle among 
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Deccan Airways with other Airlines, and Maruti Udyog with other automobile companies revolves 

around cost leadership at the present time. 

 

b. Differentiation – An organisation creates a distinctive, perhaps even a unique, product through its 

unsurpassed quality, innovative design, or some other feature and as a result, can charge a higher than 

average price. This strategy may be used to pursue either a broad or narrow target market. 

 

c. Focus – A firm or an SBU concentrates on part of a market and tries to satisfy it with either a very low-

priced or highly distinctive product. The target market ordinarily is set apart by some factor such as 

geography or specialized needs. For example, a small company in the auto parts business might target 

owners of cars that are no longer produced. 

 

A low-cost leader’s basis for competitive advantage is lower overall cost than competitors. Successful 

low-cost leaders are exceptionally good at finding ways to drive cost out of their business. 

Outperforming rivals in controlling the factors that drive costs is a very demanding managerial exercise. 

 

In markets where rivals compete mainly on price, low cost relative to competitor is the only competitive 

advantage that matters. A low-cost leader is in the strongest position to win the business of the price 

sensitive buyers and still earn a profit. 

 

A successful differentiation strategy will provide customers with perceived and actual value that is 

difficult for competitors to copy. The essence of a differentiation strategy is to be unique in ways that 

are valuable to the customers and that can be sustained. 

 

Focused (or Market Niche) strategy is based on competitive advantages either on- (a) lower cost than 

competitors in serving the market niche or (b) an ability to offer niche members something they 

perceive better suited to their own unique taste and preferences. Even though a focuser may be small, it 

may still have substantial competitive strength because of the attractiveness of the product offering and 

its strong expertise and capabilities in meeting the needs and expectations of niche members. 
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Best-cost provider strategies aim at giving customers more value for their money. The most successful 

best-cost producers have competencies and capabilities to simultaneously manage unit costs down and 

product caliber up. The most powerful competitive strategy of all is relentlessly striving to become a 

lower-and-lower cost provider of a higher-and-higher caliber product. The closer a firm can get to the 

ultimate of being the industry’s absolute lowest-cost provider and, simultaneously, the provider of the 

industry’s overall best product, the less vulnerable it becomes to rivals’ actions. 

 

Strategic Marketing Planning – Strengths 

Some benefits of strategic marketing planning are as follows: 

 

(a) The increase in size of companies will increase its risk. 

 

(b) It improves the quality of management’s decision making by encouraging creativity and initiative by 

tapping the ideas of the management team. 

 

(c) The economic environment of business is fast changing. 

 

(d) The reduction in entry barriers has intensified the competitive spirit. 

 

(e) The long-run survival and growth of a business firm requires a well-planned decision making, 

evaluation and control systems. 

 

(f) The long-term, medium-term and short-term objectives, plans and controls can be made consistent 

with one another. 

 

Strategic Marketing Planning – Common Pitfalls 

The common pitfalls in strategic marketing planning are as follows: 
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(a) Non-availability of correct and accurate data. 

 

(b) Doing strategic planning only to satisfy accreditation or regulatory requirements. 

 

(c) Failing to communicate the plan to the people who execute the plan. 

 

(d) Top management making intuitive decisions that conflict with formal plan. 

 

(e) Failing to use plans as a standard for measuring performance. 

 

(f) Delegating tasks to a few persons rather than involving all managers. 

 

(g) Failing to involve key employees in all phases of planning. 

 

(h) Failing to create an environment conducive of change. 

 

(i) Lack of flexibility and creativity. 

 

(j) Strategic planning is a costly exercise, as well as, time consuming. 

 

(k) Strategic planning usually restricted to hard business concerns, leaving without proper attention for 

soft issues like customer, quality, labour productivity, social concerns etc. 
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(l) Strategy planning sometimes becomes a routine exercise, without having proper attention to 

strategic issues. 

 

(m) The planning process is isolated from the external groups that critically affect the company like 

labour unions, consumer advocates, social service organizations etc. 
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Unit :4 

Marketing of event 

 

 

A set up where two or more parties engage in exchange of goods, services and information is called a 

market. Ideally a market is a place where two or more parties are involved in buying and selling. 

 

The two parties involved in a transaction are called seller and buyer. 

 

The seller sells goods and services to the buyer in exchange of money. There has to be more than one 

buyer and seller for the market to be competitive. 

 

Monopoly - Monopoly is a condition where there is a single seller and many buyers at the market place. 

In such a condition, the seller has a monopoly with no competition from others and has complete 

control over the products and services. 

 

In a monopoly market, the seller decides the price of the product or service and can change it on his 

own. 

 

Monopsony - A market form where there are many sellers but a single buyer is called monopsony. In 

such a setup, since there is a single buyer against many sellers; the buyer can exert his control on the 

sellers. The buyer in such a form has an upper edge over the sellers. 

 

Types of Markets 

Physical Markets - Physical market is a set up where buyers can physically meet the sellers and purchase 

the desired merchandise from them in exchange of money. Shopping malls, department stores, retail 

stores are examples of physical markets. 

Non-Physical Markets/Virtual markets - In such markets, buyers purchase goods and services through 

internet. In such a market the buyers and sellers do not meet or interact physically, instead the 

transaction is done through internet. Examples - Rediff shopping, eBay etc. 

Auction Market - In an auction market the seller sells his goods to one who is the highest bidder. 

Market for Intermediate Goods - Such markets sell raw materials (goods) required for the final 

production of other goods. 

Black Market - A black market is a setup where illegal goods like drugs and weapons are sold. 

Knowledge Market - Knowledge market is a setup which deals in the exchange of information and 

knowledge-based products. 

Financial Market - Market dealing with the exchange of liquid assets (money) is called a financial market. 

Financial markets are of following types: 
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Stock Market - A form of market where sellers and buyers exchange shares is called a stock market. 

Bond Market - A market place where buyers and sellers are engaged in the exchange of debt securities, 

usually in the form of bonds is called a bond market. A bond is a contract signed by both the parties 

where one party promises to return money with interest at fixed intervals. 

Foreign Exchange Market - In such type of market, parties are involved in trading of currency. In a 

foreign exchange market (also called currency market), one party exchanges one country’s currency with 

equivalent quantity of another currency. 

Predictive Markets - Predictive market is a set up where exchange of good or service takes place for 

future. The buyer benefits when the market goes up and is at a loss when the market crashes. 

Market Size 

The market size is directly proportional to two factors: 

 

Number of sellers and Buyers 

Total money involved annually 

 

 he first concept to be understood in marketing management is market. The term ‘Market’ is derived 

from the Latin word ‘maratus’. This means merchandise, wares, traffic, trade or place of business. This 

term has been defined by many in many ways. But its central theme is that it is an activity which centres 

round two important operations viz. buying and selling. Simply, it means an ‘Exchange Activity’. 

 

“A market is an aggregate demand of the potential buyers for a product/ service.” —American 

Marketing Association 

 

“A market is an area for potential exchanges.” — Philip Kotler 

 

  

“Any person or group with whom an individual or organisation has an existing or potential exchange 

relationship can be considered as market.” — W.J. Stanton and Others 

 

“Market is a group of sellers and buyers who are willing to exchange goods and/or services for 

something of value. Of course, some negotiation may be needed. This can be made face-to-face at some 

physical location. Or it can be done indirectly — through a complex network of middlemen who link 

buyers and sellers who are far apart.” — E.J. McCarthy/W.D. Perrault 

 

“Originally, a market was a public place in a town where provisions and other objects were exposed for 

sale, but the word has been generalised to mean any body of persons who are having intimate business 

relations and carry on extensive transactions in any commodity.” —Prof. Jevons 
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“Market includes both place and region in which buyers and sellers sure in free competition with one 

another.” — Pyle 

 

  

“The term market refers not to place, but to a commodity or commodities and buyers and sellers who 

are in direct competition with one another.” — Chapman 

 

“A market, is a centre about which or an area in which the forces leading to exchange of title to a 

particular product operate and towards which the actual goods tend to travel.” — Clark and Clark 

 

“Market, for most commodities, may be thought of not as a geographical meeting place, but as getting 

together of buyers and sellers in person, by mail, telephone, telegraph, or any other means of 

communication.” — Mitchell 

 

These and many more definitions put forward by leading writers on marketing give vital dimensions of 

market. But the main function is ‘Exchange’. 

  

From this we understand that market is not just a place where buyers and sellers meet. It is something 

more. It is a group of buyers and sellers interested in negotiating the terms of purchase and sale of 

goods and services. The negotiation may take place in person or through any other type of 

communication, like telephone, correspondence, or teleshopping or electronic-mail. 

 

Two vital forces of market viz. demand and supply facilitate the exchange process of consumers and 

sellers. ‘Exchange’ is the main activity in a market. Exchange is possible when something (goods) is there 

to offer and somebody is there to accept. Purchase consideration (price of the product or service) also 

plays an important role in matching the buyer and seller. 

 

Therefore, price is the meeting point of buyers and sellers in the market. Actually price is determined by 

the free play of demand for supply of goods. Thus, ‘market’ is an exchange activity which takes place 

between buyers and sellers directly or through middlemen, in a place or otherwise, for a price, resulting 

in physical/legal delivery of ownership of goods. 

 

Various definitions given also focus on these following aspects of market: 

 

  

i. Aggregate demand of potential buyers. 

 

ii. Area for potential exchanges. 
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iii. Buyers and sellers exchange goods or service for a price. 

 

iv. Exchange may take place in a specific location or through other channels — middlemen, telephone, 

paper correspondence, electronic mail, teleshopping etc. 

 

  

v. Having intimate business relations and carry on extensive transactions in any commodity. 

 

vi. Element of competition exists. 

 

vii. Market information, legal controls, regulation for fair trading, market feed-back regarding repeat 

purchase, are other facilitating factors of market. 

 

What is Market – Meaning 

Earlier, a “market” was a physical place where buyers and sellers gathered to buy and sell goods. A 

market is a place which allows the purchaser and the seller to invent and gather information and lets 

them carry-out exchange of various products and services. In other words, the meaning of market refers 

to a place where the trading of goods takes place. 

 

  

The essential markets and their connecting flows starts from manufacturers, they go to resource 

markets such as raw material markets, labour markets, money markets, etc., buy resources and turn 

them into goods and services, and then sell finished products to intermediaries, who sell them to 

consumers. 

 

Consumers earn money by working or by providing services to any company for which they receive 

money with which they pay for goods and services which they purchase. The government collects tax 

from manufacturer, and intermediary markets and uses these goods and services to provide public 

services. Every economy whether it is a nation’s or global economy, consists of complex interacting sets 

of markets linked through exchange processes. 

 

The term market has been used for grouping of customers. They view sellers as constituting the industry 

and buyers as constituting the market. The market is composed of various markets such as need 

markets (the diet-seeking market), product markets (the watch market), demographic markets (the 

education market), and geographic markets (the Gujarat market); or the concept of market could be 

extended to cover other markets, such as voter markets, labour markets, etc. 
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The consumer, global, business and non-profit markets are said to be key customer markets which are 

as follows: 

 

1. Consumer Markets: 

 

Companies who sell consumer goods and services such as soft drinks, cosmetics, air travel; they spend 

lot of time in trying to establish a superior brand image as compared with competitors. The strength of 

brands lies in creating a superior product and packaging, ensuring availability of the product with regular 

services without any problem. 

  

2. Global Markets: 

 

The companies selling goods and services in global marketplace needs to be careful while taking decision 

and face challenge from different companies. The company which wants to enter any country must 

decide, which countries to enter; how to enter each (as an exporter, licenser, joint venture partner, 

contract manufacturer, or solo manufacturer) how to adopt product and service features of each 

country; to know that pricing strategy is different for different countries; and how to communicate to fit 

different cultures. 

 

The various decisions are made on the basis of different requirements for buying, negotiating, and 

disposing of property; different culture, language, and legal and political and currencies that might 

fluctuate in value. 

 

3. Business Markets: 

 

The buyers in business markets are well trained, well-informed and skilled professional buyers who are 

competent of making an evaluation of competitive offerings made by the sellers. Business buyers buy 

goods for making and reselling a product to others by booking profit. Marketers must show that how 

their products would help buyers to achieve revenue at a lower costs. 

 

4. Non-profit and Governmental Markets: 

  

Companies selling to non-profit organizations such as universities, churches, and charitable 

organizations and government agencies need to price their product or service carefully, as these buyers 

have limited purchasing power. Lower selling prices may affect the features and quality that seller may 

offer to non-profit and governmental markets. 

 

What is Market – 8 Important Features 
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1. In a narrow sense, market refers to a particular place whereas in a wider sense any convenient place, 

region, state, nation and world can be considered as market. 

 

2. Buyers (demand) and sellers (supply) are the two sides of the market. 

 

3. The needs of the people, their capacity to spend money, their willingness to part with money, and the 

availability of goods and services are the requirements of the market. 

 

4. The meeting of minds is more important than face-to-face meeting, in order to create a market. The 

transaction can be completed either personally or through agents and through modern communication 

facilities like fax and Internet. 

 

5. In the free market system, price is determined by interaction of forces of demand and supply. 

 

  

6. Factors affecting the exchange process are- (a) Demand and supply, (b) Price, (c) Market information 

with sellers and buyers, (d) Legal control and regulations to ensure fair price. 

 

7. Feedback information points out buyers’ post-purchase experience. If buyers’ expectations are 

fulfilled, seller will get repeated orders. If dissatisfied, buyers will switch to rival brands. 

 

8. Under market driven approach, consumer service and satisfaction become the focus around which 

entire enterprise is centred and through demand satisfaction, profit is made even against keen 

competition. 

 

What is Market – 11 Main Characteristics of Organised Markets 

The characteristics of all organised markets are as follows: 

 

(1) Convenient central meeting place for buyers and sellers. 

 

(2) Best facilities for establishing close and continuous contact or interaction between total demand and 

total supply—present and potential both. 

 

  

(3) Very sensitive price registering device. 

 

(4) All business governed by rules and regulations which are strictly enforced by the exchange 

authorities. 
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(5) Usually, the exchange enjoys informal autonomy and is a self-disciplined, self-administered and self-

regulated autonomous body. However, at present we have special legislation to control the activities of 

these organised markets. 

 

(6) There is perfect freedom and free competition between buyers and sellers. The forward markets for 

commodities are also called two-way auction markets. Open public outcry gives offers and bids by 

sellers and buyers. They also use finger Signals and symbols to declare their prices and amounts and 

show whether they are buying or selling. Other mechanical devices like Ticker Tapes are also used for 

announcing prices. 

 

(7) Each forward market has a clearing house organisation to facilitate clearing of all dealings and their 

due settlement. The clearing house guarantees payment of dues and taking and giving of delivery of 

commodities during the settlement period. 

 

(8) Margin system is common for forward dealings. Each member has to keep a prescribed deposit in 

cash as a margin with the clearing house. The margin deposit regulates the volume of speculation 

automatically. A higher margin, e.g. 50%, will considerably reduce the volume of speculation. 

 

  

(9) An organised market also acts as a clearing house of market information, i.e., collection of all facts 

and figures relating to vital aspects of marketing and regular publicity of all relevant statistical 

information which helps businessmen to estimate and forecast price trends, changes in demand and 

supply. Constant price quotation service enables people to make their purchases and sales with 

certainty and confidence. 

 

(10) A forward market also acts as a price barometer and fulfils all the requirements of a perfect 

market. 

 

(11) Speculative trading is a necessary and vital part of any broad and stable commodity market. 

Speculation is an integral part of the market mechanism in commodity exchange. 

 

Unorganised Market: 

 

It has no code of rules and regulations governing buying/selling, trade practices, and market charges. 

The functionaries are not licensed. There is no standing machinery for settlement of disputes. There is 

no central body to manage the market and supervise the dealers and agents doing their business. It has 

no legal status. It cannot offer justice and safety to buyers and sellers or assure fair trading. Unorganised 

market is also called unregulated market. 
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What is Market – Classification: On the Basis of Geography, Importance, Business, Economy, Time and 

Nature of Goods 

Markets can be classified in several ways from different approaches. 

 

1. On Geographic or Area Basis: 

From the stand point of geographical area, markets are divided into: 

 

i. Local Markets, 

 

ii. National Market, and 

 

iii. International Market. 

 

i. Local Market – These markets relate to a particular locality. In the case of these markets, commodities 

are sold within geographical limits. Such commodities are difficult to be sold outside local limits. 

Generally, commodities which are heavy and perishable have local markets. For example bricks, 

vegetables, fruits, milk etc., have local markets. 

 

ii. National Market – The growth of industries has widened the scope of market on national level. With 

the growth of transportation and communication, most of the goods are marketed at national level. 

 

iii. International Market – These are known as foreign markets where goods are sold beyond national 

boundaries. With the growth of transportation and communication systems, a number of products have 

acquired an international level. 

 

2. On the Basis of Importance: 

On the basis of importance markets may be divided into: 

 

i. Primary Market, 

 

ii. Secondary Market 

 

iii. Terminal Market. 

 

i. Primary Markets – In primary markets, primary producers of agricultural products or manufactured 

goods sell to wholesalers, who assemble the goods from different sources of production. These markets 

are generally found in villages. 
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ii. Secondary Markets – In the secondary markets, wholesalers sell the goods to retailers for further 

selling. Semi-processed and Semi manufactured goods are generally sold and purchased in secondary 

markets E.g. – Yarn market. 

 

iii. Terminal Market – It is the market where final products are sold to final consumers i.e., consumers 

purchase goods in the terminal markets from the retailers. 

 

3. On the Basis of Business: 

On the basis of volume of business, the market may be divided into: 

 

i. Wholesale Market, 

 

ii. Retail Market. 

 

i. Wholesale Market – In wholesale market goods are bought and sold in huge quantities. In these 

markets sellers are wholesalers and the buyers are retailers. Wholesalers purchase goods in bulk 

quantities and sell the same to retailers in small quantities. 

 

ii. Retail Market – In this market retailers who purchase goods from wholesalers, sell to ultimate 

consumers in individual units i.e., Very small quantities. 

 

4. On Economic Basis: 

In economics, markets are classified into: 

 

i. Perfect Market 

 

ii. Imperfect Market. 

 

i. Perfect Market – In perfect market there will be perfect competition between buyers and sellers who 

have full knowledge of other buyers and sellers. Due to this only one price will prevail in the market for 

the commodity. 

 

The following are the essential features of perfect market: 

 

a. Group of buyers and sellers. 

 

b. Effective competition between buyers and sellers. 
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c. One price for the commodity throughout the market. 

 

ii. Imperfect Market – Imperfect market is a market which is not a perfect market. In this market we find 

some kind of maladjustment in demand and supply; buyers and sellers have no knowledge of other 

buyers and sellers. 

 

5. On Time Basis: 

On the basis of time markets may be classified into: 

 

i. Very Short Period Markets, 

 

ii. Short Period Markets, and 

 

iii. Long Period Markets. 

 

i. Very Short Period Markets – It refers to markets which exist for a very short period, normally a day. 

Such markets generally sell fruits, flowers, vegetables, milk etc. 

 

ii. Short Period Markets – These markets include weekly markets held in villages. Fairs are also included 

in this category. 

 

iii. Long Period Markets – Durable goods are purchased and sold in long period markets. In these 

markets goods may be held for a long period without any deterioration in quality. 

 

6. On the Basis of Nature of Goods: 

On the basis of the nature of goods that are purchased and sold, markets may be divided into: 

 

i. Commodity Markets, 

 

ii. Capital Markets, 

 

iii. Foreign Exchange Markets. 

 

i. Commodity Markets – These markets deal in different commodities. Consumer goods are purchased 

by ultimate consumers and industrial goods are purchased by manufacturers. 

 

ii. Capital Markets – These include money markets, stock markets etc. In money markets borrowing and 

lending take place. In stock market shares, debentures, bonds etc., are bought and sold. 
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iii. Foreign Exchange Markets – Foreign exchange markets deal in currencies of different foreign 

countries. These markets arrange foreign currencies to make payments for the imports from other 

countries. They convert home currency into currencies of foreign countries. 

 

What is Market – 4 Important Types: Consumer, Business, International, Non-Profit and Governmental 

Markets 

Markets can be classified on the basis of the product itself, or on the basis of the end- consumer, or 

both. 

 

The market is most commonly classified as following: 

 

(1) Consumer Markets: 

 

Consumer markets are the markets for products and services like Car, LCD TV, Refrigerators, Toothpaste, 

Ice Cream, Apparels and Air travel bought by individuals for their own or family use. In the consumer 

market, companies try to identify and meet the needs of the consumer through their product and 

service offering. 

 

Additionally, they try to position the products into the consumers mind for better awareness and 

purchases. In the last few years, products like deodorants, hand-wash, dish-wash etc. have emerged as a 

new category under Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG). 

 

Consumer markets can be classified in five ways: 

 

1. Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) 

 

2. Consumer Durables 

 

3. Soft Goods 

 

4. Yellow Goods 

 

5. Services 

 

(2) Business Markets: 

 

In Business market, the buying and selling takes place among businesses. It includes profit as well as not 

for profit businesses, government agencies (Local, State and National) and institutions (Schools, 
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Hospitals). The business buying is quite different from consumer buying, as the buyers are well informed 

and a professional approach is taken up, while taking purchase decisions. 

 

Business markets include the finished goods like PCs, office furniture, raw materials and components 

like steel, paint, timber, plastics, steering and services like security, courier, accounting and legal 

services. With respect to the consumer market, the buyers and sellers in the business market are 

relatively small in number. 

 

Most of the times, the products and services are similar in the consumer markets and business markets 

like a fan or a TV or a courier service. The classification of the market depends upon the usage by the 

consumer or the business entity. 

 

A fan or a TV bought by a customer for his home use is a part of the consumer market, while the same 

brand of Fan or TV becomes a part of the business market, if it is bought by a hotel or by an educational 

institution. 

 

(3) International Markets: 

 

Markets are not restricted within the borders. Now it is difficult to find a leading company not having 

international market. Maruti Suzuki sells more cars in India than its own domestic marketing Japan. Tata 

Group has the largest number of employees in the manufacturing sector in England than any English 

Company. 

 

Opportunities in these markets bring more challenges also. A company needs to take decisions not only 

on the front of country selection, but also needs to adapt products and services to the respective 

country. The difference in currency, culture, language, legal and political conditions bring far more 

challenges than the domestic market. 

 

(4) Non-Profit and Governmental Markets: 

 

Non-profit and Governmental markets pose a pricing challenge to the company. Most of the time pricing 

plays a crucial role in purchase decisions. Generally government purchasing is done through tenders, 

where bids are invited from different companies. The lowest bidder gets the order. That’s why pricing 

needs a careful consideration in these cases. Similarly, non-profit organisations also have limited 

purchasing power, which again calls for better pricing from the companies. 
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What is Market – Structure and Forces 

Defining the market is a fundamental but tricky marketing challenge- Too narrowly — the firm risks 

being blindsided by competitors; too broadly — the firm will not allocate resources effectively. 

 

The firm must also understand the markets evolutionary patterns, and the forces driving this process. 

Because most forces are external, the firm embracing an external orientation generally understands 

markets better than firms with internal orientations. 

 

Each aspect provides a different window on the market. Together, these aspects lay the foundation for 

developing market strategy by anticipating market change. This foundation also helps identify, size new 

opportunities. 

 

When seeking market insight via these four aspects, the firm must keep two things squarely in mind: 

 

i. State of nature — aka current market factors. Examples- What competitors does the firm face today? 

How many baby boomers are in its target market? 

 

ii. Trends — evolutionary patterns. Examples- What additional direct competitors will appear in two 

years? How will demographic changes affect the market? 

 

Good market insight can put the firm ahead of competitors. Market insight provides the basis for 

securing differential advantage in the quest to attract, retain, grow customers. 

 

Market Structure: 

We use three separate concepts to describe market structure- the market; products/services serving the 

market; the firm’s products/services. 

 

The concepts are: 

 

i. The Market: 

 

Markets comprise customers — people, organizations — who require products/services to satisfy needs. 

Basic customer needs — food, clothing, shelter — are enduring; many offerings satisfy these needs. 

Other needs — entertainment, travel — are more transitory. Of course, to be in the market, customers 

must possess sufficient interest, purchasing power to buy what firms are offering. 

 

The concept of a market is slippery because we can identify markets at several different levels. The 

transportation market concerns the basic need to move people/things from point A to point B. In turn, 
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the passenger transportation market comprises several more narrowly defined markets — ground, air, 

water. 

 

More narrowly, we can define the automobile market; even more narrowly still are markets for 

particular types of automobiles — SUVs, hybrids, electric cars. Good market definition — fusing cricket 

with entertainment —drove IPL’s success. 

 

When defining a market, its best to start broad, then focus as necessary. This approach ensures against 

marketing myopia — the risk of defining a market too narrowly, because of biases or insufficient data. 

Conversely, a broad definition provides greater scope in searching for opportunities. 

 

ii. Products Serving the Market: 

 

Both the firm and competitors provide products/ services to serve market needs. A useful 

categorization- Product class, product form, product line, product item. These distinctions help identify 

opportunities, and emerging competitors. 

 

a. Product Class: 

 

Group of products offered by competing firms; they serve a subset of customer needs in a roughly 

similar manner. Examples in consumer entertainment- Home video, live music, movies, television, 

theater. Each product class provides distinct customer benefits/values. 

 

b. Product Form: 

 

Several product forms comprise each product class. Examples in the movies product class- Comedy, 

science fiction, romance, action/ adventure, horror. Generally, individual products within a single 

product form are more similar to each other than to individual products in different product forms. 

Competition is typically more intense among product forms than among product classes. 

 

Product classes and product forms provide a useful framework for thinking about markets, but things 

are not always straightforward. Competitive changes/ technological evolution often blur product-class/ 

product-form boundaries. Example- In the entertainment market, Netflix changed movie-rental 

dynamics by introducing online ordering, home delivery; streaming video caused another market 

change. 

 

iii. Firm Products: 
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Product classes/product forms embrace products from all competitors. Some firms offer products in 

multiple product classes; other firms specialize in just one or two product forms. When we consider 

individual firms, we speak of product lines and product items. 

 

i. Product line — a group of related products. 

 

ii. Product item — a subset of the product line. A product item is uniquely identified — specific size, 

color — often termed a stock-keeping unit (sku). 

 

Factors Affecting Market Size: 

 

Current and potential market sizes are important for evaluating opportunities. Since B2C market 

demand drives B2B market demand, we focus on key indicators of B2C market size. 

 

i. Population Size: 

 

World population exceeds 7 billion. Increasing by 200,000 daily, population will exceed 8 billion by 2030. 

Population is unevenly distributed across nations- On the high end, China — 1.3 billion, India — 1.2 

billion; on the low end- Tuvalu — 10,000, Nauru — 9,000. Population growth rates differ across nations 

— generally low in developed countries, higher in less-developed countries. 

 

ii. Population Mix: 

 

In many developed countries, immigration drives population-mix changes. Of the world’s 200 million 

immigrants (foreign-born residents), the U.S. leads with 35 million. Other countries with large immigrant 

populations — Russia (13 million); Germany, Ukraine (7 million); France, India, Canada (6 million); Saudi 

Arabia (5 million). 

 

Most labor migration — legal, illegal — is from less-developed countries to more-developed countries. 

Reduced mobility barriers — European Union (EU) — increase population shifts. The long-standing 

pattern of Asian workers in Middle Eastern countries continues apace. In recent years. Middle Eastern 

conflicts have caused EU immigration to spike. Foreign workers have a major impact on home-country 

economies via remittances. 

 

iii. Domestic Population Shifts: 

 

Generally, as national is income grows, people leave rural areas for towns/cities. Then urban areas 

become overcrowded- Mumbai (India) — 14 million; Sao Paulo (Brazil) — 11 million. China predicts 500 
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million people will move from rural to urban areas by 2050. In advanced economies, people also move 

from cities to rural areas and follow the sun to warmer climates. 

 

iv. Income, Income Distribution: 

 

For many years, the U.S. was the world’s richest country in per capita income. Today, Qatar, 

Luxembourg, Singapore, Norway, UAE surpass the U.S. Economic development/demographic changes 

are shifting opportunities from traditional markets to emerging markets. Especially important growing 

markets are BRICI countries — Brazil, Russia, India, China, Indonesia. 

 

v. Age Distribution: 

 

Age distribution shifts have enormous implications for B2C marketers. Example- Large numbers of 

retirement-age consumers (baby boomers) are active; have significant discretionary income; are 

sophisticated buyers. Cruises, assisted- living facilities are growth markets. 

 

By contrast, countries with median ages in (and below) the mid-20s — Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico — offer 

opportunities for Coke, Pepsi, KFC, McDonald’s, and other marketers whose products appeal to younger 

consumers. 

 

Market, Sales Potentials, Forecasts: 

 

A key firm challenge is translating market insight into market demand measures. Reflecting the state of 

nature and trends distinction, two concepts — potentials, forecasts — are key for understanding market 

demand and firm sales. Unfortunately, these terms confuse many managers. 

 

Potential embraces having a capability/future-state view of products/markets: 

 

i. Market potential — what total market sales could become. 

 

ii. Sales potential — what firm sales could become. 

 

By contrast, forecast concerns expectations: 

 

i. Forecast market size — expected market sales in a given time period. 

 

ii. Sales forecast — expected firm sales in a given time period. 
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Industry Forces: 

Some forces affect the firm specifically; others may impact the entire industry — fuel prices for airlines. 

Strong industry forces may drive profitability downward for all players — worldwide paper industry. 

 

The firm must develop a good understanding of these forces, and their implications: 

 

a. Current Direct Competitors: 

 

The firm’s current direct competitors offer customers similar benefits/values with similar products, 

technology, business models. Current direct competitors are the competitive status quo, traditional 

rivalry between established players. In banking, domestic rivals include State Bank of India (SNI), 

Citibank, ICICI, Yes Bank. 

 

Typically, managers in rival firms know these competitors well. They have good insight into 

strengths/weaknesses, and likely strategic moves. They may even have worked for them! 

 

Current direct competitors come in several forms: 

 

i. Traditional: 

 

These competitors fight according to established rules of the game. In mature markets, one firm rarely 

gains advantage quickly; rather, improved positions typically result from long-run sustained effort. 

Establishing differential advantage is difficult. Globalization, industry concentration affect direct 

competition in many markets. 

 

ii. Acquisition, Divestiture: 

 

Suppose a direct competitor or an industry outsider acquires a rival — independent firm or via a 

divestiture. The competitor has changed- Objectives, strategy, action programs, resources are likely all 

different. 

 

iii. Merger: 

 

Two entities combine as equal partners to create a stronger firm. By pooling strengths/ mitigating 

weaknesses, the new entity may be a tougher competitor; capabilities outstrip either former firm. 

 

iv. Private Equity: 
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Hedge funds borrow extensively to acquire firms/businesses. The resulting heavy debt-reduction focus 

often makes these entities more nimble, tougher competitors. 

 

b. New Direct Entrants: 

 

These firms offer products/services similar to the firm, but were previously not competitors. 

 

Barriers to entry hinder market entry, but new direct entrants can emerge from many sources: 

 

i. Firm Employees: 

 

It is a significant competitive threat in some industries. Employees may develop new business 

ideas/technologies the firm chooses not to fund; they resign to pursue them. Famously, several former 

Fairchild Semiconductor employees founded Intel. This competitive form is greatest when the firms core 

asset is intellectual capital held by employees — technology, advertising, consulting, financial services. 

 

ii. Geographic Expansion: 

 

It is often profitable, well-capitalized firms from a different geography — Asian firms entering U.S., 

European markets. These competitors have solid strengths/cost advantages, but lack market knowledge, 

customer relationships. They may use superior cost positions to support low-price strategies and 

aggressively seek market share. 

 

iii. Networks: 

 

It is a group of firms/individuals using their combined talents/resources to collaborate. Networks are 

very flexible, changing composition as requirements evolve. 

 

iv. New Sales, Distribution Channels: 

 

This can pose significant challenges to traditional players, like the Internet. Strong firms that add 

channels also heighten competition. 

 

v. Start-up Entry: 

 

It has flexibility, unencumbered by the status quo. Flexibility and talent can make startups potent 

competitors; incumbent may suffer from overhead allocations, old facilities, old technology, old 

processes. Successful startups include Indigo. 
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vi. Strategic Alliances: 

 

Lacking critical assets like capital, skills, technology, market access; one firm may pool resources with 

another firm. The new entity is stronger than either firm separately. 

 

c. Indirect Competitors: 

 

Indirect competitors offer customers similar benefits/ values as the firm, but provide them in 

significantly different ways. These functional substitutes often appear as different product 

forms/product classes. Examples- Taxi firms — Uber, Ola; hotels — Airbnb; digital imaging — Xerox; 

supermarkets — Amazon, Flipkart; steel — high-performance plastics. 

 

d. Suppliers: 

 

Suppliers provide firm inputs. Typically, supplier pressure on the firm increases as importance increases 

— providing a critical capability, large percentage of purchases. Supplier pressure may also arise if its 

brand is attractive to firm customers. Example- PC buyers value Intel Inside. 

 

PC manufacturers feel pressure from Intel; Intel commands high prices. Pressure is strongest when the 

supplier is a monopoly — local telephone firms, government services, railroads. Sometimes several 

suppliers form cartels — oil (OPEC), diamonds (De Beers) — to manage production levels, prices. 

 

The most severe supplier threat is forward integration — the supplier becomes a direct competitor by 

conducting operations the firm currently performs. Example- Outsourcing manufacturers in less- 

developed countries that supply U.S., European firms; they may develop the skills for future forward 

integration. 

 

e. Buyers: 

 

Buyers purchase firm products/services. Buyer pressure typically increases as market share increases. 

Firm profit margins shrink when powerful customers demand price discounts, expensive services. 

 

Example- Wal-Mart demands (and receives) many supplier concessions. The most severe buyer threat is 

backward integration; the buyer becomes a new direct competitor by conducting operations the firm 

currently performs. 

 

Environmental Forces: 
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Environmental forces affect the firm and other industry participants. The PESTLE forces are— political, 

economic, socio-cultural, technological, legal/regulatory, environmental (physical) — and industry forces 

impact the firm. 

 

These are explained as under: 

 

1. Political: 

 

Governments set the frameworks for regulators to develop rules for business. Typically, governments 

intervene in economies via fiscal, monetary policy. Governments pursue political ends; encourage 

investment; seek to enhance consumer welfare by creating a level playing field. 

 

In recent years, many national governments realized that regulations designed to protect consumers 

actually lock in competitive structures, restrict competitive entry, stifle innovation— contrary to 

intended results. Deregulation/regulation (reregulation) is a continuing political tug-of-war. 

 

2. Economic: 

 

A country’s economic well-being strongly influences market demand. High inflation, high/rising interest 

rates, falling share prices, depreciating currency point to an unhealthy economy. High inflation rates are 

generally a negative indicator, but very low/ below zero inflation rates are also negative. Because 

expectations influence spending patterns, evaluating direction/rate of change of economic indicators is 

crucial. 

 

3. Socio-Cultural: 

 

Culture is the distinctive customs, achievements, products, and outlook of a society or group; the way of 

life of a society or group. People learn culture early in life, largely from family, school, religious 

institutions. Cultural norms are resistant to change, but do evolve. 

 

Cultural Groups: 

 

A cultural group may inhabit a nation-state — Brazil, Iran; geographic region within a nation, like Tamil 

— south India, Punjabi — north India; or a multinational region — Latin America, Southeast Asia. A 

cultural group may also comprise a people, regardless of geographic location — Armenian, Indian, 

Jewish, Kurdish diasporas. 
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A cultural group may comprise different subcultures, each reflecting both group culture and subcultural 

elements. Hence, in India, different Hindu castes represent different subcultures. Religious, gender, 

ethnic groups each represent different market opportunities. 

 

Localization, Globalization: 

 

An important contemporary cultural issue is the tension between localization and globalization. Many 

individuals/groups resist globalization; they also resist U.S., Western influence in particular. Global/local 

trends have a profound impact on firm actions, performance. 

 

4. Technological: 

 

Since World War II, technological innovation has produced many products/services we now take for 

granted. These innovations changed individual, household, organizational life; restructured industries; 

continue to drive economic growth, as the pace of technological change continues to accelerate. 

 

In the 20 years 1970-1990, six product classes in consumer electronics achieved mass acceptance — 

video recorders, video cameras, videogame consoles, CD players, telephone answering machines, 

cordless telephones. 

 

Since 1990, digitization and the Internet have launched entire new industries; today, companies 

compete in different ways, offering previously unimaginable customer benefits/values. 

 

Two categories of technological change: 

 

i. Sustaining technologies are often incremental- They improve performance for existing/traditional 

products on dimensions current customers’ value. Examples- Cordless vacuum cleaners, power drills. 

 

ii. Disruptive technologies bring new, very different benefits/values. They change customer behavior; 

new products/applications attract new-to-the- market customers. Disruptive technologies spawn 

products that threaten, and change, entire industries. 

 

When disruptive technology becomes mainstream, it threatens old technology firms that do not adapt. 

Examples- the Internet, streaming video. 
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5. Legal/Regulatory: 

 

The legal framework (LF) establishes the rules for business. LF aims to protect societal interests, regulate 

market power, hinder collusion/stop deceptive practices. LFs differ across countries, but generally 

govern mergers, acquisitions, capital movements, consumer protection, and employment conditions. In 

India, powerful regulatory bodies — CAG, ECI, IRDA, SEBI, TRAI — enact rules embodying legislation. 

 

The U.S. and EU countries have well-developed legal systems; by contrast, poorly 

developed/implemented systems of commercial law in other countries cause major problems for foreign 

firms — copyright infringements, patents, trademarks. 

 

6. Environmental (Physical): 

 

Natural and man-made forces coexist in an uneasy equilibrium. Global environmental forces- Hurricane 

Sandy – U.S.; tsunami – Japan; volcanic ash – Chile, Iceland; floods – Thailand; wildfires – Alberta 

(Canada) highlight the fragility of increasingly decentralized yet tightly integrated global supply chains. 

Production of many products, global commerce suffered from these events. 

 

Firms face increasing pressure from governments, environmentalists, advocacy groups, the public at 

large to provide increased transparency, and to assume greater environmental responsibility — 

products, packaging, production systems. Some firms have enacted green strategies. 

 

What is Market – Logistic Decisions 

Market logistics is where the management students are required to use the quantitative techniques 

learned while getting their management degrees. Most of the time, management students only look at 

the subject quantitative techniques as unnecessary trouble and even the teachers teaching it also are 

not aware where it is useful. 

 

Market logistics talk in terms of where the inventory should be stored economically and how the cost of 

transportation can be reduced or the response time of order is reduced. 

 

1. Order Processing: 

Order processing is a very important part in selling. If order is not processed in time it can become 

invalid and the customer may refuse to accept it. If the orders are processed late on continuous basis 

the supplier may get black listed and will stop getting orders. 

 

Delayed order processing can stop production at the customer level and lead to losses for the customer; 

these losses may be recovered by the customer from the supplier by deducting amount equal to the 

losses from the payments. 
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In Industrial sales order processing is very important as in Industrial sales the people involved are 

different at every level as follows: 

 

i. Indent- Store keeper/production planner 

 

ii. Purchase manager- Solicitation of the suppliers 

 

iii. Decision Making Unit (DMU)/Buying Centers- Order specification, price and conditions negotiation, 

scheduling and confirmation 

 

iv. Receipt of order- Sales staff of supplier collects purchase order (PO) with all details from the 

purchaser/customer 

 

v. Order supply- Supplier’s production unit 

 

vi. Receipt of product- Store at customer production unit 

 

vii. Inspection- Quality inspectors at customer production unit 

 

viii. Payment- Customers’ accounts/finance department 

 

Since all the people are different, the sales staff at supplier must process the order properly to ensure 

that the production people understand the quality specifications and scheduling properly and make the 

bill as per the order and supply exactly as per the schedule. Any mistake can lead to disputes and loss of 

customers. 

 

Order processing in consumer sales also leads to lot of disputes. Basically these disputes arise from sales 

officers giving tall promises to the customers while booking the order and being unable to fulfill them. 

 

Many times, the problem starts with sales officers giving promises casually and forgetting to inform the 

distributor about it. When the distributor goes for supplying the order, the retailer refuses to accept 

unless the promise given by the sales officer is fulfilled. 

 

Instead of accepting the fault, the sales officers deny having given the promise. Sometimes, the sales 

officer is unaware of the exact stock position with the distributor and gives promises based on imaginary 

stock positions and this leads to disputes. Sometimes, it is a deliberate attempt by the distributor to get 

additional benefits from the manufacturer. 
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2. Warehousing: 

Warehousing is a major area of importance for a marketing manager. Having warehouses at the right 

locations help the marketing manager in many ways, some of which can be listed as follows. 

 

i. Reduces the Response Time to Customer Order: 

 

As the product inventory is located nearer to the customer, it can be supplied to him faster. The 

inventory in warehouses is most of the time excise cleared so the time consumed in excise clearance is 

also not lost in supplying the orders to the customers. 

 

ii. Reduces Cost of Transport: 

 

Goods can be transported in wagon/truck loads to the warehouses in contracted carriers at much lower 

rates than hiring trucks every now and then. Goods then can be forwarded to various customers in 

smaller tempos/trucks as required, saving lot of cost of transportation. 

 

iii. Reduces Transport/Transit Damages: 

 

Supplying smaller quantity in large trucks is very expensive and not safe. Even if you book the truck 

paying full load, the transporter is bound to load other goods in the empty area of the truck. These other 

goods can damage your products. E.g If the transporter loads agarbatties (incense sticks) in a truck 

carrying biscuits, the biscuits will catch the smell and become unpalatable. 

 

In some cases, the transporter carries the small load in his truck and then transships it to another at 

some point. The consignment can lie in wait for many days for another truck to pick it up for further 

journey delaying the delivery and also damaging the quality of goods. 

 

E.g. A major transporter very famous in Karnataka, having depots in all towns in Karnataka picks up 

consignments to be delivered in any part of Karnataka at much cheaper rates than other transporters 

who carry the consignment from Mumbai in trucks with Maharashtra number plates up to Hubali. 

 

These trucks dump the stock at Hubali and then are carried forward by Karnataka trucks depending on 

the load they get, so the consignments to say Karwar from Mumbai may take many days to reach even 

when it has reached Hubali next day. 

 

Marketing manager has following choices in warehousing: 

 

(a) Own Warehouse: 
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In this case the organization either purchases a warehouse or rents one and appoints own staff to 

maintain the warehouse. These arrangements have many difficulties. For e.g. – 

 

i. Large warehouse space leads to large investment. 

 

ii. Space requirements are not always steady and sometimes in emergency, additional warehousing 

space may be required and arranging it can be difficult and costly. 

 

iii. Honest staff is required to ensure there is no stock pilferage and damages due to mishandling. To hire 

good staff, higher cost is involved. 

 

(b) Rented Warehouse through Warehousing Agent: 

 

Rented warehouse through warehousing agent is one option that is cost effective but warehousing 

agent takes responsibility of safe keeping of stock and gives no service. 

 

(c) Clearing Forwarding Agent (CFA): 

 

This is the best option as it does not involve any investment and CFA gives all the service to the 

manufacturer. Choice and training of CFA staff is very important to get better quality and efficient 

service. 

 

With CFA as a choice, manufacturer can have as many CFAs as required in all corners of the country and 

ensure that the orders are supplied quickly and at low cost of transportation. In FMCG with many 

products and production centers it is useful to go in for Mother Depot arrangements that can reduce 

transportation and inventory costs further. 

 

3. Inventory: 

Inventory is very sensitive matter. Not having adequate inventory can lead to loss of selling opportunity. 

At the same time, having more inventory can lead to additional cost of selling. Marketing manager 

needs to have a proper balance in the inventory holding so that there is no loss of business and also no 

unnecessary inventory costs. 

 

Most of the marketing managers rely on sales forecasting done by the sales team to decide on the 

inventory and production planning. 

 

Professional organizations have a system of preparing forward forecast that helps production planning 

and also the inventory control. There is system of deciding inventory based on the estimated sales in the 
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coming months. Most of the organizations have a rule of keeping 15 to 20 days inventory at the nearest 

warehouse for every sales area. 

 

The quantity is decided on the basis of average sales of the area or the forecast for the coming month 

and the promotional plans decided by marketing department for the coming month. 

 

This ensures adequate inventory at every warehouse and there is unnecessary inventory leading to extra 

cost to the organization. The only problem found in this system is if the sales manager of the area is not 

properly trained or is inefficient he falls short of his requirements or holds high inventory unnecessarily 

because of his wrong forecasting. 

 

Forward forecast should give correct forecast of the coming month (sacrosanct) and variations in next 

two month should not be more that 5%. Variation in the third month can be between 5-10%. Table 3.1 

shows forward forecast. 

 

Cost of inventory can also be reduced by shifting the cost of inventory on the channel partners. This way 

one can ensure that the market never starves for want of inventory and also, the channel partner is 

always forced to push the product for achieving rotation of the investment. The additional 

margin/commission required to be paid to the channel partner is much lower than the inventory 

carrying cost of the manufacturer. 

 

What is Market – Identification and Analysis 

Identifying Market Opportunities: 

 

The firm with a comparatively small market share but a good product may find its greatest opportunity 

among organizations which have a need for its products and services but are not presently customers. 

 

For many companies the most fruitful search effort is that for needs they are not presently meeting but 

have the requisite technical capacity to satisfy. This is the type of search required by a strategy for 

growth based on new-product development and expansion into previously untapped markets. 

 

Finding New Buyers in Existing Markets: 

 

Identifying new customers for current applications of a company’s existing product line usually proceeds 

in two phases. The first is classifying present customers by S.I.C. This provides a list of market segments 

for which a considerable amount of secondary data is available. 
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The second phase consists of developing an enumeration of the firms in each segment and comparing 

this list with the company’s customer list. This provides a positive identification of the noncustomer 

firms in each market segment. 

 

Classifying Customers: 

 

Customers can be readily segregated on the basis of four-digit S.I.C. classes by ascertaining the primary 

product or type of operation of each and matching this characteristic with the appropriate industry 

definition. A partial list of customers segregated by S.I.C. is shown in Figure 8-5. 

 

 

1.Identifying Noncustomers: 

 

Every state has an industrial directory of some description published privately or by a department of the 

state government. These directories provide a complete census of commercial and industrial firms doing 

business in the state, identifying them by name and location. 

 

A number of directories list firms by four-digit S.I.C. industries. Many which do not follow S.I.C. 

definitions list each firm twice- by product produced or handled—usually in a “Buyers Guide” section; 

and again under city of location. 

 

The manufacturer whose customers are classified by S.I.C. or by product categories—if the appropriate 

state directories are not based on S.I.C.—can match his customer list against the list of firms in the 

appropriate state directories, category by category. Firms included in an industrial directory in every 

category in which a manufacturer has customers, but are not included in his list of customers represent 

potential new customers. 

 

Suppose, for example, that an East Coast manufacturer of paints and varnishes wishes to know how 

many furniture manufacturers in the state of North Carolina are not among his customers. If the firm’s 

customers are already classified by S.I.C., reference to County Business Patterns would disclose 579 

manufacturers of furniture and fixtures (S.I.C. 25) in the state in 1971. 

 

In order for this manufacturer to determine how many furniture accounts in North Carolina he has been 

failing to sell, he simply needs to compare the number of present customers in S.I.C. 25 in North 

Carolina with the number of “reporting units” in this classification in the state. There may or may not be 

good reasons for a discrepancy between the two lists; but any substantial discrepancy may well 

represent untapped market opportunity. 
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The names and addresses of manufacturers missing from the firm’s customer list in North Carolina can 

be obtained from the North Carolina Directory of Manufacturing Firms. Like a number of other state 

directories, entries in this directory are listed alphabetically, by four- digit S.I.C. number, and 

alphabetically by county. 

 

In addition to state industrial directories, the Dun and Bradstreet Reference Book, which gives a nearly 

complete listing of all businesses and is based on the S.I.C., is compiled for every community in the 

nation. Current editions of the Reference Books, however, are available only to subscribers of the Dun 

and Bradstreet rating service. 

 

Listings of a particular kind of business in a given area sometimes may also be secured from mailing-list 

houses, the research departments of newspapers serving the area, local chambers of commerce, or 

business associations. These sources are often able to supply specialized and detailed directories for 

their immediate locality. Membership lists of national trade associations—when they can be obtained—

and telephone directories can be useful in pinpointing prospects. 

 

Identifying Untapped Markets: 

 

An untapped market might be one of two types: an industry in which a manufacturer discovers new 

applications for his existing products, or an industry in which needs are found which require products of 

novel design and function which he is capable of developing. Both types of opportunity can be identified 

in much the same way—with an investigation of all S.I.C. categories for clues to needs the company 

might be able to satisfy. 

 

If such an investigation is to be performed effectively, a great deal of technical knowledge and a broad 

understanding of manufacturing processes is usually required. Even large firms often draw upon the 

services of outside consultants for such work. 

 

Essentially, each four-digit classification is studied with two questions in mind: 

 

1. Could establishments making that kind of product or performing that kind of operation make use of 

any product or service this company could supply? 

 

2. Could this company perform any operation or function which establishments in this classification are 

performing better than they are doing it? 

 

While the answer to either question is rarely self-evident, it is often possible to eliminate industries in 

which a manufacturer is reasonably confident that the answer to both questions would be negative. 
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Obviously, if the answer to both questions is negative with respect to any given industry, that industry 

does not represent a prospective market and can be eliminated from further consideration. Those 

industries for which the answer to one or both questions is affirmative, or even a qualified affirmative, 

warrant further investigation, because they represent possible new markets. 

 

This type of investigation results in a list of industries (four-digit S.I.C.’s) which, because of the products 

each produces or the type of operation in which each is involved, need what the marketer can supply. 

The next step is an evaluation of each industry to determine which ones represent the greatest potential 

markets. 

 

Although the logical first step in market identification is the specification of need, companies often find 

themselves with products which they must decide to market, license, or abandon. 

 

Research and development efforts almost invariably produce unintended spin-off products, and by-

products are an inevitable consequence of many manufacturing processes. As a consequence, 

management must frequently find ways of making a quick assessment of the market for embryo 

products. 

 

Attempting to identify specific industries which have a need for such products is often premature 

because there may be considerable uncertainty regarding what the product can do. 

 

When Dow Chemical Company faced the question of what to do with 1, 1, 1 trichloro-ethane, a 

chemical co-product in the manufacture of Saran Wrap, it was decided to market it initially to Dow’s 

own customers. The chemical had the properties of a cold cleaning solvent with low toxicity and a high 

flashpoint. 

 

Since it was not known what additional uses the chemical might have, management wisely decided to 

let users of the chemical discover new applications for it. As a result of customer ingenuity, and R&D 

success in developing inhibitors to lower the chemical’s volatility and reduce its corrosiveness, 1, 1, 1 

trichloro-ethane inhibited soon became the “product with a thousand uses.” 

 

Applications were found in such widely differing industries as missile manufacturing, appliance making, 

chemical specialties, public utilities, pharmaceuticals, and printing. As suggestions from users led to 

the development by Dow of additional inhibitors, the use of 1,1,1 trichloro-ethane inhibited expanded 

from cold cleaning (a small market) to vapor degreasing (a relatively large market) and finally to 

chemical processing (a sizeable market)—far beyond anything initially envisaged by its developers. 

 

William H. Reynolds tells the story of the relatively sophisticated West Coast electronics firm which 

developed an electronic recording device with a visual output, something like an oscillograph. The 
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product differed only in degree from other, similar, products on the market but was more accurate, 

possessed certain other advantages, and was more expensive. 

 

Through its research the firm identified virtually every establishment in the nation which would have 

any conceivable use for the product. There was little reason to believe that many of them would find its 

increased accuracy or other advantages of much value. Serious consideration was given to dropping 

the product, but management finally decided to attempt to recover at least a part of its development 

cost. 

 

The product was advertised in media reaching the companies identified as the best prospects and 

salesmen made regular calls on these firms. As expected, sales were slow, but no one was particularly 

disappointed. 

 

But gradually inquiries began to drift in from companies not identified as having a need for the product. 

The tenor of the inquiries was, “We understand you have a thing that is accurate to four nines in 

measuring fluctuations of this particular type. We have used mechanical measuring instruments before 

because nothing electronic was stable enough. Could you send us specs?” 

 

Sales rose steadily. Customers suggested applications and the most unlikely industries found ways to use 

the product. The company began by seeking to win a small share of an existing market, but found itself 

dominating a new market larger than the one in which it had hoped to find a minor niche. 

 

The advertising this company now uses employs a variety of trade media and the principal message of 

its copy is almost, “To whom it may concern – we have this thing with these characteristics. Can you use 

it?” 

 

It eventually became a standing joke in the company to try to think of an industry with no conceivable 

use for this product and then attempt to sell it to them. Some outrageously facetious suggestions 

proved to be sound in practice. 

 

The moral of these two examples is that procedures and techniques should never be substituted for 

thinking. If the application of a product is clouded with uncertainty, or if one suspects that it might have 

hidden versatility, field testing is a logical first step in market identification. Even a fairly informal and 

unstructured field test should provide insights regarding application that will make subsequent analysis 

of S.I.C.’s much more meaningful. 
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Types of customers for events 

1.Loyal Customers 

 

Loyal customers make up the bedrock of any business. As the name implies, loyal customers are those 

who have made a commitment to your product or service. Even though they may comprise the smallest 

percentage of your overall consumer base, your loyal customers are also the most likely to generate the 

majority of your income. As an added bonus, they're far more likely to recommend your company to 

others. 

 

However, it's important not to make the mistake of taking loyal customers for granted — they're as 

likely as anyone else to move on to greener pastures if your business isn't meeting their needs and 

preferences. It's essential to keep this customer base involved, engaged, and feeling as if they're valued 

by your company. Consider adding reward programs and interactive social media to keep them coming 

back. 

 

2.Impulse Shoppers 

 

Impulse shoppers are those simply browsing products and services with no specific purchasing goal in 

place. This consumer segment generates significant revenue for most retailers. This type of consumer is 

usually receptive to upselling and has the potential to become a loyal customer if products and services 

meet or exceed their expectations and desires. 

 

3.Bargain Hunters 

 

Bargain hunters are seeking the best deal, period, and most likely won't be swayed by upselling 

techniques — in fact, this may cause them to move on. This type of customer has very little potential to 

become a loyal customer unless it's part of your business strategy to offer the lowest possible price 

points at all times. This customer also rarely, if ever, makes purchases on impulse. Advertising sales is 

the best way to appeal to those in this customer group. 

 

4.Wandering Consumers 

 

Wandering customers are somewhat related to impulse shoppers, but they're much less likely to make 

purchases. This type of customer is more prevalent in brick-and-mortar locations, but they do stumble 

into online retail venues on occasion. It's sometimes possible to make a sale to those just wandering 

through provided you can stimulate their interest, but keep in mind that many of them are simply 

attracted to the social interaction of shopping and have no intention of making a purchase. 
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5.Need-Based Customers 

 

As the name implies, need-based consumers are driven by the need for a specific product or service. 

Although these customers generally make purchases decisively and quickly once they find what they're 

seeking, they're easily lured away by competing businesses. However, they're frequently converted into 

loyal customers. They often have practical questions or concerns that can be addressed with a proactive 

social media presence.  

 

As you can see from these consumer buying behavior examples, different marketing approaches work 

better for different consumer groups. Today's businesses have more marketing options than any of their 

historical counterparts, but many are unsure of the best way to use these resources. You probably 

already know that it's important to understand the types of consumer markets as well as the types of 

online consumer behavior in order to craft an effective and profitable marketing strategy, but you may 

be struggling with how to put this into practice — and that's a perfectly normal response to the plethora 

of information and consumer behavior examples available to those trying to devise a customized 

marketing strategy. 

 

Taking the Guesswork Out of Modern Marketing 

Whether you’re new to marketing or an expert in your field, DemandJump can help you understand 

what is working with your digital marketing and content marketing efforts and where you can improve. 

The platform identifies consumer behavior patterns such as the search terms they're using and what 

other websites they've visited in their search for products and services. 

 

Getting content in front of your target audience throughout the buying journey is easier said than done. 

DemandJump's Consumer Insights platform informs every piece of your content marketing strategy. 

Where traditional content tools simply provide data, the DemandJump platform recommends specific 

content to write, providing rich content outlines for each recommendation, allowing marketers to create 

more valuable content while automating hours of keyword and SEO research - all the marketer has to do 

is input a topic. 

 

Market segmentation is a marketing term that refers to aggregating prospective buyers into groups or 

segments with common needs and who respond similarly to a marketing action. Market segmentation 

enables companies to target different categories of consumers who perceive the full value of certain 

products and services differently from one another. 

 

Market segmentation seeks to identify targeted groups of consumers to tailor products and branding in 

a way that is attractive to the group. 

Markets can be segmented in several ways such as geographically, demographically, or behaviorally. 
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Market segmentation helps companies minimize risk by figuring out which products are the most likely 

to earn a share of a target market and the best ways to market and deliver those products to the 

market. 

With risk minimized and clarity about the marketing and delivery of a product heightened, a company 

can then focus its resources on efforts likely to be the most profitable. 

Market segmentation is an extension of market research that seeks to identify targeted groups of 

consumers to tailor products and branding in a way that is attractive to the group. The objective of 

market segmentation is to minimize risk by determining which products have the best chances of 

gaining a share of a target market and determining the best way to deliver the products to the market. 

This allows the company to increase its overall efficiency by focusing limited resources on efforts that 

produce the best return on investment (ROI). 

 

Companies can segment markets in several ways: 

 

Geographically by region or area 

Demographically by age, gender, family size, income, or life cycle 

Psychographically by social class, lifestyle, or personality 

Behaviorally by benefit, use, or response 

The objective is to enable the company to differentiate its products or message according to the 

common dimensions of the market segment. 

 

 Market segmentation allows a company to increase its overall efficiency by focusing limited resources 

on efforts that produce the best return on investment (ROI). 

Examples of Market Segmentation 

Market segmentation is evident in the products, marketing, and advertising that people use every day. 

Auto manufacturers thrive on their ability to identify market segments correctly and create products 

and advertising campaigns that appeal to those segments. 

 

Cereal producers market actively to three or four market segments at a time, pushing traditional brands 

that appeal to older consumers and healthy brands to health-conscious consumers, while building brand 

loyalty among the youngest consumers by tying their products to, say, popular children's movie themes. 

 

A sports-shoe manufacturer might define several market segments that include elite athletes, frequent 

gym-goers, fashion-conscious women, and middle-aged men who want quality and comfort in their 

shoes. In all cases, the manufacturer's marketing intelligence about each segment enables it to develop 

and advertise products with a high appeal more efficiently than trying to appeal to the broader masses. 
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Market Segmentation FAQs  

What Is the Definition of Market Segmentation? 

Market segmentation is a marketing strategy in which select groups of consumers are identified so that 

certain products or product lines can be presented to them in a way that appeals to their interests. 

 

What Are the Types of Market Segmentation? 

Types of segmentation include homogeneity, which looks at a segment's common needs, distinction, 

which looks at how the particular group stands apart from others, and reaction, or how certain groups 

respond to the market. 

 

What Are Some Market Segmentation Strategies? 

Strategies include targeting a group by location, by demographics—such as age or gender—by social 

class or lifestyle, or behaviorally—such as by use or response. 

 

Compete Risk Free with $100,000 in Virtual Cash 

Put your trading skills to the test with our FREE Stock Simulator. Compete with thousands of 

Investopedia traders and trade your way to the top! Submit trades in a virtual environment before you 

start risking your own money. Practice trading strategies so that when you're ready to enter the real 

market, you've had the practice you need. Try our Stock Simulator today >> 

 

Related Terms 

Market Segment 

A market segment is a group of people who share one or more common characteristics, lumped 

together for marketing purposes. more 

Target Markets: What Everyone Should Know 

A target market refers to a group of potential customers to whom a company wants to sell its products 

and services. more 

Understanding How Companies Use Product Lines 

A product line in business is a group of related products under the same brand name manufactured by a 

company. Read how product lines help a business grow. more 

Demographics Definition 

Demographic analysis is the study of a population based on factors such as age, race, sex, education, 

income, and employment. more 

Understanding Product Differentiation 

Product differentiation is the process of identifying and communicating the unique qualities of a brand 

compared to its competitors. more 

Micromarketing: Advertising Focused on a Specific Group of Customers 
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Micromarketing is an approach to advertising that tends to target a specific group of people in a niche 

market. With micromarketing, products or services are marketed directly to a targeted group of 

customers. more 

 

Targeting og event 

 

t is a precise time-based geo-targeting strategy that allows advertisers to target an audience based on a 

geo-fence. Simply put: “tag” users in a specific location as you would tag users who visit your website, 

and deliver digital banner ads to their mobile devices as they browse the web and apps. 

 

Event advertising isn’t new. Some traditional advertisings examples are: 

Vinyl banners at sporting venues or concerts 

Digital reader board ads 

Booth space at exhibits, games and concerts 

Flyers and handouts 

Imagine you want to set up a sales booth at a home show or sponsor the local sports team with arena 

signage. It’s a great way to get in front of a specific audience and connect your name with other 

recognizable brands. But when the audience leaves the home show or event, will they remember they 

saw you? What if you didn’t have enough time to speak with all the people walking by your booth or 

what if people left without making a purchase decision with you? With event targeting you can continue 

to deliver your messaging to them for weeks after the event! 

 

Advertisers can reach an audience that exhibits huge intent for related products or services that are 

planning and ready to buy. Very little impressions are wasted on a non-relevant audience by utilizing 

targeting methods based on events people have attended. 

  

EVENTS BUID RELATIONSHIP 

Begin Talks Early and Often 

You initiated contact and are the one making a request, so you need to be the go-getter and the 

proactive one. Be the one to arrange for meetings and do it in person if possible. If you can’t meet face-

to-face, then use Skype. Texts, emails, and phone conversations may be used, but the interaction should 

be mostly live and face-to-face to foster a strong relationship early. 81% of business professionals 

believe that in-person meetings are critical for long-term relationship building, so don’t let the 

conveniences of technology be an excuse for forgoing a person-to-person meeting. 

 

81% of business professionals believe that in-person meetings are critical for long-term relationship 

building 

click to tweet 
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Use these meetings to discuss what each party’s respective roles are. You should also have a few hard 

copies of your proposal that lays out the following: 

 

Event schedule 

The estimated cost 

Expected turnout 

How and where the sponsoring company will be promoted 

2. Make It Personal 

Don’t be overly intrusive and ask all sorts of personal questions from the get-go. However, once all the 

formalities and business aspects are out of the way, try to shift to a more social conversation. There will 

likely be one person who will be your main point of contact, so take the time to get to know this person 

beyond his or her profession. 

 

Here’s how you do it: after getting all the business 

Make It Personal 

Don’t be overly intrusive and ask all sorts of personal questions from the get-go. However, once all the 

formalities and business aspects are out of the way, try to shift to a more social conversation. There will 

likely be one person who will be your main point of contact, so take the time to get to know this person 

beyond his or her profession. 

 

Here’s how you do it: after getting all the business stuff over with, ask the person a few questions for 

the sake of starting a non-business discussion, such as: 

 

How long have you been with the company? 

Where did you work before? 

Do you like your job? 

From there, the conversation may shift to more personal aspects, such as hobbies or family life. You 

might even share a photo of your kids on your mobile or request to friend this person on your non-

business social media account. 

 

The reason this is important is because this person is likely the one or among the ones making the final 

decision whether to sponsor your event. He also likely meets with a dozen other people like you 

regularly, so it helps to establish a strong rapport that makes you stand out just a bit more than the rest. 

 

Plan Events Seamlessly 

3. Give More Than You Take 

Sponsorships are one of those “you scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours” type of deal. Be willing to do 

most of the scratching, though. That is, whatever the sponsor is asking for in return, give that and then 

some. 
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For example, if the sponsor is asking for a booth to promote their own products, offer something a little 

extra on top of that. This may include lending one or two of your own staff members to man the 

sponsor’s exhibit. Other extras you can throw in for good measure include: 

 

Letting the sponsor promote its products on stage during a conference before the main speaker comes 

up. 

Adding the sponsor’s logo on all digital signage and kiosk systems. 

Having your staffers wear attire with the sponsor’s brand. 

 

4. Continue to Provide Value After the Event 

Continue to Provide Value After the Event 

If all goes well, the sponsor may be a company you work with long-term. To show that you’re interested 

in an on-going relationship, continue to provide freebies here and there for the sponsor. Just as 

businesses acquire long-term customers with discounts, loyalty programs, and other incentives, you 

should do something similar for your sponsor. 

 

A day or two after the event, you may do the following: 

 

Use your email newsletters to refer your customers to the sponsoring company. 

Provide a discount of your own products for customers who purchase an item or sign up for a service  

 

 

from the sponsor’s company. 

Write a post on your company blog that paints the sponsor in a favorable light. 

Make It Charitable 

Many corporations are also involved in charity work. If the sponsoring company contributes to a 

nonprofit organization, offer to become an active member of the charity. Just as the sponsor is funding 

your event, you will, in turn, do something for the organization. This may be a simple monetary 

donation, donating supplies, or giving your time. 

 

Better yet, incorporate the charity group into your event. Do for the group what you would do for your 

sponsor, such as giving it a booth or promoting the organization on your flyers. Working with your 

sponsor to promote a selfless cause is an excellent way to strengthen the bond. 

 

Research the sponsor to see if they are active in any charity group. If not, then propose one, preferably a 

cause that is similar to your niche. If your company and the sponsor are in the fitness industry, for 

example, then you might propose an organization dedicated to ending childhood obesity. 
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Build the Relationship From the Ground 

Build the Relationship From the Ground Up 

Nurturing a relationship with your sponsor is an ongoing process; the payoffs, however, are huge. Once 

you establish a strong rapport, you have a company that will have your back for subsequent events. A 

healthy sponsor relationship is also a win-win situation where both sides get out of it what they put in. 

 

Plan Events Seamlessly 

Looking for more information on building relationships with event sponsors? 

How can I get sponsors for my event? 

Start early and be open minded. Specifically identify both your goals for the event, and the incentives 

and benefits for a potential sponsor. Lean on data points about the event audience to make a 

compelling case to a potential sponsor whose target audience aligns well with your attendees. Focus on 

the sponsor, not the event, in your pitch 

AMBUSH MARKETING 

 

What is Ambush Marketing? Ahsan Ali Shaw January 18, 2020 
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What is Ambush Marketing? 

Perhaps you’re wondering what could be the “definition of ambush marketing,” it also goes by the name 

of hijacking, predatory ambushing or coat-tail marketing. 
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Ambush marketing is the process of hijacking the advertising campaign of some other marketers to 

compete and get more exposure to your product or service. 

 

Jerry Welsh, an American strategist, is the first person who used the term ‘‘ambush marketing’’ in the 

1980s when he was working for the American Express. In simple words, you take advantage of some big 

event by attaching yourself with it in disguise, when you’re not even part of it. 

 

Feature of Ambush Marketing 

Some of the features of ambush marketing are given below; 

 

Creative and Intelligent 

You have to be very creative and intelligent to use the campaign of some other advertiser to your 

advantage. It may seem very simple and easy, but it requires a lot of planning to execute it perfectly. 

Timing matters a lot in ambush marketing. 

 

Both Legal and Illegal 

As they say ‘‘it is only illegal when you’re caught.’’ Undoubtedly, it requires a lot of risk, but it’s worth 

trying when you’re at war with your marketing competitors. It is wrong when you talk about morality 

and ethics, then so does burning fossil fuels is wrong. But you do these things anyway, there’s a limit to 

everything. If you stay in the limit, it’s good, otherwise, not. 

 

Unexpected Outcome 

Ambush marketing involves a lot of risks because you’re utilizing someone else’s circumstances. Where 

you’re not in control of your circumstances; things can go wrong at any time and you have to face  

 

unexpected outcomes. 

 

Types of Ambush Marketing 

Ambush marketing has two major types, direct and indirect. Each type is then further subdivided into 

other categories. We’ll discuss them one by one.  

 

Direct Ambush Marketing 

Direct ambush marketing begins when a company becomes aggressive with its marketing approaching 

and starts attaching itself openly when it doesn’t even have legal rights like an official sponsor.  

 

In the Olympic games of 1996, Nike installed an enormous billboard just outside the stadium in the 

landscape of Atlanta. Fans and audience at the stadium were thinking that Nike was the sponsor of the 

Olympic Games, but it was not.  
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There’re different types of direct ambush marketing which are as follows;  

 

Predatory Ambushing 

When a company directly and openly attacks its competitor’s company, athletes, brands and sponsors; 

while the fans and people remain confused over which company has the legal sponsorship the whole 

time.  

 

In the winter games of 1994, two financial credit card companies; Visa and American Express came face 

to face. Visa card has the legal and official sponsorship rights. American Express began its marketing 

campaign which made Visa Card furious; ‘‘if you’re traveling to Spain, Italy or Norway, you’ll need a 

passport. But you don’t need a Visa.’’ 

 

Coattail Ambushing 

When a person or company gains more exposure than the legal sponsorship holding person or a 

company, it is usually performed by sponsoring that individual.  

 

In the Atlanta Olympic Games, Reebok was the official sponsors of the event. But its competitors made 

the news headline in the next. When Lindford Christie, an athlete, was wearing glasses with the logo and 

monogram of PUMA brand in the press conference; this news got more coverage, than the legal and 

official sponsor itself.  

 

Property Infringement 

When a trademark company or a property intentionally exploits and misuses the content to crash the 

market, and create confusion among the fans and audience.  

 

During the London Olympic Games, the management banned and started imposing fines on local 

businesses in the city of London, who were using the words like gold, summer, and bronze in their 

marketing campaign. It was because the management was concerned that such content can shift the 

focus of people.  

 

Self-Ambushing 

A sponsor usually signs multiple sponsorship agreements with different companies to perform certain 

tasks. Self ambushing happens when one company breaks sponsorship agreement by doing things that 

other companies and parties were supposed to do.  

 

In the European Championships UEFA 2008, Carlsberg was the official sponsor of the tournament, so 

does the other companies. However, it started distributing headbands and t-shirts with the logo of the 

Carlsberg among the fans. But that wasn’t the part of the Carlsberg sponsorship agreement. It was the  
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job of some other company, that’s how Carlsberg violated the sponsorship agreement.  

 

Indirect Ambush Marketing 

Indirect ambush marketing means when a company attaches itself indirectly to some other parent 

advertising campaign. The purpose of such indirect attachment is to get more exposure for its brand; it 

could use images, symbols, or photos to mislead people.  

 

The difference between both of these approaches is that indirect is not aggressive like direct ambush 

marketing, and it also doesn’t want to grab the main spotlight. It just wants to work indirectly, without 

stealing the show and gain more exposure for its brand.  

 

Here are the following types of indirect ambush marketing; 

 

Associative Ambushing 

When a company starts associating and attaching itself indirectly with the main parent advertiser 

campaign, it makes people into believing that they’re a part of it. They receive more exposure by staying 

in the disguise.  

 

Distractive Ambushing 

When a company creates distraction among the public and confuses people about the source of the 

campaign. They work openly and indirectly, but they trick people into believing that they’re the main 

sponsor.  

 

Values Ambushing 

Such companies use the main theme and values of the sponsorship holding company, they trick people 

into believing that they’re the same company, but they’re not.  

 

Insurgent Ambushing 

When companies and individuals surprise the public with their unique promotional techniques, their 

indirect presence doesn’t hurt the reputation of the main brand. But they get a lot of attention for their 

brand in return.  

 

Parallel Property Ambushing 

Parallel property ambushing means when a company launches and schedules the date of its event side 

by side with the date of some bigger event. Parallel scheduling of events gives a lower brand a lot of 

coverage because of the main brand.  
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Examples of Ambush Marketing 

Audi vs BMW 

The rivalry between two luxury vehicle companies also goes by the name of ‘‘war of billboards.’’ It all 

began when Audi launched its A4 car with the billboard of quoting a phrase ‘‘your move, BMW.’’ BMW 

launched its 3 series car, and installed its billboard just besides Audi’s poster with the phrase 

‘‘checkmate.’’  

 

BMW Vs Audi - Checkmate - Brands War - Ambush Marketing 

Audi launched another model R8 and installed the billboard with the phrase ‘‘your pawn is no match for 

our king.’’ BMW replied it with electric i8 and placed a billboard phrasing ‘‘touché?’’ Audi came up with 

the idea of a giant balloon with the sticker of the F1 car on it by phrasing ‘‘game over.’’ 

 

BMW VS Audi - Billboard Ad War Ambushing 

Pepsi Vs Coca Cola 

Cricket World Cup of 1996, rumors say that Coca Cola paid a huge sum of money to the ICC and became 

the official and legal sponsor of the World Cup. Pepsi didn’t sit back and accepted the defeat. However, 

Pepsi relit the extinguished fire of cola war and launched a series of TV ads campaign with the dialogue 

of ‘‘nothing official about it.’’ Coca Cola, you remain official, but everyone wants Pepsi.  

 

 

Coca Cola remained the official and legal brand of the world cup, but Pepsi got more public attention.  

 

Rona Collects Apple’s Leftover Paint 

The colorful iPod Nano of the Apple Company was very famous among users back in 2010. However, the 

company started its marketing campaign with a different poster in Montreal, Canada. The poster was 

comprised of a series of colorful Nano iPod, showing the colors of the rainbow.  

 

Rona Collects Apple's Leftover Paint 

Rona, a Canadian paint company, came up with the unique idea of their painting poster, a series of 

buckets collecting leftover rainbows colorful paint from the iPod poster. Rona’s poster was phrasing ‘we 

collect leftover paint.’  

 

Rona’s ambush marketing plan was successful and it gathered a lot of attention, and it has become a 

great example of ambush marketing in recent history.  

 

Advantages of Ambush Marketing 

Here are some advantages of ambush marketing, which are as follows;  
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Ambush marketing Increases Brand Awareness. Take the example of Rona, the paint company, it was a 

small company and very few people knew about it. But when it started attaching itself indirectly with 

the multinational brand, then its brand awareness was a huge success.  

 

Ambush Marketing is a Clever Technique. You have to be very clever if you want to launch a successful 

ambush marketing plan. The example and ideas we have discussed, they may seem very simple. But 

there was great planning to launch such billboard.  

 

Disadvantages of Ambush Marketing 

Ambush marketing doesn’t go without flaws; here are its disadvantages; 

 

Unhealthy Competitive Environment. Some critics say that it creates an environment of unhealthy 

competition. There should be a room of success for everyone; people and businesses should be in the 

race of defeating and using one another.  

 

ROI of Ambush Marketing is Difficult to Calculate. There are just parameters to calculate the success of 

your ambush marketing plan; it’s the risk which the businesses must take. You’ll never find out how 

many people have been converted into buying your product. 

 

It can be an Expensive Activity. Sometimes you have to invest a lot of resources like distributing t-shirt 

and headbands for free. But you can’t be sure about the return of investment, because it’s just an 

opportunity. It can pay off a lot or none, you can’t be sure. 

 

Conclusion 

If the idea of ambush marketing you have is creative and legal, if you apply it perfectly, it would pay you 

off well. Then you should take the risk. But if the idea you want to try is illegal, pay off is uncertain. Then 

it’s better not to try such ideas. 

 

 

BRAND POSTIONING OF EVENT 

Before the beginning of an event, especially live events, you need to analyze ways to ensure brand 

positioning will be the most successful. This includes analyzing three important consumer concepts in 

learning and understanding: 

 

What customers want 

How competitors are positioning their brand 
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The company and brand’s capabilities 

Taking these first three steps will help to outline a statement or message for your event that will 

resonate with attendees, connect with them more effectively, is unique from the competition, and 

delivered by the company through this brand positioning. The next part of the process is reflecting this 

positioning in every part of your brand’s personality including logo design in its packaging, products, and 

services. This will ring through inside the brand’s voice through communications and its overall identity. 

 

Avoid and Embrace 

It’s recommended companies use short, punchy taglines and consumer-friendly terms to briefly describe 

their brand and its voice. However, when crafting this message, avoid overly-used statements that 

already saturate the marketplace and are the aim of most existing products or services. 

 

For example, let’s say a brand is selling a line of vegan products targeted primarily towards older 

women. Instead of making a blanket statement or using more familiar terminology commonly seen on 

these items like “all-natural, high-quality ingredients,” instead aim for a more targeted voice. 

 

Try using words like “traditionally-healthy” or “female-friendly” that are not only more unique, they will 

connect better with a more seasoned women’s audience. It’s likely consumers already know the brand is 

vegetarian and therefore the ingredients are natural and of better quality. There’s no need to dumb-

down consumers with stale, outdated taglines and common claims when brand positioning. 

 

A High-Tailing Example of Brand Positioning 

Let’s look at a real-world example of successful brand positioning in the wine industry with a formerly 

unknown Australian label. The Casella family immigrated to New South Wales from Sicily in 1957, 

bought vineyards in 1965 and opened their namesake winery in 1969. In 2001, the family decided to 

launch its new “Yellow Tail” brand and begin globally positioning in an already overcrowded 

marketplace in the United States, Japan and other parts of the world. 

 

Since the Casella family didn’t have the same reputation as vineyards in Europe, they decided they 

couldn’t pretend to target the same market of fine wine connoisseurs. Instead of trying to compete with 

French or Italian wines whose brands were built on the prestige of their vineyards, the quality, and  

 

complexity of their products, they took a simpler approach by targeting a new type of wine consumer. 

 

A Successful Case Study 

In a successful brand positioning battle, the family from Sicily marketed their Yellow Tail wine as being 

fun and approachable rather than award-winning and world-renowned. It was a huge gamble at the 

time but the risk paid off for the small, relatively unknown Casella clan. Hoping to sell 25,000 cases 
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globally, their clever brand positioning efforts led to the sales of nine times that amount in a recent case 

study. 

 

By the beginning of 2006, Yellow Tail’s cumulative sales were tracking at 25 million cases and emerged 

as the overall best selling red wine in a 750ml bottle. The Casellas were outselling many popular 

Californian, French and Italian brands. It became the number one imported wine in the US and the 

fastest-growing brand in the history of the American and Australian wine industries. 

 

Past Black-and-White with Red versus Blue 

This method of brand positioning is now known as The Blue Market Strategy coming from a book by the 

same name. This approach suggests “cutthroat competition results in nothing but a bloody red ocean of 

rivals fighting over a shrinking profit pool.” Better brand positioning looks for new market space by 

avoiding head-to-head competition by focusing on innovation instead. 

 

In the case of a live event supporting a brand like Yellow Tail, rather than a more traditional tasting 

experience involving the five S strategy (see,  swirl, smell, sip and swallow), attendees would enjoy a 

more laid-back atmosphere. The black ties and white shirts would be replaced by more casual attire and 

the focus would be pointed more on the fun. 

 

In Closing 

While there are plenty of instances when more traditional venues and approaches are more appropriate 

when it comes to brand positioning. However, sometimes it’s better to think outside the box or swim in 

another ocean when it comes to this type of marketing. 

 

For more ways of successfully building your brand during live events, please contact us today. As experts 

in this industry, we’re here to make sure your brand will shine brightly alongside the rest of the 

competition. Our success is your success and we’re looking forward to hearing from you. 

 

REACH INTERACTION MATRIX: 

Reach-interaction matrix summarizes the generic characteristics of each of the categories to enable a 

bird’s eye view on events. However, each category can be designed in such a way as to change the 

degree of reach and interaction. 

 

Amongst the various event categories corporate interests have been concentrated on competitive 

events, especially so on Cricket in India. Such events have a broad-based character and high media 

coverage. 
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This implies high reach and the added excitement through live coverage on various popular channels. 

Post-event benefits through highlights aid in the event recall over and above the normal benefits that an 

event can offer. The fact that interaction is given short shrift is an anomaly that needs to be corrected. 

 

 

Competitive events are closely followed by events for artistic expression, then by exhibitions, special 

business events, cultural, and charitable events in that order for popularity with event-savvy sponsors. 

 

In fact, according to the leading American advertising journal Advertising Age, corporate spending on 

events in America has grown at an average of 17 per cent per annum since the late 1980’s. 

 

Sports related events top the list by cornering about 45 per cent of the total event spending; music and 

art events represent a combined 35 per cent billing. Rest of the event-spend is shared by the other 

event categories. 

 

Similarly, in Canada, almost 60 per cent of the Canadian corporate spending on events is on sporting 

events. The total event spend in the United Kingdom is put at 12 million pound. 

 

In the Indian context, industry watchers expect growth rates of 50 to 100 per cent in the next five years 

and an event spend in the region of Rs 500 crores, thus making this industry a very attractive business. 

 

The underlying fundamental infrastructure of these event categories has been ferreted out to 

understand the categorization of events better. 

 

Though the categorization of events as a whole may seem to be comprehensive, they are not exclusive 

in nature. An event can be a mix of the above categories too. For instance, having an entertainment 

programme during or after (but as part of the package of) a trade fair is almost a common phenomenon. 

 

Classifying such a stage show separately, as an event here would not be right since the reason for such a 

show to happen was the trade fair. But from the event organizers’ point of view this is a mixed and 

matched version of two different categories of events that require different levels of skill and 

management input. 

 

Similarly, since awards are a feature of most categories and specifically with respect to sports, music and 

film events, as well as pretty lucrative for the event organizers, these should be categorized along with 

its parent category. 
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Thus, the Coopers & Lybrands and Ceat Cricketer of the year awards would obviously be put under 

sports as part of the competitive events category though the presentation ceremonies are stage shows. 

The underlying factor for the core concept could be business or entertainment. 

 

Business need not be only monetary, political business is also a business. Similarly, entertainment or 

sensory thrills encompass a wide definition that includes display of paintings as a form of entertainment 

for a connoisseur or aficionado of the arts. 

 

Competitive events also are a form of entertainment for the target audience, so is artistic expression. 

Therefore, event categories get mixed and matched to achieve the perfect blend of reach and 

interaction as well as business and entertainment giving rise to event variations. 

 

Thus, each of the categories of events can be customized or combined to suit any of the marketing 

requirements of the corporate sponsor. Combined with the possibilities in the networking plans and 

barter deals et al, the situation that arises is one of having to decide amongst an unwieldy number of 

permutations and combinations that are technically feasible but difficult to execute in reality. 

 

PRICING OF EVENT: 

 

Event pricing is a daunting task – especially when you’re introducing paid-for events for the first time. If 

prices are set too low, people may deem your event to be cheap and decide not to come.  Too high and 

you may not get the attendance levels you want.  Either way, it’s important you get it right as it can have 

a big impact on your event’s headcount. 

 

Of course, technology today does make things much easier.  Most event management systems support a 

wide range of payment gateways which allow you to automate ticket payments as part of the event’s 

registration process.  The tools ensure your delegate payments are managed in a secure way and that 

you’re complying to PCI-DSS standards (something you have to do if you’re accepting payments via 

credit or debit cards). 

 

Read: How to Choose a Payment Gateway for Your Events 

 

Event management/registration systems also allow you to be a lot more flexible in the way you price 

events and manage your cashflow.  You can use tiered pricing structures where booking fees can 

automatically change according to timings and audience categories chosen by you.  You can also offer 

discounts and promo codes which can be used alongside any promotional activities you decide to do 

around your events. 
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Having this kind of flexibility not only has the potential to make your events more profitable, but more 

importantly, allows you to implement pricing strategies that encourage more people to register and sign 

up. With that in mind, let’s take a look at some of the pricing schemes that you can use to boost your 

event’s ticket sales and registrations. 

 

Smart Pricing Schemes That Drive Event Registration 

One of the most important tasks to determine before we look at other pricing strategies is making sure 

that the original price from which all discounts and offers can be made, is set correctly. You will have all 

the event costs to hand and your organisation will have a view on what it wants to make on top of the 

costs. This determines your base price. 

 

If you could charge your base price each time without discounts, your event will be in a strong financial 

position as you’ll maintain a healthy profit for each sale. More often than not though, you will find that 

you have to provide discounts to attract people to your event. And you need to figure out how low you 

can go so that you don’t end up giving too much away and your event becomes a loss. 

 

1) Early Bird/Time Discounts 

Early bird discounts are one of the most popular ways of driving registrations and ticket sales. You 

simply decide what reduced ticket price you are going to offer attendees in return for their commitment 

to you by booking early. It’s an effective way of helping move cash flow into your event quickly and it 

also provides you with marketing ammunition as you can announce how quickly the early bird tickets 

are going which can play into the ‘fear of missing out’ for those  attendees that haven’t yet decided . Do 

not extend the early bird deadline as this will show that sales are not going as quickly as anticipated. 

 

2) Member/Affiliation   

This is another simple pricing strategy. The member of an association or professional body pays a lower 

price ticket compared to someone who isn’t a member. This strategy works really well when your event 

is made up predominantly by association or institute members. Event management systems can help 

here by personalising the registration questions for different audience categories with different pricing  

set for each. Have a look here at how The Royal Statistical Society implemented automatic membership 

checks as part of their event’s registration system so that members and non-members always pay the 

correct fees 

 

3) Bundled/Group Discounts   

How you present various elements of your event and how you subsequently price them is all important 

in this strategy. What elements can you take and bundle together? For example, let’s imagine you are 

planning a two-day conference and a black-tie dinner. Rather than have just a single price for the overall 

event, you could have separate pricing for parts of the conference and for the dinner. You could play  
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around with the figures and come up with some value offers for delegates and you can create perceived 

value by adding multiple items into a bundle at a reduced price in comparison to having all the items 

purchased separately. 

 

4) Valued Customers and VIPs 

VIPs and valued customers also offer another opportunity for using pricing schemes to ticket sales and 

event registrations. You could have separate discount codes for VIPs and valued customers because of 

their importance to your event. However, before doing so, ask yourself does your VIP want a discount 

code? Would you be better off by providing access to part of the event that is not available to other 

delegates? Something as simple as a ‘meet the speakers behind the scenes’ could be a value 

proposition. 

 

A valued customer could be different to a VIP where you can offer them something to reward their 

loyalty. Again, you could use your event management system to personalise the registration journey for 

both audiences to demonstrate how important they are. For example, having a unique registration path 

for your VIP guests will ensure the questions and prices offered to them aren’t visible to other attendees 

which will make them feel that the whole experience was ‘personalised’ for them throughout the whole 

registration journey.  You can get all sorts of other personalisation ideas from this industry eBook – ‘The 

Event Planner’s Guide to Personalisation’. 

 

5) Promo Codes 

Promo codes is another strategy you could use to help ticket sales and registrations.  Think of Groupon 

vouchers or Top Table restaurant discounts and you get the idea. You decide on your special code for 

your event and then make it available to whoever you like. You could make it available to delegates. You 

could make it available to speakers, sponsors or exhibitors – this encourages them to use their networks 

which helps your event with additional marketing outreach. You could give codes to trade publications 

or associations. There are many opportunities. However, giving a valuable promo code should only be 

done if it makes commercial sense for your organisation. 

 

 

6) Multiple Ticket Sales     

With multiple ticket sales, you offer a discount on the basis of a number of tickets being bought in bulk 

at the same time – otherwise known as, group bookings. It works in the way that a lot of award dinner 

tables are sold. A single ticket is £200 and a table of 10 would be £2,000 but if the whole table is bought 

by one person who arranges to bring the 9 other people the price reduces to £1,800. You could apply 

this approach to your event. Again, using a dedicated awards management solution can be particularly 

useful here when it comes to cutting down a big part of the administration involved. 
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Read: 4 Ways Technology Can Help You Run Better Awards Events 

 

7) Flash Sales     

This strategy is one that you’ve probably seen work really well in retail. Just think of promotions such as 

Black Friday or Cyber Monday. People that buy products or services on those days usually receive some 

great bargains. You can apply the same thinking to boost your event registrations. Have a sale or special 

offer. Make sure it is well publicised otherwise people could miss it. You decide how long the sale is. 

Maybe it’s a day maybe an hour. It’s all in your control. 

 

Conclusion 

We have identified seven different ways in which adjusting your pricing strategy could lead to more 

ticket sales. What is important is that you pick the one that will have the most impact on your event. Of 

course – you could mix and match some of these ideas too.  And if you find something isn’t working, try 

a new approach. Sometimes you need to experiment to find the strategy that works. 

 

Would you like similar articles delivered to your inbox? Why not sign up to our weekly EventTech Talk 

newsletter for tips, analysis and research reports on all the latest technology and marketing trends 

shaping the events industry today 

 

Your live demo will be more than just a general overview of our solution.  It’s your opportunity to learn 

how Eventsforce can help you meet your event objectives (whether hybrid, virtual or in-person), see 

how the tech works and ask any questions you might have. Simply fill in the form below and start 

exploring Eventsforce! 

 

MARKETING COMMUNICATION TOOLS 

 

As a marketer, there is a treasure trove of tools at your disposal to help your organization generate 

awareness and support sales efforts—these are known as marketing communication tools. Marketing 

communication tools are a set of diversified programs designated to communicate with your target 

audience effectively. Any good marketer knows the importance of utilizing marketing communication 

tools that are best suited for specific marketing campaigns in order to reach your audience at various 

stages of the marketing funnel and across different channels. Deciding the best way to use these tools in 

order to effectively reach your audience is your marketing communication strategy, which is essential if 

you want your message to resonate.  

 

So, what tools should your organization use to reinforce your message and help drive brand awareness 

while maintaining a consistent brand identity? Let’s explore the marketing communication tools that are 

essential to any organization’s success.  
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1.Advertising & Sales Promotions 

Advertising is one of the most prominent and widely used communication tools in a marketing 

campaign, as its main feature is increasing awareness. Ads can be effective not only for marketing your 

product or service, but also for marketing your brand. Typically, advertising makes use of above the line 

(ATL) media campaigns because of the type of reach that can be achieved. Above the line marketing is 

often used by brands who aim to have a large, diversified market because ATL marketing has mass 

appeal. Some examples of ATL marketing include TV, radio, print media, cinema, and outdoor media 

such as billboards, transit advertising, and commuter displays.  

 

Everyone loves a discount, which is why sales promotions are very popular marketing communications 

tools. Usually, discounts and coupons are used to get new customers, where as memberships and 

loyalty programs are used for customer retention. There are three main types of sales promotions 

marketers use. The first is the discount that tempts the customer to make their first purchase. Think of 

when you’re browsing an online retailer’s website and see a pop-up stating you’ll get 10% off your first 

order if you enter your email address. The second is deadline discounts, which encourage your audience 

to “act fast before it’s too late” (i.e. holiday sales, Black Friday, and Cyber Monday). Finally, we have 

membership discounts, which focus on program tiers. These encourage customers to continue making 

purchases through your company in order to receive more premium discounts. Essentially, sales 

promotions help your brand build trust and authority with new customers. 

 

Demand Gen Report: The Brand Management Playbook 

 

2.Social Media  

Social media allows brands to engage with their audience while also providing information on its 

products, services, and values. From Twitter to TikTok, social media has rapidly become a valuable 

method for consumers to research a brand before the organization is even aware of the buyer’s interest. 

Potential customers are able to find social proof through other customers who have interacted with 

brands on social media channels. Additionally, brands have the opportunity to make themselves more 

human as they engage with their audience.  

 

3.Direct Mail & Catalogs  

While online marketing has taken the world by storm over the years, there is still great value in an 

offline marketing plan. In an increasingly digital world, direct mail and print catalogs can help generate 

leads and offer benefits that online marketing cannot thanks to localization and personalization. Many 

consumers find direct mail and catalogs easier to understand, as one study found that it takes 21% less 

cognitive effort to process.  
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Additionally, direct mail has also been proven to yield a higher average response rate when compared to 

digital. Finally, print ads won’t actively disrupt your viewer’s activity to get their attention, granting them 

the freedom to choose when they’ll receive your marketing message and thus allowing it to hit at the 

optimal time.  

 

4.Email Campaigns & Newsletters 

Email marketing is another tried and true tactic for lead generation. What’s more, it allows a brand to 

identify better quality leads. Since email marketing itself is a lead qualifying system, you can see a 

prospect’s interest based on the fact that they signed up for your list, whether or not they open your 

emails, and if they click on any of the links within your emails.  

 

Likewise, email newsletters are a powerful way to nurture leads by providing recipients with targeted 

and personalized content straight to their inbox. This helps push them further down the funnel and 

keeps them engaged with your brand.  

 

5.Trade Shows, Webinars, & Seminars  

Trade shows, seminars, and webinars are great tools to address issues, generate leads, and introduce a 

new product or service. Trade shows give consumers the opportunity to meet with brand 

representatives face-to-face, providing a more personable experience. Seminars and webinars can also 

establish your brand as a thought leader in your industry, giving consumers a convenient outlet to learn 

about your product or service. 

 

How Brand Management Helps Streamline Marketing Efforts  

As you can see, there is a vast array of marketing communication tools to choose from. Developing a 

customized integrated marketing communications strategy for your individual marketing campaigns will 

enable your organization to successfully hit your KPIs. However, with so many different marketing 

channels and various assets used for different types of communication efforts, it can be challenging to 

keep brand consistency, identity, and legal compliance top-of-mind. Utilizing a brand asset management 

software can help with just that.  

 

Imagine you’re preparing for a large trade show at the end of the month, on top of maintaining your 

other always-on campaigns. You’ll likely need some customized assets for the trade show booth, such as 

pamphlets, business cards, and other marketing collateral. With the help of a brand management 

solution, you not only have access to your organization’s brand guidelines via your custom user profile, 

but you can use the system to order your promotional goods quickly and easily. What’s more, you can 

simultaneously manage your always-on campaigns thanks to your brand management solution’s social 

capabilities, ensuring brand compliant messages across all channels.  
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By utilizing a centralized system built to manage all of your communication efforts, your brand’s story 

will speak loud and clear, driving brand equity. Assessing how and when your brand chooses to 

communicate is a strategic tactic that will ultimately help you build a better brand over time. For more 

information on how brand management solutions can streamline your marketing communication 

efforts, be sure to check out our own solutions. 
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UNIT:5 

STRATGIES OF EVENT MANAGEMENT 

STRATGIC APPROACH 

Planning an event for client entertainment is a complex undertaking with many factors to consider. As a 

corporate events specialist, we are contacted by many companies unsure how to go about this or have 

not really thought about what they want from an event. While relishing the challenge of devising the 

perfect event, we were very impressed by the objective approach taken by one of our most recent 

clients. They made our job easy by determining exactly what they were looking for. 

 

The client, a financial auditing firm, set out with their mission objective set in stone: They wanted to 

improve their revenue by building closer relationships with clients. Here’s an extract of their plan 

 

Planning an Event to Improve Client Relationships 

 

By developing relationships with key stakeholders, we will better understand their agenda, their 

personality and their personality goals. 

 

The objective: Lay out a proposed hospitality plan to: 

 

maximise spend value. 

to build better relationships with high profile/key decision makers. 

maximise discussion time with clients. 

enable client networking with client peers/new business prospects. 

move emphasis away from sports events to events that emphasis the special client relationship and the 

value we hold them in. 
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What matters most? 

That we spend our money wisely. 

That we maximise opportunities to get to know the client/prospect. 

Why does it matter – we need to ensure we get best return on revenue. 

Equally important is that our clients are left with a memorable experience which enables senior 

management to build on the relationship we have with a prospect or client and that a common 

experience can enable us to more effectively build rapport, differentiation and by extension new 

revenue opportunities. 

How will we make it better? 

By changing our current hospitality mix away from traditional event based activity – rugby and cricket, 

and replace these with events that are of such high quality they stick out in people minds, and become a 

talking point – something clients/prospects want to repeat. 

 

Ideally we should also develop an approach that can be replicated in most territories either in actuality 

or by extension. 

This will enable marketing to focus efforts and the construction of a model that is repeatable in every 

territory. 

The client had a clear mission to construct hospitality events that would deliver value for money by most 

effectively developing their client relationships for their marketing budget expenditure. Value for money 

is of course an important balancing act as any business action with a predicted financial gain must be 

balanced against its costs. 

Client Relationship Management or CRM is after all a marketing function – better understanding clients 

to profitably meet their wants and needs. Whilst the target audience are already clients, nurturing these 

relationships is far more cost effective than finding new customers. Furthermore, as the client 

recognised, developing stronger relationships will be mutually beneficial for both parties with their 

clients receiving a more tailored service and the business gaining additional opportunities to supply 

services, as well as networking opportunities for both parties 

Important to the acheivement of this is to have a shared experience  with a client which naturally 

develops rapport.  As the client, outlines in their plan, the best events for this purpose are those which 

are memorable and develop talking points. 
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What’s more, this international client wanted a plan easy to replicate worldwide. 

The Choice: A Networking Dinner at a Michelin Star Restaurant 

Planning an Event 

The dinner included transport to the restaurant with clients given the opportunity to drive there and be 

driven on the way back 

Why? 

The client was targeting senior business contacts and wanted a high quality experience – that reflected 

their high quality services. 

Dining allows quality time to be spent with clients, and a broad range of discussion whilst the courses 

and wine flow. 

A dining experience is ideal for a networking event which provides extra incentive for attendance. 

Value for money – costs are comparable with sporting events, but standards and ‘memorability factor’ 

are much higher. 

Relatively little organisation required – a distinct advantage for busy firms when planning an event. 

Through this methodical approach, the client was able to choose the perfect experience to accomplish 

there mission objectives. 

In  summary, it is well worth being objective when planning an event, especially a client event, which 

needs to reflect well on your business. What do you want to achieve. This client planned their event to 

achieve exactly what they wanted: a distinct shared experience which was memorable for their client  

and allowed valuable conversation time to build rapport and understanding. 

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTOR ANAYSIS 

The 5-Step Process For Determining Critical Success Factors 

Step 1: Pull together the team that will be working with the CSFs. 

Before you do anything else, it is critical to pull together a team that will be working on critical success 

factors for your business. This should start at the top level of the organization, as it’s extremely 

important to have senior-level buy-in. Some organizations choose to bring in a consultant to facilitate 

the process, but you can lead the discussion internally as well. 
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Step 2: Have employees submit their ideas or give feedback. 

It’s important that employees around the organization are able to provide their feedback in some form 

when you are determining your 10-15 high-level CSFs. But, this step could come into play after step 

three, depending on your preferences. You could either have input from other departments play a role 

from the get-go, or you could come up with your CSFs with a smaller group and then shop those around 

to get interoffice feedback. Regardless of what you choose, make sure ideas from across the board are 

taken into consideration. 

Step 3: Use multiple frameworks to examine the key elements of your long-term goals. 

Further understanding the key elements of your goals—through one of these frameworks—will take 

some time. But, they are vitally important in helping you define and determine your business’s critical 

success factors, so don’t skip this step: 

 

OAS statement: OAS is an acronym for “Objective, Advantage, Scope.” This method—further described 

in this article—helps you describe your strategy with full confidence, and acts as a starting point for you 

to be able to drill down into the critical goals your business needs in order to execute this strategy. 

SWOT analysis: SWOT is an acronym for “Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats.” FormSwift 

has a great example of how to put together a comprehensive SWOT analysis to help your organization 

“optimize performance, maximize potential, manage competition, and minimize risk.” 

Strategic plan: This article outlines the six important steps you’ll need to take before you can get to a 

clear, understandable strategic plan. 

Change agenda: A “change agenda” is exactly as it sounds—it answers what an organization needs to 

change in order to achieve their goals. (You can read all about how to create a change agenda in this 

strategy execution toolkit.) 

Step 4: Determine which factors are key in achieving your long-term organizational plan. 

In order to achieve a strategic plan and overcome challenges in any of the aforementioned frameworks, 

you’ll need to understand what the key factors are in achieving a long-term plan. Essentially, you’ll 

combine the key elements you’ve gleaned from your OAS statement, SWOT analysis, strategic plan, and 

change agenda, and then determine what your top CSFs are. (This comprehensive guide will walk you 

through the process you should take to align your critical success factors and your projects.) 
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But you can’t simply lump any high-level organizational goals together and hope that it works out. You 

need to take all of your CSFs and divide them out by what the Balanced Scorecard framework calls 

“perspectives.” Traditional strategic frameworks would only examine a financial perspective, but that 

system is flawed. There are several more important aspects that can impact strategy that can’t properly 

be lumped into the category of finance. The four we suggest using are: Financial, Customer, Process, and 

People. These may be aligned in a different order if you are a nonprofit or government organization. 

 

When you group each of your 10-15 high-level goals under one of these four perspectives, you are 

setting yourself up for greater success and better measurability. 

 

You want your strategic plan to be able to navigate short and long term plans. Try our Three Year/ Five 

Year Strategic Plan Dashboard 

Step 5: Implement your company-wide strategic plan with your critical success factors in mind. 

Don’t think that identifying your critical success factors, grouping them under a perspective, and then 

leaving them on a shelf to collect dust is going to help you succeed. You need to take action to get CSFs 

implemented throughout the organization. 

 

One of the best ways to accomplish this is by creating a Balanced Scorecard (BSC), a strategic 

management framework that allows you to achieve your critical success factors in a more effective way. 

Scorecarding allows you to take your critical success factors (often called objectives when used to 

discuss the BSC) and use measures to help you understand if you’re achieving them. Initiatives allow you 

to understand if you’re taking the right actions to accomplish your CSFs, and action items are the small 

(but important) tasks delegated to help your team complete the 

 initiatives.See Also: A Full & Exhaustive Balanced Scorecard Example 

Communicating Your Critical Success Factors 

You’ve implemented your strategic plan with critical success factors...now what? Do your internal teams 

know the strategy is in place and ready for execution? Does everyone understand what your CSFs are? 

In all the hustle of creating and launching a strategy, it can be easy to sideline a communication plan. 

But that leads to execution issues and can undermine all the work you’ve done leading up to this point. 
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Communication is inextricably linked with successful execution because you need your entire 

organization on board and bought in to your strategy. Also, when you’ve gathered employee feedback 

and ideas (like in step two above), it’s important to share what the leadership team did with that 

information because it motivates people to contribute again in the future. 

Your communication plan should be formed around these two primary stages 

Initial Launch Communications 

The first time you introduce new (or refreshed) critical success factors should be a big deal. Your CSFs 

will be part of a larger rollout of your strategic plan. Because your strategy will likely be in place for the 

next three to five years, make sure everyone understands its individual elements—like your CSFs—and is 

on board with the direction. 

 

Here are creative examples of communicating critical success factors and strategy from some of our 

clients: 

 

Throw a company-wide launch party and serve a custom cake designed with your strategy map. 

Host brown-bag lunches to explain the strategy to different departments. 

Create and hang strategy map posters around the office. 

Put strategy maps on placemats and notebooks in meeting rooms. 

Host discussions to explain “how you fit into the strategy” (“you” being each employee). 

Your initial communication plan should involve figurative fireworks. The strategy and its critical success 

factors are things your core team worked hard to put together—and something you’ll ask your entire 

organization to work hard to achieve over the next few years. 

Ongoing Communications 

Throughout the tenure of your strategic plan, you’ll need to communicate progress on your CSFs. For 

information this high-level, organizations typically share updates on a quarterly or biannual basis 

(monthly is often considered too frequent), while also giving employees the ability to access current 

status reports on-demand. For example, send a quarterly performance report newsletter and link to a 

real-time dashboard on your intranet that employees can view at any time. Then, hold a company-wide 

annual meeting to share goal progress in more detail. 
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Some organizations also create a “Contact Us” section on their intranet or provide an email address (e.g. 

performance@company.com) employees can use to send the core strategic team questions. Your 

intranet might also share information about performance management best practices or the process of 

creating a strategic plan to help educate your team on how the goals and CSFs were chosen. 

 

Whatever communication tactics you choose, focus on consistently and clearly updating your teams. 

Your reports and analysis of critical success factors will keep the strategy in everyone’s field of vision 

(sometimes literally). Software, like ClearPoint, can help you knock this section out of the park. 

 

Tracking Your Critical Success Factors: What You Need To Know 

Determine a way to see if you’re hitting your critical success factors. 

If you accomplish your CSFs, you are very likely to accomplish your overall strategy. Thus, you need to 

have the right measures and projects in place to to accurately gauge if you’re hitting your CSFs. 

Let’s say your overall strategy is to double your current organization size. That means you’ll be 

examining a number of measures or projects that will allow you to see how you’re doing toward that 

goal, like: 

Grow Within Current Client Base 

Grow Through Partners 

Get New Clients In A Specific Channel Or Area 

Grow Through Acquisition 

If you’re not performing well with these CSFs, you’ll know that your strategic goal is in trouble. 

Establish a champion for each CSF. 

It may be a good idea to ensure that one person champions—and is in charge of—each CSF. This person 

could be from an entirely different department or someone from the department that is given another 

responsibility and is ready for more visibility in leadership. They act as a steward to the CSF and ensure 

that it is moving in a positive direction. 

Champions could also be responsible for carrying out some of the communication elements described in 

the previous section. For example, CSF champions would be part of the strategic plan rollout and initial 
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communications. From there, each champion could be put in charge of promoting their CSF and 

communicating updates (both internally and externally where appropriate).Track each CSF regularly. 

Keep in mind that the frequency for tracking CSFs will differ based on your organization’s strategy. For 

example, if one CSF is tied directly to revenue, you may need to track results each month. But if your CSF 

is tied to hiring—and your organization hires sparingly—you may only track this twice a year. 

 

Software For Tracking CSFs: 5 Things To Look For 

Does the software offer the ability to report on your CSFs? Your team will need to be able to get 

together and view results in a simple, effective manner—so this is critical. 

Can you assign responsibility for each CSF? As previously mentioned, you may want an individual to 

champion each critical success factor, making this an important feature. 

Can you easily track your CSFs over time? Regardless of whether you’re championing a particular critical 

success factor or just need to see how each of them are doing, this is important. 

Can you add commentary and explain why a particular project or measure is yellow or red instead of 

green? This will help provide some much-needed context to your CSFs. 

Can you create different reports for different audiences? The report you share with your entire staff 

won’t need as much detail as the report you share with senior leadership. Your software should be able 

to easily create a variety of reports to suit your needs. 

Key Takeaways 

Determining critical success factors in business isn’t just a one-off project—it’s a complete culture shift 

and change. It doesn’t have a lifespan—you have to integrate it into your organization and consistently 

work on it to ensure it all runs smoothly. 

 

And remember: Simply having CSFs in place doesn’t mean your organization will magically change and 

become more successful. You have to be able to communicate, measure, and manage them to properly 

execute your strategy. 
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PREP MODEL 

The Pre-Event Planning (PREP) Meeting is designed to help the hosting organization to have a successful 

event. 

A PREP Meeting may be deemed necessary if any of the following circumstances are met: 

The organization has sanctions placed on it from a previous event. 

The organization experienced issues or reported concerns at a previous event, but no sanctions were 

placed on the group. 

The event is of a complex nature, and would benefit from additional event planning coordination and 

advisement. 

The event is a first time event. 

The organization is a first time renter or is utilizing a different venue than what it has previously. 

If the organization is under new leadership. 

If a PREP Meeting is deemed necessary by CCI, the Event Contact will be notified. 

PREP Meeting attendees will vary for each event, but may include:  the Major Events Advisor, University 

Productions representative, University Productions Technical Staff, SOAS representative, MUTO Box 

Office Coordinator, and/or University Police officers. 

The Event Contact is allowed to bring additional representatives from their organization that are familiar 

with and working on the event.  The student organization’s advisor is also welcome to attend. 

The Event Contact should be prepared to discuss the show format, technical needs, rehearsal schedules, 

and all event details. 

Failure of the Event Contact to attend a PREP Meeting may result in sanctions being placed on the 

organization, with the severest penalty being cancellation of the event.  Depending upon the time frame 

of the event, the PREP Meeting may be re-scheduled at the discretion of CCI. 

RISK VERSUS RETURN MATRIX 

One of the more basic relationships in investing is between risk and reward. Investments that offer 

potentially high returns are accompanied by higher risk factors. It is up to you to decide how much risk 

you can assume. This is why having a plan is essential.  It keeps in perspective the risk and return trade 

off.  Why take more risk than you need to? 
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Risk 

There are many types of risk. Business risk is the measure of risk associated with a particular security. It 

is also known as unsystematic risk and refers to the risk associated with a specific issuer of a security. 

Generally speaking, all businesses in the same industry have similar types of business risk. But used 

more specifically, business risk refers to the possibility that the issuer of a stock or a bond may go 

bankrupt or is unable to pay the interest or principal in the case of bonds. A common way to avoid 

unsystematic risk is to diversify – that is, to buy mutual funds, which hold the securities of many 

different companies. 

There is also market risk, which is the risk that market prices can fluctuate, sometimes called systematic 

risk. If you have a short investment horizon, generally something less than five years, this risk is 

important since the market could be down at the time you most need the money. On the other hand, if 

you have a long time horizon, for example when saving for retirement, you may be less concerned with 

market risk. The investment has the opportunity to come back prior to the time you need the funds. 

Another risk, which many people don’t think about, is purchasing power risk. This is the risk that your 

investment will not keep up with inflation and you will not be able to maintain your desired standard of 

living. A bank CD for example might pay interest of 2% and have no market risk. Your principal does not 

fluctuate in value and you are insured against loss by the FDIC deposit insurance up to $250,000 per 

depositor. However, if inflation exceeds 2% you will lose purchasing power. 

Absolute Measures of Risk 

One of the most commonly used risk metrics is standard deviation, a statistical measure of dispersion 

around a central tendency. For example, during a 15-year period from August 1, 1992, to July 31, 2007, 

the average annualized total return of the S&P 500 Stock Index was 10.7%. This number tells you what 

happened for the whole period, but it doesn’t say what happened along the way. 

 

The average standard deviation of the S&P 500 for that same period was 13.5%. Statistical theory tells 

us that in normal distributions (the familiar bell-shaped curve) any given outcome should fall within one 

standard deviation of the mean about 67% of the time and within two standard deviations about 95% of 

the time. Thus, an S&P 500 investor could expect the return at any given point during this time to be 

10.7% +/- 13.5% just under 70% of the time and +/- 27.0% 95% of the time 

Risk and Psychology 

While that information may be helpful, it does not fully address an investor’s risk concerns. The field of 

behavioral finance has contributed an important element to the risk equation, demonstrating 

asymmetry between how people view gains and losses. In the language of prospect theory, an area of 
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behavioral finance introduced by Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman in 1979, investors exhibit loss 

aversion – they put more weight on the pain associated with a loss than the good feeling associated with 

a gain 

Thus, what investors really want to know is not just how much an asset deviates from its expected 

outcome, but how bad things look way down on the left-hand tail of the distribution curve. Value at risk 

(VAR) attempts to provide an answer to this question. The idea behind VAR is to quantify how bad a loss 

on an investment could be with a given level of confidence over a defined period of time. For example, 

the following statement would be an example of VAR: “With about a 95% level of confidence, the most  

you stand to lose on this $1,000 investment over a two-year time horizon is $200.” The confidence level 

is a probability statement based on the statistical characteristics of the investment and the shape of its 

distribution curve. 

Of course, even a measure like VAR doesn’t guarantee that things won’t be worse. Spectacular debacles 

like 2008 when the S&P 500 was down 38.49% remind us that so-called “outlier events” may occur. 

After all, 95% confidence allows that 5% of the time results may be much worse than what VAR 

calculates. 

Mitigate Risk 

It is not possible to eliminate all of your risk.  The best you can probably do is to understand it and to 

make sure it is appropriate for your goals.  You can reduce some business or unsystematic risk by 

diversifying your investments within the assets class.  It takes 20 to 30 holdings in each asset class to 

reduce your business risk.  You can reduce market risk by asset allocating across different assets classes 

that are uncorrelated (in other words don’t move in the same direction at the same time).  You should 

also “stress test” your portfolio by calculating where you will be if you have substantial losses in your 

portfolio just as you need to start distributions and then determine if you can still make your goals. 

Return 

We all want as much return as we can get, but unfortunately there is no free lunch. While stocks may 

have the greatest market risk, they have also provided that highest market return over the long haul. 

From 1926 through 2009 the S&P 500 returns have averaged 9.9%.The Barclay’s long-term government 

bond index averaged 5.5% and Barclay’s 3-month T-bills averaged 3.8 %. They had respective risk as 

measured by standard deviation of 19.2%, 10.1%, and 0.6% respectively. As you can see the lower the 

risk the lower the expected return. You must balance the amount of risk you are willing to tolerate with 

the amount of return you expect to achieve. There is no such thing as a high return/low risk investment.  

The best you can do is try to achieve the highest return given an acceptable level of risk. 
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>One of the more basic relationships in investing is between risk and reward. Investments that offer 

potentially high returns are accompanied by higher risk factors. It is up to you to decide how much risk 

you can assume. This is why having a plan is essential.  It keeps in perspective the risk and return trade 

off.  Why take more risk than you need to? 

Risk 

There are many types of risk. Business risk is the measure of risk associated with a particular security. It 

is also known as unsystematic risk and refers to the risk associated with a specific issuer of a security. 

Generally speaking, all businesses in the same industry have similar types of business risk. But used 

more specifically, business risk refers to the possibility that the issuer of a stock or a bond may go 

bankrupt or is unable to pay the interest or principal in the case of bonds. A common way to avoid 

unsystematic risk is to diversify – that is, to buy mutual funds, which hold the securities of many 

different companies. 

 

There is also market risk, which is the risk that market prices can fluctuate, sometimes called systematic 

risk. If you have a short investment horizon, generally something less than five years, this risk is 

important since the market could be down at the time you most need the money. On the other hand, if 

you have a long time horizon, for example when saving for retirement, you may be less concerned with 

market risk. The investment has the opportunity to come back prior to the time you need the funds. 

 

Another risk, which many people don’t think about, is purchasing power risk. This is the risk that your 

investment will not keep up with inflation and you will not be able to maintain your desired standard of 

living. A bank CD for example might pay interest of 2% and have no market risk. Your principal does not 

fluctuate in value and you are insured against loss by the FDIC deposit insurance up to $250,000 per 

depositor. However, if inflation exceeds 2% you will lose purchasing power. 

Absolute Measures of Risk 

One of the most commonly used risk metrics is standard deviation, a statistical measure of dispersion 

around a central tendency. For example, during a 15-year period from August 1, 1992, to July 31, 2007, 

the average annualized total return of the S&P 500 Stock Index was 10.7%. This number tells you what 

happened for the whole period, but it doesn’t say what happened along the way. 
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The average standard deviation of the S&P 500 for that same period was 13.5%. Statistical theory tells 

us that in normal distributions (the familiar bell-shaped curve) any given outcome should fall within one 

standard deviation of the mean about 67% of the time and within two standard deviations about 95% of 

the time. Thus, an S&P 500 investor could expect the return at any given point during this time to be 

10.7% +/- 13.5% just under 70% of the time and +/- 27.0% 95% of the time 

.Risk and Psychology 

While that information may be helpful, it does not fully address an investor’s risk concerns. The field of 

behavioral finance has contributed an important element to the risk equation, demonstrating 

asymmetry between how people view gains and losses. In the language of prospect theory, an area of 

behavioral finance introduced by Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman in 1979, investors exhibit loss 

aversion – they put more weight on the pain associated with a loss than the good feeling associated with 

a gain. 

Thus, what investors really want to know is not just how much an asset deviates from its expected 

outcome, but how bad things look way down on the left-hand tail of the distribution curve. Value at risk 

(VAR) attempts to provide an answer to this question. The idea behind VAR is to quantify how bad a loss 

on an investment could be with a given level of confidence over a defined period of time. For example, 

the following statement would be an example of VAR: “With about a 95% level of confidence, the most 

you stand to lose on this $1,000 investment over a two-year time horizon is $200.” The confidence level 

is a probability statement based on the statistical characteristics of the investment and the shape of its 

distribution curve. 

Of course, even a measure like VAR doesn’t guarantee that things won’t be worse. Spectacular debacles 

like 2008 when the S&P 500 was down 38.49% remind us that so-called “outlier events” may occur. 

After all, 95% confidence allows that 5% of the time results may be much worse than what VAR 

calculates. 

Mitigate Risk 

It is not possible to eliminate all of your risk.  The best you can probably do is to understand it and to 

make sure it is appropriate for your goals.  You can reduce some business or unsystematic risk by 

diversifying your investments within the assets class.  It takes 20 to 30 holdings in each asset class to 

reduce your business risk.  You can reduce market risk by asset allocating across different assets classes 

that are uncorrelated (in other words don’t move in the same direction at the same time).  You should 

also “stress test” your portfolio by calculating where you will be if you have substantial losses in your 

portfolio just as you need to start distributions and then determine if you can still make your goals. 
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Return 

We all want as much return as we can get, but unfortunately there is no free lunch. While stocks may 

have the greatest market risk, they have also provided that highest market return over the long haul. 

From 1926 through 2009 the S&P 500 returns have averaged 9.9%.The Barclay’s long-term government 

bond index averaged 5.5% and Barclay’s 3-month T-bills averaged 3.8 %. They had respective risk as 

measured by standard deviation of 19.2%, 10.1%, and 0.6% respectively. As you can see the lower the 

risk the lower the expected return. You must balance the amount of risk you are willing to tolerate with 

the amount of return you expect to achieve. There is no such thing as a high return/low risk investment.  

The best you can do is try to achieve the highest return given an acceptable level of risk. 

VENTURE STRATEGY  

Joint ventures come into existence when two or more firms mutually decide to create a new firm (with a 

new name and legal status) in collaboration/ partnership specified the purpose. 

In this venture, all the partner-firms have some degree of control. The equity arrangement between 

independent enterprises results in the creation of a new organizational entity. 

 

This means that the Sponsoring organizations form a separate organization and have shared ownership 

in the newly-created organization. The partner-companies own the newly created firm. To form a joint 

venture, at least two firms must agree to jointly establish a new firm. 

 

A joint venture is preferred when two or more firms lack the necessary components for success in new 

business. 

 

Many companies like joint ventures to overcome resource constraints and/or take advantage of the 

distinctive competencies of the partner-companies. 

 

There are many countries like India where the government, makes it mandatory for foreign companies 

to do business on a joint ownership basis. 

This is done to reduce the threat of foreign domination and enhance skills employment, growth, and 

profits of local businesses. 
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Joint venture acquisition involves the creation of a new firm (or new venture) jointly by two or more 

companies. The companies that join together to form a joint venture are called partner-companies (or 

simply partners). The new company, that is, the joint venture is owned by the partners. 

Some companies use a joint venture as a vehicle to enter into a new business area. The major purpose 

of a joint venture is to enable both the partner-companies to share risks and costs involved in a new 

venture. 

 

A company having ‘some of the skills and assets’ for the establishment of a new business-firm can join 

another company having ‘complementary skills and assets’ to build up the new business. 

 

Joint ventures can be legally dissolved. Joint Ventures are useful to gain access to a new business or a 

new market in the following situations: 

 

When a singular organization cannot muster all the resources. 

Sharing among organizations reduces risks. 

When two different organizations have complementary resources. 

The venture entity can eliminate/ reduce competition. 

When expansion in a new market is possible leading to a dominant position. 

When an environmental, government, and/or regulatory restrictions make it difficult for either firm to 

exploit the opportunity. 

 

Joint ventures are possible within industry, across industries within organizations belonging to two 

different countries or even among countries. Joint ventures are a favored way to enter new markets. 

 

For example, foreign companies may have joint ventures with Afghanistan organizations for the 

development of infrastructure.The foreign company brings the capital and expertise whereas the Afghan 

company brings the local knowledge and logistical support to the joint venture. The arrangement is 

mutually beneficial. 
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Joint ventures have been the preferred way for companies to enter the Indian and Chinese markets. The 

joint venture entity may also create jobs in a foreign country. 

Advantages of Joint Venture 

It allows the partners to share risks and costs of building a new business. 

It creates an opportunity to combine the skills and assets of partner-companies necessary to establish a 

successful new venture. 

It enables the partners to pursue opportunities that are somewhat peripheral to the strategic interests 

of the partners. 

It can be a useful way to gain access to a new business which is very complex and uneconomical for a 

single company to pursue alone. 

It is a formidable way to enter into a foreign market when a market entry is restricted by government 

joint venture with a local partner in a foreign country is helpful to overcome tariff barriers and import 

quotas. 

An international joint venture is a fruitful means the strengthening of a company’s competitiveness in 

the world market. 

Both local and international joint venture helps facilitate joint research efforts, technology sharing, pint 

use of production facilities, marketing one another’s products, and in joining forces to produce 

components or assemble finished products. 

Situations Suitable for Joint Venture 

The following situations are suitable for a joint venture. 

All the situations are suitable for strategic partnerships. 

Business activity was pursuing an opportunity is complex or risky, if any business opportunity seems to 

be very complex or risky or even uneconomical for a single firm, a joint venture is a good way to 

undertake that opportunity. 

A situation where pursuing an opportunity requires unique competencies. Many business opportunities 

require unique types of competences of a broader range of know-how. When a firm does not have such 

competencies or knowhow it can go for a joint venture with another firm having the same. Thus, they 

can jointly pool the resources and competencies to embark on pursuing business opportunities. 
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Where entry to a foreign market needs a local foreign partner. In some countries, it may be difficult for 

multinational companies to enter for business purposes. The difficulty in the entry may arise from  

restrictions by the government or local culture and socio-political situations. In such a situation, a firm 

must secure a local partner to gain entry into the desired local market. 

Difficulties with Joint Venture 

A joint venture strategy offers many opportunities, no doubt. 

But it is not without drawbacks. Let us highlight some of the major difficulties with this strategy; 

Complications arise in dividing the share of control between the partners. The partners in a joint venture 

may have controversies over the role each would play in the organization and also over the extent of 

control in the organizational affairs. 

The partner-companies run the risk of giving technical know-how away to their counterparts. Any 

partner may capitalize on that know-how to compete directly with the other partner. 

Conflict over how to run the joint venture can tear it apart and result in business failure. 

In the case of an international joint venture, conflicts may arise over the use of local resources, local 

technology, local employees, compliance with local standards and policies, export volume, operating 

procedures, use of intellectual property and technology, use of foreign partner’s technology by a local 

partner, etc. 

Disputes may stem when foreign partners start neglecting the local partner after the foreign partner has 

overcome the difficulties. In that case, foreign partners may consider the local partners’ assistance 

unnecessary. Foreign partners may even think of dissolving the joint venture. 

Local partners may start own business by seceding their relationship with the joint venture when they 

could master the technology and develop competitive skills. Capitalizing on their acquired know-how, 

they may launch their products in separate brand names. 

The joint venture firm may begin to compete more with one of the partners than the other when all 

partners are in a similar business. 

Problems may arise when the sponsoring firms do not provide support to the joint venture equally. 

Although the partnering companies may not have problems, they may face problems due to complaints 

from the customers about poorer service or other issues. 

Conclusion 
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A joint venture can be local or international. A local joint venture is created by usually two or more local 

companies within the same country. 

We have thus far discussed the entry strategies for a single business company that intends to diversify 

its present business. A single-business company may follow any one or all of these strategies to diversify 

its current business. Once a single-business enterprise has entered into new business through the 

adoption of any of the above strategies, it has turned itself into a diversified company. 

We now turn to a discussion of the post-diversification strategies and the strategic analysis and choice at 

the corporate level. The post diversification strategies are followed by a diversified company. 

Diversified- companies need to follow one or a combination of these post-diversification strategies to 

improve their performance and market position 

SUSTAIN STRATEGY 

agriculture 

horticulture 

hunting and gathering 

industrialism 

agriculture 

cultural ecology 

cultural environment 

ecology 

horticulture 

hunting and gathering 

industrialism 

pastoralism 

physical environment 

slash and burn 

“ 
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